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bn OF TRANSMITTAL 

Wasuineton, D. C., November 10, 1915. 
Srr: I have the honor to transmit herewith a report by Dr. Ales 

Hrdli¢ka on ‘Physical Anthropology of the Lenape or Delawares, 
and of the Eastern Indians in General,” and to recommend its pub- 
lication as a bulletin of the Bureau of American Ethnology. 

Very respectfully, 
F. W. Hopes, 

Ethnologist-in- Charge. 
Hon. Cuartes D. Watcort, 

Secretary, Smithsonian Institution. 
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PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE LENAPE 
OR DELAWARES, AND OF THE EAST- 

ERN INDIANS IN GENERAL 

J. SKELETAL REMAINS OF THE MUNSEE 

INTRODUCTION 

N 1902, in pursuance of a study of the antiquity of certain skeletal 
remains found in the vicinity of Trenton, New Jersey, the 
writer collected and described all the crania of the Lenape or 

Delaware Indians which at that time were preserved in our museums.1 
From that time until 1914 no further anthropological discoveries of 
consequence were made in the region over which the tribe once 
extended; but during the spring of the latter year careful archeo- 
logical exploration was conducted in the upper Delaware River 
valley in behalf of the Museum of the American Indian in New York, 
by Mr. George G. Heye, with the assistance of Mr. George H. Pepper, 
in the course of which were found the remains of no fewer than 57 
Indian skeletons.?, The bones were not in the best state of preser- 
vation, but they were collected with scrupulous care, and shortly 
after the field work was completed they were presented by Mr. Heye 
to the United States National Museum. This skeletal material forms 
an important addition to the previously limited collections repre- 
senting the Lenape Indians, whose physical identity it is highly de- 
sirable to establish. 

The remains came from a cemetery in the form of a low mound on 
the New Jersey side of the Delaware River, opposite Minisink Island, 
3 miles below Montague, in the northwestern corner of Sussex County, 
New Jersey. The accompanying map (fig. 1) shows the site of the 
cemetery, which lay in the heart of the region once occupied by the 
Munsee branch of the Lenape Indians. 

1 Hrdli¢ka, The Crania of Trenton, New Jersey, and their Bearing upon the Antiquity of Man in that 

Region, Bull. Amer. Museum of Natural History, xvi, art. 311, New York, 1902, pp. 23-62, 22 pl., 4 fig. 

2 For details and archeological results, see George G. Heye and George H. Pepper, Exploration of a Mun- 

see Cemetery near Montague, New Jersey, Contributions from the Museum of the American Indian ( Heye 

Foundation), i, pt. 1, New York, 1915. The Heye Expedition reports some additional burials, but the 

skeletal remains therefrom were in a very defective condition. 

i 
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HRDLICKA] PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE LENAPE 13 

On the arrival of white settlers, the entire region afterward known 
as New Jersey belonged to the Lenape or Delawares,’ whose settle- 
ments extended ‘‘from the Mohicannituck [Hudson River] to beyond 
the Potomac,” and “from the heads of the great rivers ‘Susque- 
hannah’ and ‘Delaware’ to the Atlantic Ocean’”’ (Heckewelder). 

The neighboring tribes to the north (Mohegan, Narraganset, Pequot, 
and others), as well as those on the south (Nanticoke, the Powhatan 
confederacy, and others), all acknowledged relationship with the 
Delawares, with whom, there is no doubt, they were affiliated lin- 
euistically. 

The Lenape were divided into three large groups, or, as Brinton 
calls them, ‘‘sub-tribes,” namely, the Munsee or Minsi (the Wolf), 
the Unami (the Turtle), and the Unalachtigo (the Turkey).2. These 

subtribes, it seems, were subdivided into numerous smaller groups 
with distinctive names.2 The three branches of the tribe occupied 
special regions, but it has not been reported whether their boundaries 
were stable and definite. The Minsi, according to Heckewelder,* 

1 Captain John Smith’s Works, 1608-1631, Arber ed., Birmingham, 1884; William Penn’s Letters, 16833 

G. Thomas, History of New Jersey, London, 1698; Thomas Campanius Holm, Short Description of New 

Sweden, Stockholm, 1702, transl. by Duponceau in Memoirs of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, m1, 

Phila., 1834; T. Acrelius, History of New Sweden, Stockholm, 1759, transl. in Memoirs of the Historical 

Socicty of Pennsylvania, x1, 1874; Samuel Smith, History of the Colony of Nova Cesarea or New Jersey, Bur- 

lington, 1765; Peter Kalm, Travels into North America, London, 1770-71; G. H. Loskiel, History of the 

Mission ofthe United Brethren among the Indians in North America, London, 1794; Geo. Chalmers, Political 

Annals of the Present United Colonies, ete., 1780, New York Historical Society Collections, 1868; John G. EK. 

Heckewelder, History, Manners and Customs of the Indian Nations who once Inhabited Pennsylvania 

and the Neighboring States, Phila., 1819, Mem. Hist. Soc. Penn., xm, 1876; also MSS.; James Grahame, 

History of the Rise and Progress of the United States of North America, London, 1827 (new ed., 1836, 1845); 

Thos. F. Gordon, History of New Jersey, Trenton, 1834; J. Curtis Clay, Annals of the Swedes on the Delaware, 

Phila., 1835; Yates and Moulton, New York, N. Y., 1824; Isaac Mickle, Reminiscences of Old Gloucester, 

Phila., 1845, Camden, 1877; A. Gifford, Aborigines of New Jersey, Proc. N. J. Hist. Soc., tv, Newark, 1859, 

pp. 163-198; D. G. Brinton, The Lenape and their Legends, Phila., 1885; Handbook of American Indians, 

Bull. 30, Bureau of American Ethnology, Washington, 1907-1910. 

2 These designations are not translations of the terms given in parentheses, but ‘refer to the location of 

these sub-tribes on the Delaware River,’’ Minsi (from minthin, to be scattered, and achsin, stone), meaning 

“neople of the stony country”’ or ‘mountaineers’; Unami (from nahen, down-stream) means ‘people 

down theriver”’; and Unalachtigo (from wunalawat, to go towards, and t’kow or t’kou, wave) means ‘‘ people 

who live near the ocean.’’ Wolf, Turtle, and Turkey are the totemic designations of the three sub-tribes. 

(Brinton, op. cit., p. 34.) 

3 From the above tribes, in course of time, sprang many others “who, having for their own conveniency, 
chosen distant spots to settle on, and increasing in numbers, gave themselves names or received them from 
others.” (Heckewelder, Hist. Indian Nations, p. 53; see also ibid., p. 51.) 

4 Heckewelder, Hist. Ind. Nations, p.52. Brinton (op. cit., p.37) is of the opinion, but on what grounds 
is not stated, that the extent of the territory of the Munsee as given here is too great. In his 
words, ‘“‘that at any time, as Heckewelder asserts, their [the Munsee] territory extended up to the 
Hudson as far as tide-water, and westward ‘far beyond the Susquehannah’ is surely incorrect. Only 
after the beginning of the eighteenth century, when they had been long subject to the Iroquois, have 
we any historic evidence that they had a settlement on the last named river.” It seems, however, that 
even if the presence of the Munsee on or beyond the Susquehannah may be open to contention, their 
presence along the Hudson is well established. Gifford (Aborigines of New Jersey, p. 180) states that 

“the Minsi tribe extended as far on the west banks of the Hudson as Tappan.’”? Yates and Moulton 
(History of New York, 1, p. 225) place the Minsi even farther east, ‘from Long Island to and beyond Min- 
nisink.” According to Ruttenber (History of the Indian Tribes of Hudson’s River, p. 50) the Munsee terri- 
tory ‘‘extended from the Katskill mountains to the headwaters of the Delaware and Susquehanna rivers, 
and was bounded on the east by the Hudson; their council-fire was lighted at Minisink [about 10 miles 
south of Maghackemek, New Jersey].’”? The Unami joined the Munsee on the south, somewhere about 
Stony Point. Going farther than this, Ruttenber gives (p. 93 et seq.) the various subdivisions of the 
Munsee along the Hudson and their location: the Waoroneck, about Dans-kammer; the Warranawonkong, 
from Dans-kammer to Saugerties; the Mamekoting west of Shawangunk mountains; the Wawarsink, 
in the district which still bears their name; the Katskills, north of Saugerties. 
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had ‘‘chosen to live back of the two other tribes and formed a kind 
of a bulwark for their protection. . . . They extended their set- 
tlements from the Minnisink, a place named after them, where they 
had their council seat and fire, quite up to the Hudson on the east, 
and to the west or southwest far beyond the ‘Susquehannah’; their 
northern boundaries were supposed originally to be the heads of the 
great rivers Susquehannah and Delaware, and their southern bounda- 
ries that ridge of hills known in New Jersey by the name of Musca- 
necun, and in Pennsylvania, by those of Lehigh, Cohnewago, ete.’’! 

This is evidently one of the rare instances in which it is possible 
to make a clear tribal identification of older skeletal remains in 
eastern North America, and it is also an instance in which the con- 

tents of graves enable a fairly close estimate of the age of the site. 
The artifacts found with the various burials include a number of 
objects introduced by early settlers, a fact that shows the cemetery 
to be of historic date. Furthermore, one of the skeletons is that of 

a tall white man of Scandinavian or Nordic type, possibly one of the 
Dutch, English, or Swedes who reached the upper valley after 1614. 
As the remainder of the skeletons do not indicate any trace of ad- 
mixture of white blood, the cemetery may be regarded as dating 
from the period of the earlier contact of the Indian and Caucasian 
races, or probably from the latter part of the seventeenth or the 
beginning of the eighteenth century. It was surely earlier than 1740, 
for in that year the main body of the Munsee was forced to move 
from the Delaware, settling first on the Susquehanna and soon after 
on the Allegheny River in Pennsylvania, where some of them had 
gone as early as 1724. 

An event of anthropological importance in connection with the 
Munsee before their removal from the Delaware is noted by Rutten- 
ber.? In the latter part of the seventeenth century, at the outbreak 
of hostilities between the Five Nations and the French, the advance 
of the Iroquois in the south was being contested by the Shawnee, who 
at that time were also engaged in war with the Cherokee. ‘In the 
latter they [the Shawnee] suffered severely, and but for the timely aid 
of the Mahicans would have been destroyed. The Lenapes [Delawares] 
invited them to remove to their country; the invitation being ac- 
cepted, the Minsis brought the matter to the attention of the govern- 
ment of New York, in September, 1692, on an application to permit 
their settlement in the Minnisink country. The council gave its 
assent on condition that they should first make peace with the Five 
Nations.* This was soon effected, and the messengers departed, ac- 

1 Quoted from Hrdli¢ka, The Crania of Trenton, op. cit., pp. 32-33. 

2 Ruttenber, History of the Indian Tribes of Hudson’s River, p. 178. 

8 “River Indians returned from a residence with the Shawanoes, brought with them some Shawanoes 
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companied by Arnout Vielle, an interpreter, and three Christians, to 
visit the country of the Shawanoes and consummate the transfer. 

Captain Arent Schuyler visited the Minnisinks in February, 
and there learned that the Shawanoes were expected early in the 
ensuing summer. This expectation was realized.” 
From this it appears that between 40 and 50 years before their 

removal from the Delaware, the Munsee were joined by some Shaw- 
nee, which fact may explain certain peculiar conditions shown by 
the skeletal remains that will be considered in the following pages. 
The mound or cemetery explored by the Museum of the American 

Indian was known for many years, and some human bones had been 

removed from it, especially by Doctor Dalrymple, who exhumed at 
least 15 skeletons, but unfortunately these have been lost to science. 

CONDITION OF THE COLLECTION 

GENERAL 

As already stated, the collection from the Museum of the American 
Indian consists of 57 Indian skeletons, which range from nearly com- 
plete to such as are represented by only afew bones. Notwithstand- 
ing the fact that the condition of the material leaves much to be 
desired, many of the bones are sufficiently well preserved to afford 
fairly good data for study. The bones show neither vestiges of green- 
ness nor traces of mineralization. There is no post-mortem deforma- 
tion, except in a few detached bones of the skulls of infants. The 
color of the bones is predominantly brownish yellow, shading in some 
specimens to light dirty yellowish and in others to a darker brownish 
hue. 

AGE AND SEX 

Of the 57 individuals, 34 were adults and 23 (40 per cent) were 

adolescents or children. Among the adults the estimated ages of the 
individuals range from 24 to 70 years, and nearly half were 50 years 
or more. Young infants (first year) and fetuses are absent, having 
either been buried separately, or, more likely, had turned to dust, 
while the older, more substantial bones resisted disintegration. The 
cemetery was obviously one that served during a limited period as 
the communal burial place of a sedentary group of moderate popula- 
tion. The determination of the sex was facilitated by the good 
development of the sexual characteristics in the skulls, and by the 
presence of the pelvic and other bones of the skeleton. The results 

who intended to settle with the Minnisinks, asking permission to that end. Council directed that tha 
Shawanoes must first make peace with the Five Nations.— Council Minutes, Sept. 14, 1692.” 
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show that the 34 adults were divided equally between the sexes, as 
might be expected in the case of the remains of adults in the cemetery 
of a peaceful population.' 

ARTIFICIAL DEFORMATION 

A fact of considerable interest is the presence of artificial deforma- 
tion in more than half of all the skulls preserved. In the majority of 
cases this appears to be a simple occipital, cradle-board flattening, 
but there are three or four instances in which there are plain traces 
of bilateral frontal compression, which indicates intentional deforma- 
tion and suggests that all the posteriorly flattened skulls may possibly 
be of this variety, though the applied pressure failed in most cases to 
leave a distinct mark on the frontal bone.? The result of no such 
practice has been observed in any other part of the northern or middle 
Atlantic States, but deformation of exactly this type was common 
in Arkansas and Louisiana, as well as in the area to the northeast- 
ward.? Among the crania of the earlier and somewhat more easterly 
Lenape reported by the writer‘ to the number of 25, only two (both 
females) showed slight occipital flattening. These facts are signifi- 
‘vant and point either to some difference in derivation between the 
Munsee and other Lenape and eastern Algonquian tribes, or, if of 
common derivation, to a connection between the Munsee and some 

people from. the Trans-Appalachian region to the southwestward. 
It is in this connection that the historic accession to the Munsee of 
some Shawnee is suggestive, for the latter, or a part of them, lived 
in Kentucky and Tennessee, where the practice of fronto-occipital 
deformation was not uncommon, and in some parts of that area, 
indeed, was quite general. 

PATHOLOGY 

The bones in the collection are exceptionally free from the effects of 
injury and disease. The skulls exhibit no scars or injuries, and no 
disease, with the exception of a case of perforating mastoiditis in one 
of the children (no. 285,348). There is, however, as will be shown 
later, a considerable proportion of dental caries, with some indica- 
tions of pyorrhea alveolaris. 

1 Had the cemetery, prior to its disturbance, contained the remains of as many as 200 bodies of all ages, 

including infants, with a yearly mortality in the tribe of 35 per thousand, it could have been in use only 

about 60 years by a population of 100, and proportionately less, of course, for a larger group. 

2 As happened frequently on the coast of Peru, for instance, where the same type of deformation was 

practiced. No board was used in these instances, the frontal compression being effected by means of pads. 

3 Report on a Collection of Crania from Arkansas, Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila., 

XI, 558-563, Phila., 1908; Report on an Additional Collection of Skeletal Remains from Arkansas and 

Louisiana, ibid., xtv, 1909, pp. 173-240, 9 figs.; Report on Skeletal Remains from a Mound on Haley Place, 

near Red River, Miller County, Ark., ibid., xv, 1912, pp. 639-640; Report on a Collection of Crania and 

Bonesfrom Sorrel Bayou, Iberville Parish, La., ibid., Xv1, 1913, pp. 95-100. 

4The Crania of Trenton, op. cit., 1902. 
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In the remaining bones of the skeletons the only marks of injury 
or disease are as follow: 
Humeri (total number present, adults,! 56): 

Left bone of no. 285,307: Old surface injury involving lower 
fourth of external border, with formation of some callus and 

a peculiar foramen (pl. 23). 

Right bone of no. 285,303: Complete ankylosis with ulna, at 
right angle, possibly as a result of an early fracture of the 
olecranon (pl. 24). 

Both humeri of no. 285,320: Some periostitis on distal third. 
‘Both humeri of no. 285,306: Osteoperiostitis, distal half. 

Radi (total number, adults, 45): 

Both bones of no. 285,320: Some osteoperiostitis over distal half. 
Ulne (total number, adults, 44): 

Left bone of no. 285,306: Moderate osteoperiostitis, lower bone 
(right healthy). 

Femora (total number, adults, 60): 

Pair, no. 285,306: Moderate osteoperiostitis, distal half. 
Right bone of no. 285,336: Some osteoperiostitis, distal half 

deft healthy). 

Right bone of no. 285,320: Moderate osteoperiostitis, distal half 
(left healthy). 

Right bone of no. 285,313: Marked ‘‘mushroom head’’ (arthritis 
deformans); left healthy. 

Left bone of no. 285,321: Moderate ‘‘mushroom head.”’ 

Tibie (total number, adults, 58): 
Right bone of no. 285,301: Trace of periostitis at middle (left 

healthy). 
Right bone of no. 285,303: Slight osteoperiostitis on external 

surface, middle third (left healthy). 
Right bone of no. 285,306: Osteoperiostitis, proximal half (left 

healthy). 
Left bone of no. 285,313: Moderate localized capone nestle, 

middle (right healthy). 
Right bone of no. 285,336: Moderate osteoperiostitis, middle 

three-fifths (left ealtity). 

Left bone of no. 285,309: Trace of periostitis (right healthy). 
Pair of no. 285,320: Osteoperiostitis. 
Left bone of no. 285,321: Slight arthritis, upper articular surface 

(right healthy). 
Fibulz (number present, adults, 51): 

Pair, no. 285,320: Osteoperiostitis. 

1 The bones of the children show nothing pathological. 

17135°—Bull. 62—16——2 
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Clavicles (present, 44): 

Pair, no. 285,305: Moderate osteoperiostitis. 
Right, no. 285,320: Osteoperiostitis. 

Sternum (present, 14): 
Moderate arthritic changes in nos. 285,305, 285,309, and 285,314. 

Scapulz (present, 25): Nothing pathological. 
Ribs (present, 420): 

No. 285,305: Two long ribs fractured, well healed. 
No. 285,309: One long rib fractured. 
In addition, most of the ribs of nos. 285,305 and 285,333 show 

traces of arthritis. 
Spine (of 25 individuals, mostly complete) : 

No. 285,305: Some marginal exostoses (arthritic) in the cervical 
and lumbar regions. 

No. 285,306: Moderate arthritic exostoses, lumbar region. 
No. 285,333: Advanced spondylitis deformans, involving parts of 

dorsal and whole lumbar region with sacrum, synostosis. 
No. 285,319: Moderate arthritic exostoses on nearly all. 
No. 285,311: Moderate arthritic exostoses. 

No. 285,320: Moderate arthritic exostoses. 
No. 285,328: Moderate arthritic exostoses in cervical and lumbar 

regions. 
Pelvic bones (of 20 individuals) : 

No. 285,321, right: Some marks of arthritis about acetabulum. 

Bones of the hand (number, 774): 
No. 285,303: Carpal bones of right all damaged, crushed, and 

fused with third metacarpal. 
No. 285,320: One of the carpals crushed in life. 

Bones of the feet: 
Os calcis (number, 61): Nothing pathological. 
Astragalus (number, 58): Nothing pathological. 
Other bones (number, 537): 

No. 285,321: Right scaphoid, arthritis (eft healthy). 
No. 285,326: First right metacarpal diminutive (may have been 

injured in early life). 
Patellz (number, 38): 

Pair of no. 285,329: Slight arthritis. 

A summary of the above details shows that there are only six, pos- 
sibly seven, instances of more noteworthy jury, and of these three 
pertain to ribs (two in one person) and two to the wrist. These are 

very moderate proportions of traumatism, and show plainly that the 
people represented by the remains led unusually peaceful lives. 

As to disease, there is evidence of only four conditions, namely: 
Periostitis, osteoperiostitis, arthritis, and arthritis deformans; and of 
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TWO TYPICAL MUNSEE BURIALS IN MODERATELY CONTRACTED 
POSITION 
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these four the first two and again the last two are closely related, 
being really only degrees or varieties of the same processes. It is 
quite possible that all four conditions are merely differing manifesta- 
tions of arthritis. There is no well-founded suspicion of the existence 
of syphilis in the tribe, and there is no trace of either rachitis, tubercu- 
losis, or tumors of the bones. (Dental caries will be referred to under 

Teeth.) 

We may now approach the more strictly anthropological ob- 
servations. 

THE CRANIA 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: DIFFERENCES IN TYPE 

Although the remains comprise seventeen adult males and the 
same number of females, some of the skulls are so defective that 
measurements and notes of value could be made only on those of 
ten males and thirteen females. 

In examining and arranging these specimens, the first realization 
of importance is that, while the majority clearly belong to one type, 
there are a few that must be classed apart. The main type, as will 
be noted later and more plainly from the measurements, is that 
characterized by dolichocephaly to mesocephaly, and agrees with 
that prevalent among other Lenape as well as other Eastern tribes. 
The additional type is brachycephalic. Among the twenty-five 
skulls of adults there are four of the brachycephalic type, all females. 
A few additional examples existed evidently among the children; 
and several of the remaining skulls may be transitional as a result of 
admixture. The brachycephaly is so marked that it can not be due 
to normal individual variation within the series, and if we exclude 
this possibility the only remaining conclusion is that the broad-heads 
could not have been Lenape, except by adoption. The individuals 
represented by these skulls might have come from western Pennsy]l- 
vania, where brachycephaly seems to have prevailed at least in 
some districts; or from farther southwestward, from a region to 
which points the intentional deformation among the ‘‘Munsee”’ 
crania. These possibly represent the Shawnee, who came from 
that section and who, according to growing indications, while 
speaking Algonquian were of a different type physically. 

The admixture of this type existed evidently also among other 
branches of the Lenape, and to a more limited extent among various 
other tribes of the Atlantic states. The writer called attention to 
this mixture in 1902,! and will return to the subject in the second 
part of this memoir, which deals with Eastern skulls in general. 

1 Crania of Trenton, op. cit. 
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CureEF DESCRIPTIVE FEATURES 

The skulls are of good size, but otherwise are characterized by 
moderate development. There is no massiveness, no heavy supra- 
orbital arches or crests, no heavy jaws. It is plain that they did 
not belong to a tribe of great huntsmen or warriors. 

The frontal region, though prevalently somewhat low in the females, 
in a large majority of the cases is well arched; the zygomez are not 
excessively broad, the malar bones not heavy. The nose is rather 
short, the face only mildly prognathic. The dental arches, as m the 
majority of Indians, are very regular, and the same applies to the 
medium-sized teeth. The vault of the skull from above is either 
ovoid (58 per cent) or elliptical (42 per cent), while the outline of the 

norma posterior approaches more or less the pentagonal. 
In addition there may be mentioned an unusual scarcity of 

Wormian bones and an equal sparsity of marked anomalies. These 
and other features are treated in detail in another part of this paper. 
(See pp. 35, 47.) 

MEASUREMENTS 

The measurements! offer many points of interest, although, so far 
as the vault is concerned, they are considerably interfered with by 
artificial deformation in some of the specimens. As in certain 
former reports by the writer, they will be dealt with in order accord- 
ing to their significance. 

FORM OF THE VAULT 

The measurements relating to the form of the vault comprise the 
maximum length and breadth, and the basion-bregma height, with 
the resultant percentage-relations or indexes. The details are given 
in the accompanying table. Although the number of undeformed 
specimens in good condition is small, it will be seen (a) that there 

is an absence of extremes in the several dimensions, (b) that the 

crania range in. type from dolichocephalic to mesocephalic, and (ce) 
that they show good height. Asa result of the latter, both the 
height-length and the height-breadth indices are high, though corre- 

sponding well with those of many other Indian tribes and those of 

numerous other branches of the yellow-brown race. Comparisons 
will be found in the second part of this report, which deals with the 
Eastern Indians in general. 

1 Allmeasurements presented in this report were taken personally by the writer, with proved instruments 

and duecare. Unless otherwise noted, the methods follow strictly the international agreements of Monaco 

and Geneva. 
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TWO BURIALS IN EXTENDED POSITION 

The lower burial is of special interest as showing how much of a skeleton may be decayed or 
scattered without disturbance of the remainder 
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I. MUNSEE CRANIA: MEASUREMENTS RELATING TO THE FORM OF THE VAULT #* 

MALES 

Length, | Bread) Helght | coppaio| Heleht | Height 
mum mum bregma) ; index index 

Cat. No., Deformation 
pape ale bx100 | ex100 | ¢x100 

(a) (b) (ce) 
a a b 

cm. cm. cm. 

285,303... -- (Slight asymmetry) .....--- 18.9 13.3 14.2 70. 4 75.1 106. 8 
GSES Ni el MN oe aes, GAS ae eee See 19.8 14.6 13.8 73.7 69. 7 94.5 

DS BODEN eee ac cce oe ai-cts aetna so ote ae 18.7 14 14 74.9 74.9 100.0 

285 SU meet oe ood yoisiae steer s.cisitnid sicis mie 18.8 14.4 13.7 76.6 72.9 95.1 

285326 soe- Slight occipital flattening....| (17.7) (13. 7) (GUAIEA) We toe eee sores tees 

280; aU lerea= Moderate occipital flattening. (17. 8) (15.1) GiasG)i Reto cs el ee oes ese Ee acne 

PEGI A= Seal is Soe DONS ese scce se etcise sk (17.0) (14. 6) GSA See eeeaey |eaeeea enema irs Se So 

(4) (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) 

Averages of unde- | 

fORINEGE ee cae ee 19. 05 14.1 13.9 73.9 73.1 | 98.9 

FEMALES 

Pens Uo 5555] Sensucma als Sebeaee HESS seeos 5 18. 2 13.3 epi fei 72 98.5 

SDS Pe eo eee act nln wc caloey ela ein c\nisiate 17.6 13.1 12.4 74.4 70. 5 94.7 

285 30 Teena Trace of fronto-occipital flat- 

LOLA Sif eee eee eset 16.9 13 12.9 76.9 76.3 99. 2 

DED BA ere | sehare ner ities asic ace pees s 17.4 13.4 13 77 74.7 97 

OO A ees es icine woe esas cle micle 18 14 13 CGetetdle 72.2 92.9 

285, 30282 232 Moderate occipital flattening.| (16. 0) (14.1) (GREP) 8 Seacreseien HeeHeNsose||sae eee. 

PINAR OS Be ae DO sear eae eee als Se (16. 6) (14. 3) (W4s2), |ee ese lessee ta |e eases 

2853102. |Lan—2 DO zee eee ose ere sae acta (16. 9) (14. 4) (Er) hl Reese sacl Peeccesatse ae Seas eelaw 

285,321... -. Marked occipital with slight 

frontal flattening. ....-...- (16. 4) (14. 5) (1452) et eeee nese 2 Se ese ates ere 

(5) (5) (5) (5) (5) (5) 
Averages of unde- 

formed 2252. -2. 2-2" 17.6 13.4 12.9 75.8 Wonk 96.4 

* Arranged on the basis of the cephalic index. 

+ Not sufficient to vitiate the measurements. 

Attention may be called to the lower value of the average cephalic 
index and the higher value of the average height-breadth index in 
the males than in the females. These conditions, due to the rela- 
tively greater length and also to the relatively greater height of the 
male skull, are not exceptional and will later be found to be quite 
general among Eastern Indians. 

The identical value of the average height-length index in the two 
sexes is of no special significance and is probably incidental. 

In the deformed skulls we see the usual effect of the flattening by 
the lessening of the length and a compensatory increase in both 
breadth and height. 
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SIZE OF THE SKULL 

The principal determinations relating to the size of the vault are 
the cranial module or mean diameter, the capacity, the circum- 
ference, and the antero-posterior arc, all of which are given in the 
next table, where also is shown the thickness of the skull, which is 
of importance as a corrective to the external dimensions. 

Il. MUNSEE CRANIA: MEASUREMENTS RELATING TO THE SIZE OF THE VAULT* 

MALES 

Cireum- Thickness 
Cranial ference of left 
Module | maximum} Nasion- | parietal (1 

Number Capacity +| L+B+H (above opisthion | em. above 
—————|  supra- are and along 

3 orbital squamous 
ridges) suture) 

c.c cm. cm. cm min 

PCY aN 2 Oe ae Pe ein Re, A eee 1,470 15.27 49.3 36.2 4 
(i Ee Se SSS rC 68 Soooe sot An eeepc 1, 505 15.57 51.5 36. 6 4.5 

DRI) S hap BM as re eon ee 1,515 15.47 51.7 38.3 5.5 
PCG ST OY Ss RA CSR SPR Sar, opera AER 1,515 15. 83 51 36.9 6.5 
2853055. .=/- 2.) - Se em Ame elope Sean wy score 1, 530 15.10 49.4 35. 2 5.0 

DON DU See e etna cise oe en llacnie nino ia ete ee oe 1,550 15. 63 51.3 37.1 5.5 

DeoD Geen Oe aia sa Siete sisi piateiafe sae eis 1, 720 16. 07 55 39.5 4 

(7) (7) (7) (7) (7) 

AVOLS POSE. .cc2) ete samc eeceeins 5 = 1,544 15. 56 51.3 37.1 5 

FEMALES 

030 TS 2 RSS Cee ee eo Se ee ar ee ae Se eee eee 1, 225 14. 37 48.5 34.9 3.5 

p22 5s RE SA a Sa a ae Ae iar 2 1, 240 14. 27 47.6 33.9 3.5 

285 O47 occ ha dasina gece cis~ = sere aa ae eee 1, 265 15.0 50. 2 35. 1 5.5 

PS0:3 00) co cisinsias es SOC eee See 1, 280 14. 60 48. 2 35. 0 4.0 

> 1, Mae RES RR SSE eek Se eed S, 1, 275 15. 03 48.7 33.3 5.0 
pT PES SE ar eo SOR EAD Martie = / ter Pte 1, 295 14. 43 47.9 33. 8 4.0 

BSD S09. 2 ono FS cea ae eo oto uy, Ame soe 1,300 14. 87 50. 1 36.3 4.0 

722 OER Oe A Sones: DAC AS nada shine aosais= 1,310 15. 03 48. 7 34.0 5.0 

DBO OLOLE Seow a oe ae ee Sees 6 eee eee 1,375 15.17 49.3 35. 0 5.0 

(9) (9) (9) (9) (9) 

Averages Soin fees Jotaeieaes Peon are 1, 285 14.75 48.8 34.6 4.4 

* Arranged on the basis of capacity. 

{Measured with dry mustard-seed and by the writer’s method described in Science, xv, 1903, pp. 

1011-1014. 

It will be noted that the measurements of the Munsee skulls, par- 
ticularly those of the males, show fair capacity as well as external size 
of the vault, and also that only a few of the crania are thick-walled. 
An interesting feature is the unusual superiority of the measurements 
of the males over those of the females. This in a measure is due to 
the occurrence among the males of one skull of extraordinary size 
(1,720 c. c.); but even if we exclude this, the difference between the 

two sexes is somewhat greater than among other Indians. In the 
following table are given a few comparative data on this point. 
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MALE MUNSEE SKULL, NO. 285,303, U.S.N.M. (FRONT VIEW) 
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Ill. RELATION GF AVERAGES OF MEASUREMENTS RELATING TO SIZE OF VAULT IN 
MALES AND FEMALES 

(Males= 100) 

Number of speci- 
mens é Nasion- Pe 

Group Capacity | Module . Sa la opisthion vy uce 
ache, are 

Males | Females 

PABICATISAS 2 on 5.5 tei ere cceis bey sphs 19 14 86.5 96 96 96.5 92.5 

WMomisianareet sees. snccse- cee: 12 7 89.5 96 97 98 88 

Munsee (excepting no. 285,308) - . 6 9 85. 0 95.5 96 94.5 88 

* From A. Hrdli¢ka, Report on an Additional Collection of Skeletal Remains from Arkansas and Loui- 

siana, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., x1v, 1909, pp. 171-249. 

These data are of interest in a number of additional particulars. 
In the first place, it is seen that, barring capacity, a striking similarity 
exists in the relation of female to male measurements in the different 
groups of Indians. There are reasons to believe that such resem- 
blances are not confined to these tribes alone or even to Indians 
generally, but extend, with a limited range of variation, to all races. 

Another remarkable fact is that the external measurements of the 
skull, especially the mean diameter or module, and the circumference 
show practically identical percental relations in the two sexes, aver- 
aging each about 96 for the female to 100 for the male; while in capac- 
ity the difference is decidedly greater (less than 90 to 100) in favor of 
the male, notwithstanding the fact that the thickness of the female 
skulls averages smaller. In other words, a female skull only nine- 
tenths as thick as that of a male and which gives external measure- 
ments that compare with those of the male cranium in a ratio of 96 
to 100, will stand in respect to its internal capacity toward the male 
skull as only 88 or 89 to 100. The cause of this must be attributed to 
the unequal build, in the two sexes, of those parts of the skull which 
are not reached by the ordinary external measurements, and the 
narrower and especially the lower frontal region in the female plays 
probably a large part in this connection. 

RELATION OF SIZE OF SKULL TO STATURE 

The size of the head, as is well known, increases with stature. 
This increase is not uniform, but progresses in a diminishing ratio. 
The fact holds true in all races, though the exact values of the ratio 
with the different racial elements have not as yet been determined 
definitely. In the case of skeletal remains, in which it is not possible 
to learn the exact stature, the most suitable manner of obtaining 
light on the subject is to compare the length of the femur with the 
cranial capacity, by which means we ascertain the number of cubic 
centimeters of the capacity that correspond to each centimeter of 
the length of the femur. The following data give the results of such 
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a comparison among the Munsee and on Indian skeletal remains from 
Arkansas and Louisiana.' 

IV. MUNSEE CRANIA: RELATION OF SKULL CAPACITY TO STATURE* 

MALES 

Femoro- 
ie 

Bicondylar tS eee 
Number length of | panty pr 

right femur per 1.0cm. 

of femoral 
length) 

cm. eves 

0: ae acy se PSR Se Regier AR AIM Ste 43.4 1,530 35.3 
RR NNN So! 2 vite eS a nee SE IE, oa te GRD Ee 44,2 1,515 34.3 
CSU le eae aa aust ates Sa ah BA Cie ies Pes l= en ah NN A 45.1 1,720 38.1 
DST US) eee ge oc Onin Sa beaies JOR cosh nae ee orn eee ee aoa oaor 45.1 1,515 33.6 

Pes Ra das gre ore oe aoe Jeng dase Pere eer eo 5-06 ee ge tS Sa tee 45.3 1, 550 34.2 

PRS en Se a a ie 2 ae ae. EN ee en 46.6 1,470 31.5 
285,306... -- - Bi Se See Aa Sem eer ey Ste PASS hos too sohee se ee oe- 48.1 1,505 31.3 

(7) (7) 7 
AVOLAZOS . . =~ 2-2 ee ne we ee ee ee eee (45. 4) (1, 544) (34. 0) 

JER AUTO) Pe Ue ae aoc Soc c Bo ce cae on See siane wane Ie o ocr 45.4 1,514 33.3 

FEMALES 

TERS ORS REALE aN eee key Oe oe 8 SEES AE RE eee ae 39.4 1, 295 32.8 
PAT BVA (a Tae ogc eee dao: BOSC Soe ede Se pee sae eeeeenge a ee es 40. 2 1, 225 30. 4 

PbS LAT. =A PROS A IY RR, Glhs, Ae 42 1, 280 30. 5 
Dam ade. ..e4 cee Shweta Ss es a ale cep aid fs ed 2 42.3 1,300 30.7 
Fc ee Re NR AR ee Un NOR SPO gs 98 Rae Sis pele 43 1,375 32.0 
Prats VA lai oe Se ese Cae ea BO Soe On Wee OE aoeoeGr ae ca sores ace ous 43.5 1,310 30.1 

meiegosts: (08 2407. eh SASIESTAT SUSIE Ae ORG: AI 43. 8 1,275 29.1 
Mieies YW Geeee aap scone coc CBee pone > ot ee Bisa tot oS aso aS See ef Se Se 44.7 1, 240 27.7 

(8) (8) (8) 
AVOCA ROSE. och ee a s- seers rasp oe a. ee ere Gee eee 42.4 1, 288 |" 30.4 

COMPARATIVE DATA 

MALES 

PAT SASH (1)! Ne ae AN A crac an aa eit ee arene careers a ote Pore | 45.1 1, 446 32.1 

TAQ TISIANA CT). os sae eee eee RET ae. «Soe e 44.4 1, 434 $23 

FEMALES 

orisian si). 345. Jaa Fosas ss eet a ee PE ee - cee 8k | 41.7 | 1,330 | 31.9 

* Arranged on the basis of stature (i. e., length of femur). 

The results presented in the table show considerable individual 
variation in the femoro-cranial index, by reason of which there is 
some irregularity of alignment of the cases. This is especially true 
in regard to the capacity, which in this small series shows little 

1 Published by the writer in his Report on an Additional Collection, etc., op. cit., 1909, pp. 179, 188. 
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regularity or evidence of conformity with the aforementioned general 
rule of increase of the size of the head with stature. The tallest of the 
eight females had one of the smallest heads, and the man with the 
largest brain was not even of average height. However, there is no 
doubt that if the series of skulls was considerably larger, the usual 
progression, showing gradual increase in the size of the brain with 
the height of the body, would be apparent. 

The femoro-cranial index progresses much more regularly than the 
capacity, and shows another well-known fact, also common to all 
human races, namely, that while the absolute size of the brain enlarges 
in proportion to the stature, its relative dimensions with reference to 
stature diminish as the latter increases; so that while the tall man or 
woman may be expected to have an absolutely larger brain than the 
average of his group, relatively to his stature he will have less brain 
matter than the short individuals of the same group. 

The averages in the preceding table are interesting in another 
particular—i. e., the difference in the value of the femoro-cranial index 
in the two sexes. Both the former records of the Louisiana crania 
and those of the Munsee now presented show these indexes to be 
perceptibly lower in the females than in the males. The superiority 
in this respect among the male crania is seen not only in the averages, 
but practically throughout the records, seven of the eight indexes in 
the females being below the minimum of the indexes in the males. 
It seems evident that among the Indians the brain substance in the 
females is not only absolutely smaller than in the males, but is also 
somewhat smaller for each centimeter of stature, so that men of the 

same height as the women would still show an advantage in this 
particular. This advantage is not necessarily connected with men- 
tality, but may be due to the greater muscularity of the males. 

As to the value of the femoro-cranial index in different tribes, we 
can as yet say nothing positive. The indications are that if differ- 
ences exist, they are not of a very pronounced character. 

SIZE AND SHAPE OF THE FACE 

The measurements chosen, as in the writer’s work previously 
cited, are only the most essential. They include the total and upper 
length of face, and the three breadth measurements—the smallest 
breadth of the forehead, the greatest facial breadth in the plane of the 
zygomatic arches, and the breadth at the angles of the lower jaw. 
As to the total facial length (chin-nasion), wherever the teeth were 

worn due allowance for the wear was made on the basis of measure- 
ments on well-preserved teeth of the same sex and in the same group. 

The results, presented in the next table, show that among the 
Munsee the face was of only fair height and that its other dimensions 
were rather subdued for Indians. 
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V. MUNSEE CRANIA: MEASUREMENTS RELATING TO SIZE AND SHAPE OF THE FACE * 

MALES 

Total Upper | Breadth : ; 
length | length | offace | Facial | Facial | Cephalic 
of face (pros- (diam. index index | jndex of | Diameter Diareren 

Number (chin- | thion- | bizyg. | total | upper | theskull] frontal biconial 
nasion)}| nasion) | max.) | X*X100 | yX100 | (for com-|minimum| 1898 

Z Zi parison) 
(x) (y) (z) 

cm. cm. em. cm. cm. 

2B B0Sis echo reece 11.8 6.8 13.7 86.1 49.6 70. 4 9.3 11 

285606 22. pee 12.2 7.0 13.9 87.8 50. 4 74.9 9.5 11.9 

p> GER). Vee ee ae a ee 12.1 6.9 13.6 89.0 50. 7 (t) 8.7 10.6 

7208S iS ea eeser aaa 12.0 Wes 14.0 85. 7 51.4 76. 6 9.0 9.5 

280, S08 os. = beet Jae 12.6 7.4 14.2 88. 7 52. 2 ia 10.1 WEEE 

280; S00 e m5- eeae cere LO 7.2 13.6 89.0 52.9 (§) 9.6 9.5 

PGES ees ee eee ee 12.3 7.6 14.2 86. 6 53.5 (§) 9.5 9.3 

(7) (7) (7) (7) (7) (7) (7) 
IAVOYASES = eee 12.15 7.15 13.9 87.6 CAT Been oe 9.4 10.4 

FEMALES 

Don BlOU S. Seseeese nie. 11.9 7.0 13.6 87.5 D1./5 (§) 9.8 10.3 

POR Py (BP ae cae Beoeee ESD, 6.6 12.4 90.3 53.2 74.4 8.4 8.7 

Do eR ee seasons. * 11.9 7. 12.8 93.0 54.7 (§) 9.3 9.8 

PRG NRE sie ts a (?) 6.8 Ipaert Dete Pewee 54.8 76.9 8.5) 5s eee 
REIS (deeaens pte. Seed 11.8 7 12.9 91.5 56.5 (8) 9.4 9.6 

(4) (5) (5) (4) (5) 

ASVOLBPOS 2% =e sascccs52 INT 6.9 12.8 90.5 7 Ue aes es 9.1 9.6 

* Arranged on the basis of the Upper Facial Index. 
t Where teeth were worn off, due allowance was made for the defect, the normal enameled portion of 

median incisors in apposition being taken as 19 mm. high, in the men. 
{ Slightly deformed. 

§ Deformed. 
‘ 

The bizygomatic breadth, though not really small, is below the 
average in many other tribes of Indians, while the frontal breadth 
and that of the lower jaw are also somewhat below the medium. 
These results bear out the statement made under ‘“‘ General Observa- 
tions” (p. 20) relative to the moderate proportions of the face of the 

Munsee. Comparative data given in the second part of this report 
indicate that in some of these respects, especially in the height of the 
face, the Munsee were somewhat exceptional among the Eastern tribes. 

The facial indexes indicate mild chamceprosopy to mild lepto- 
prosopy. Both the total and the upper indexes are perceptibly 
higher in the females, which on analysis of the measurements is seen 
to be due to the relatively greater narrowness of the face in the female, 
which, in turn, is doubtless connected with a relatively smaller devel- 
opment of the temporal muscles, the main muscles of mastication. 
The same condition was noticeable in the crania from Arkansas and 
Louisiana previously reported by the writer, and is probably quite 
general among Indians. Some of the foreheads and some of the lower 
jaws among the Munsee, as will be seen from the details, were rela- 
tively quite narrow. 
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MALE MUNSEE SKULL, NO. 285,303, U.S.N.M. (VIEW FROM ABOVE), 
SHOWING TYPICAL FEATURES 
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ORBITS. NOSE 

With respect to the orbits, the writer follows his invariable custom 
of making measurements on both sides and recording the mean, 
which, in turn, gives rise toa mean index. This procedure is necessary 
in view of the fact that in only a minority of cases are the two orbits 
of equal dimensions and that sometimes they differ considerably.! 
Among the series of Lenape crania which the writer reported on in 

1902,? there were several specimens in which the orbits were unusu- 
ally low. At that time it seemed as if this feature might be almost 
characteristic of these Indians; but evidently such is not the case, for 
low orbits are quite rare among the Munsee. As will be seen from the 
following figures, in only one instance (male, no. 285,313) are the orbits 
decidedly low and broad, giving the microseme ? index of 78.1. Of the 
remaining cases four males and two females (43 per cent) are mesoseme, 
while two of the males and five of the females (50 per cent) are mega- 

seme. The extensive fluctuation of the orbital index in both sexes 
of the Munsee tribe is very striking, but much the same variation was 
observed in the Arkansas and Louisiana crania previously mentioned, 
and is present among the Eastern tribes in general. 

VI. MUNSEE CRANTIA: ORBITS,* NOSE + 

MALES 

Orbits Nose 

Mean 
Mean Mean ee Index 

Number height | breadth | p3<100 | Number] Height | Breadth | B100 
(a) (b) Sars H 

em cm em cm 

P4052) Be eI TER ETERS Saifteeetcces 3.2 4,1 78. 1 285, 303 5.0 2.2 44.0 

aD oO Same erte ena oe aie ea fossa oe 3.4 3.95 86.1 | 285,326 5.0 2.35 47.0 

BS SUD Meee eels seme wie 'acesere 3.4 3.9 87.2 285, 301 5. 45 2.6 47.7 

VASO = 565 Heese ee ceases 3.6 4.05 87.2 | 285,305 5.0 2.5 50.0 

FIG) SD. 5 ofa i ee 3.35 3.75 89.3 | 285,308 5.3 2.8 52.8 
ZOO LONER Says agoc ce Sioa Sse oe 3.3 3.6 91.7 | 285, 306 5.0 2.9 58 

280 BOLE ae aecieic ap oas5, cake cae8 3.6 3.9 92.9 285, 313 5.15 3.0 58. 3 

(7) (7) QO) echaastioc (7) (7) (7) 

PA OTAGO ete ed = saan oot 3.4 3.9 SUE 0p Re as 5.1 2.6 51.1 

* Arranged on the basis of the Orbital Index. { Arranged on the basis of the Nasal Index. 

1 It seems advisable to mention at this point the exact method used by the writer in the measurement of 

the orbits, for there appears to be not a little discrepancy in this respect among different workers. The 

Measurements are those of Broca: The breadth is from dacryon (the point of intersection of the lachrymo- 

frontal suture and the sharp free orbital border of the lachrymal canal) to the most distal part of the 

lateral boundary of the orbit, below the malo-frontal suture; while the height is the maximum height, from 

about the center of the lower border of the orbit. Both dimensions can be taken with fair accuracy by 

either a graduated rod or by the two sharp points of the compas glissiére. The main point is that the 

Measurements should not comprise any part of the borders of the orbits, particularly the outer one, which 

differs considerably in thickness and breadth, and part of which seems not infrequentiy to be included 
by those who take these measurements. 

2 Crania of Trenton, etc., op. cit. 

3 Broca’s classification. 
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VI. MUNSEE CRANIA: ORBITS, NOSE—Continued 

FEMALES 

= Orbits Nose 

Mean Mean ee Tndex 
Number height | breadth | 3,109 | Number] Height | Breadth | B><100 

; (a) (b) Tae H 

em. em. em. em. 
vee! I ES ae er Be) 3.8 86.8 285, 304 5.3 2.5 47.7 

PADIGLOS £85 = £86> «01 WAS tse. SUS 3.4 3. 85 88. 3 285, 302 4.9 2.4 49 

OT Ue SRE Fors Gee eet 3.5 8. 85 90.3 | 285,347 5.0 2.5 50 

RMT GUO Sie iaa\=ininis eistaintay sicinta pa pie es 3.3 38.65 90.4 | 285, 309 4.9 2.6 53.1 

ZOO SA ae on Ree ee ohne oe nee 3.4 3.6 94.4 285, 310 5.0 200 54 

POD sBUSes sce 9G: bed be ae 3.5 3.7 94.6 | 285,327 4.8 2.6 54.2 

QED B0 De soe wo ewido seth eine sce ben 3. 55 3. 65 97.9 285, 320 4.9 2.7 55. 1 

aaa |e ipernity 4.8 2.7 56.3 
POL Lh Mae SAS ER 285, 321 5.2 3 57.7 

(7) (7) C2), | ecseniaiee a (9) (9) (9) 
Alveragas 2.0/2 od jmee 225 Se 3.4 3. 72 1 ae fl Pepe ste 5.0 2. 65 52.9 

The average orbital index in the female Munsee is higher than that 
in the males, as is generally the case, a fact directly due to the heavier 
development of the supraorbital region in the males. 

The nose in many of the individual Munsee, in conformity with the 
rest of the upper face, was rather short, but occasionally it was quite 
broad. The indexes, according to Broca’s classification, give four 
instances (25 per cent; 3 m., 1 f.) of leptorhinic, four cases (25 per 
cent; 2 _m., 2 f.) of mesorhinic, and eight cases (50 per cent; 3 m., 

5 f.) of moderately platyrhinic nasal aperture, the averages falling 
both in mesorhiny. The usual accompaniments of platyrhiny in the 
negro nose, however, are invariably absent, the inferior borders of the 
aperture being moderately sharp and the bridge showing generally a 
fair development. 

PROGNATHISM 

Measurements relating to prognathism include three basal diam- 
eters, namely, from basion to prosthion, the subnasal point and nasion; 
and the subnasal (alveolar) height, with the heights from prosthion and 
the subnasal point to nasion. These lines connected give us, in skulls 
in which the facial parts are well preserved, the angle of the face as a 
whole and also the alveolar angle, which it is important to measure 
separately. 

An extended and meritorious report on the naso-alveolo-basilar 
angle such as here described was published in 1909 and 1910 by Dr. 
P. Rivet,' who commenced its determination independently by the 

! [’ Anthropologie, XX, 1909, pp. 35 et seq., 175 et seq.; 1910, pp. 505, 637. 
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MALE SKULL, NO. 99-6669, A.M.N.H., FROM MANHATTAN ISLAND 
(FRONT VIEW) 
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VII. MUNSEE CRANIA: PROGNATHISM, FACIAL AND ALVEOLAR* 

MALES 

Basion- Basion Basion- | Prosthion- | Prosthion- Facial Alveolar 
prosthion | subnasal aaah nasion subnasal angle angle 

Number line point f height /|point height} (angle be- | (angle be- 
tween a tween a 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) and d) and e) 

cm. cm. cm. cm. cm. 2 2 

Zen BOs ee xiaaes ease 10.5 9.7 10. 4 7 2.1 70 62 

BnrsONeatecn nse e 10. 2 9.2 10.3 7.4 2. 2 70 58 

Zor BUILe 2 = 228 BSS 10 8.8 10. 4 7.6 2.3 72 54 

DS UM S= 3 asic mrs mnie 9.4 8.6 10.0 7.2 2.2 74 64 

24) 31 Oe Bp ee eee 9.9 8.9 10.3 6.9 2.0 74 56 

BBoroosecscen snes. 9.5 8.7 10. 2 6.8 1.9 77 61 

(6) (6) (6) (6) | (6) (6) (6) 
Averages.......-- ot) 9.0 10.3 7.15 2.1 73 59 

Zoo. SV EOS sso sence 10. 4 9.2 10.1 6.8 2.1 69 52 

PM aleea ance = <i2 9.4 8.4 9.7 6.6 1.9 74 55 

CEC), 5 § See ee 9.0 8.0 9.6 (KO 242 74 58 

Pose] a ee 10 9.0 10.5 Le 2.1 74 58 

PSM Sl Obssasciase ae 9.4 8.4 10. 2 7 Delt 76 58 

(5) (5) (5) (5) (5) (5) (5) 
Averages......--- 9.6 8.6 10 6.9 2.1 74 57 

* Arrangement of cases based on Facial Angle. 

+ The “subnasal point’’ of the writer is the lowest point on the inferior border of the nasal aperture 

on the left side: it is the point from which the height of the nose is measured. 

same method as that of the present writer and almost simultaneously 
with him; but no comparisons are as yet available in regard to the 
alveolar angle. It appears from Rivet’s data that among modern 
white adults the average of the facial angle, as herein defined, ranges 
in round numbers from 70.5° to 73°; among the negroes, the mean 
of Rivet’s series gives 68.5°; among several groups of American 
Indians it was 68° to 71.5°. Rivet calculated his indexes mathemat- 
ically and with the help of an ‘‘abaque,”’ while the writer obtained his 
results by the direct (graphic) method, which, for small series of 
calculations and used with precision, seems to him preferable, although 
the results are probably quite comparable. By this method the writer 
obtained on the Arkansas and Louisiana crania, previously reported, 
averages ranging for the facial index from 70° to 74° for the males, 
and_68° to 70° for the females; while the alveolar angle gave the 
average of 55° to 60° in the males, and 51° to 53° in the females. 
The Munsee crania give the rather high average of 73° for the males 
and 74° for the females, with respect to the facial angle, and 59° in 
the males with 57° in the females for the alveolar angle. These 

1 An exceptional group of Wends reached 76.5°. 
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figures indicate that both the facial and the alveolar protrusion in the 

Munsee was exceedingly moderate for a group of Indians, although in 
a measure the height of the indexes is due to the shortness of the face. 

PALATE 

It was possible to obtain satisfactory measurements of the palate 
(or, more strictly speaking, the upper alveolar arch) in 13 instances, 
which, in view of the usually frequent defects of the arch, is a good 
proportion of the cases. The measurements and indexes follow 
Turner’s method, which is quite satisfactory... The greatest length 
recorded by Turner in 20 European male and 8 European female 
skulls was 6 cm., the smallest 4.7 cm.; the greatest breadth 6.9 cm., 
the smallest 5.6 cm. The same measurements among the Munsee 
range, if we take both sexes together, from 5.1 cm. to 6 cm. for length 
and 5.9 cm. to 7.2 cm. for breadth, showing both dimensions, though 
more especially the breadth, to be slightly superior in these Indians 
to what they are in whites. The palatal or ‘“‘uranic”’ index averaged, 
in Turner’s whites, 116.2 in the males and 115.6 in the females; in the 

Munsee the averages are 120.7 for the former and 120.5 for the latter 
sex, showing the palate in these Indians to be more “‘ brachy-uranie, ”’ 
or relatively broader. The sexual differences in both Turner’s and 
the present series are so small as to be practically negligible. In the 
different groups of Arkansas and Louisiana crania, reported in 1909 by 
the writer, the average palatal index ranged from 116 to 122 in the 
males and from 115 to 122 in the females—conditions very similar to 
those shown in the present observations. 

It may here be pointed out that the whole subject of the dimensions 
of the palate or aveolar arch in the different races, and especially in 
the different types of skull, needs investigation. As it is, the variety 
in the dimensions and shape of these structures, and especially their 
correlation with the rest of the face and skull, are only imperfectly 
understood. 

1 Length: ‘‘From the alveolar point to a line drawn across the hinder borders of the maxillary bones. 
Breadth: Maximum external just above the molar teeth.”’ 
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VIII. MUNSEE CRANIA: PALATE;* LOWER JAW;** FORAMEN MAGNUM 

MALES 

Palate Lower jaw Se 

. Thick- Tine Mini- Mean 
Index Height | ness eter |, mum Angle diam- 

Number | Length) Breadth |B X 100) Number| at sym-| at 2d bigon- breadth (mean)$ Number] eter 
1, ‘ physist| left ia of L+B 

molart ramus 9 

cm cm cm. cm. cm cm. % cm 

285,316 5.8 6.7} 115.5 | 285,316 3.4 on Peet S| Le eeeree 285, 301 3.3 

285, 301 5.8 6.9 | 119 285, 303 3.6] (4) il 3 120 | 285, 305 3.3 

285, 306 5.7 6.8 | 119.3 | 285,305 3.6 1.3 9.5 3.5 117 | 285, 303 3.5 

285, 315 6 7.2 | 120 285, 313 3.6 1.4 9.5 3.6 116 | 285, 306 3.5 

285, 326 5.5 6.6 | 120 285, 301 Sil 1.3 9.3 3.6 116 | 285,308 3.6 

285, 305 5.3 6. 4 120.8 | 285, 306 3.8 1.3 9.5 3.5 117 | 285,326 3.6 

285, 308 5.7 7.0 | 122.8 | 285,326 3.8 583 |) WOE) 3.2 116 | 285,313 3.8 

285, 303 5.1 6.6 | 129.4 | 285,308 3.9 1G) |) ta al 3.4 IID AL | pam bs 8 3 1 

Spe | RPS | Lee | ee tes 285, 315 3.9 1.8] 10.9 4.0 7S eee Ee ae tes 

(8) (8) (8) (9) (8) (8) (9) (8) (7) 
Averages. - 5.6 G38) AZO 7 ieeencsns eae Bics 1.5] 10.5 3.5 pO be Gees 3.5 

FEMALES 

285, 327 5.1 5.9 115.7 | 285, 324 red needs 9.6 3.3 128 | 285, 309 3.1 

285, 307 5.6 6.6 | 117.9 | 285,307 3.2) 1:2 Child Beeaaeoe 127 | 285,327 3.1 

285, 304 5.2 6.2 | *119.2 | 285,310 3.4 1.6 10.3 3.5 131 | 285, 304 3. 2 

285, 302 5.2 6.4 | 1238.1 | 285,321 Seo | ele ones meeers Seon eee a 285, 310 3. 2 

285, 310 5. 2. 6.6 | 126.9 | 285,347 Salar | lay ae Aas oe 3.4 128 | 285, 302 3.3 

eat ioe | Ms, nenoetel oe eis crete [erecta 285, 302 Bei | alee) 9.8 2.8 140 | 285, 320 3.3 

erase eel tee cet alee a eewiciac |S Ae OG EP0) | Eece shel bseened Cemeece | mm Sat 123 | 285,347 38) 
Ee Os [Ee i Se | ee Sh a(R 285 3 00H | eee ee | ema ey ee he eeenal om 130))|!"285 “807 3.4 

(5) (5) (5) (6) (6) (4) (6) (7) (8) 
Averages..| 5.25 GiSoupede0e Dil as ceo ces 3.4 1.5 9.6 3.2 116 {a ine eric 3.2 

* Arranged on the basis of the Palatal Index. 

** Arranged on the basis of the height at symphysis. 

+ The vertical height in median line. 

{ Measured with the compas glissiére in such manner that the center of the second molar or of its aveolus 

corresponds to the middle of the rod of the compass between the two branches which are applied to the 

ramus. 

§ Measured with Broca’s goniometer. 

4] Moderate. 

FORAMEN MAGNUM 

In respect to the foramen magnum, there is so much irregularity 
and so little special significance in the ratio between the two main 
diameters, length and breadth, that the writer prefers to use the 

1+b a 
mean measurement, (+, -), which stands in some relation to stature 

and probably to muscular development, and which may have more 
than passing interest in the study of racial and other groups. The 
average in the Munsee is, as usual, perceptibly higher in the males 
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than in the females. It is almost identical in both sexes with that 
of the Indian skeletal remains from the Louisiana mounds (Munsee, 
7 males, 3.5; 8 females, 3.2: Louisiana, 10 males, 3.45; 14 females, 
3.18 em.), which were nearly alike in stature, but it is slightly superior 
to that of the Indians from Arkansas, who were also of practically 
the same height (Arkansas, 22 males, 3.3; 16 females, 3.14 cm.). 

LOWER JAW 

The measurements of the lower jaw show only moderate dimensions 
throughout. The angle (mean of the two sides, which usually differ 
somewhat in this respect) averages decidedly higher in the females 
(130°), which is not always the case in American crania. Thus 
among the Arkansas and Louisiana mound crania it averaged 118.5° 
in the males, or practically the same as in the Munsee; while it was 
only 122° in the females, or eight points lower than in the Munsee 
of the same sex. 

DETAILED OBSERVATIONS ON THE CRANIA 

In visual examination of a series of crania or other bones of more 
than passing importance, general impressions are not sufficiently 
accurate or reliable; consequently, the writer habitually makes detailed 
notes of the principal features of each specimen in accordance with a 
definite though simple scheme. Such notes can be tabulated and 
analyzed almost as readily as measurements. 

In choosing the points for observation, the only rule that can be 
formulated is to include everything of consequence, and to cover the 
whole specimen, which is not so easily accomplished as at first might 
seem. Some of the points touched upon in such a procedure will, 
of course, be of much less weight than others, but they serve to com- 
plete the picture and: will doubtless be of some interest and value in 
future comparisons; while purely individual characteristics that mght 
be included by some authors may be passed entirely. 

The results of the detailed examination of the Munsee crania are as 

follow: 
THE VAULT: FOREHEAD 

The conditions found in respect to the frontal region will be clearly 
seen from the accompanying table. As general among Indians, 
this region in the Munsee skulls shows high development only in 
exceptional cases. In the males there is frequently more or less of a 
slope; in the females, where slope is rare, low foreheads prevail. 
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MALE SKULL, NO. 99-6669, A.M.N.H., FROM MANHATTAN ISLAND 
(VIEW FROM ABOVE), SHOWING LONG OVOID OUTLINE 
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IX. MUNSEE CRANIA: FRONTAL REGION 

9 males 11 females 

Cases Per cent Cases Per cent 

Escepmonalhy, Pood deVElOPMeN loan. saa ese ose ee = oe ces Soe alec namie -teclsoe ns tsaee 1 9 

BURL TERE ee cre BAe BON rnc ea Ss Se ieee ERieh ss Ges eSe = 5 56 4 36 

SLO 7a OE SIS AEN ee RE = ero re eR Roe 1 11 5 45 

Silishtwomoderately slopmeanc. sh. ok accents seeeioe ne ai eas 3 33 1 9 

SAGITTAL REGION 

The vault of the skull among Indians is frequently more or less 
arched or keeled, indicating strong development of the temporal 
muscles. This characteristic is of course much more frequent and 
pronounced in the males than in the females. The Munsee, it will 
be seen, show no exception in this respect. The elevation of the 
sagittal region is present in nearly all the males, although it is seldom 
pronounced. Among the females nearly half are without sagittal 
elevation, while in the remainder this feature is only slightly de- 
veloped. 

X. MUNSEE CRANIA: SAGITTAL REGION 

9 males 12.females 

Cases | Percent} Cases. | Per cent 

Ovaltormearly:SOk sass ee coe ois aioe en cae eae ee meee cee 1 11 5 42 

nlizhtlyelevated: or keeleds. = -nea5 2. acdsee oeesieee nese cee 4 44 5 42 

aterate lyk Oelodins. 72s Antes - eeee ence deme patos oh a SN 2 22 1 8 

panicediyskeeledis ar... =. < Catan neers oe ena cfa Se ae el ae 2 22 | 1 8 

| 

TEMPORO-PARIETAL REGION 

The temporo-parietal region differs in convexity with the type of 
the skull, being usually quite flat in pronounced dilochocephaly and 
decidedly convex in marked brachycephaly. Besides this, it is 
also subject to individual and groupal variations. In the series at 
hand, in two-thirds of both the male and the female skulls the region 
is of about medium convexity. Among the remainder of the speci- 
mens it is rather interesting to note that while in a third of the 
cases in the males the region is flat and in no case bulging, these 
conditions are practically reversed in the females. The temporo- 
parietal region of the brain tended evidently to a greater relative 
development in the females of this series than in the males. 

17135°—Bull. 62—16——3 
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XI. MUNSEE CRANTA: TEMPORO-PARIETAL REGION 

9 males | 12 females 

Cases Per cent Cases Per cent 

Rath Oty oe Fe oe oe Sak ak otis womens pantie te tieaiciae ole ae ae oe ae ee a ee 3 25 

Moedinm convexity. = Ge. won oceanre, cease ea ins ceamaesnicaeeans 6 67 8 67 

Wathen take) eaten eke ee ee | 3 33 1 8 

OCCIPUT 

When we eliminate all the cases that show any trace of artificial 
flattening of the back of the skull, there remain only a few specimens 
for observation. Among these, three-fourths show medium con- 
vexity of the occiput, while in one-fourth the region is protruding. 
There is no difference in this respect in the two sexes. The external 
occipital protuberance and the occipital ridges do not show especially 
strong development in any case, and barring a single instance of the 
occurrence of an Inca bone, which will be spoken of in another con- 
nection, there are no anomalies of this region to be recorded. 

XII. MUNSEE CRANIA: OCCIPUT (IN THE UNDEFORMED) 

4 males 4 females 

Cases Per cent Cases Per cent 

Modinm promimnencetr cue on Aone cteen eee oon eee ees ae aeees 3 75 3 75 

PROUICIN Re ais Sole eh cpa ue hanes Maw aes apne Sawa ee what awe ae 1 25 1 25 

Blichtlvasvmmoiriess nce cach cru dese ca acc ncte semen tetas 1 (25) 1 (25) 

SUTURES: SERRATION 

The serration of the cranial sutures is of interest for the reason 
that in the skulls of whites and in superior skulls generally the knit- 
ting is often, though not invariably, quite complex, while in the major- 
ity of the skulls among the retarded races it is more or less simple and 
may occasionally be nearly absent. For the sake. of simplicity in 
recording the nature of the sutures the writer refers to the serration 
as “‘medium,’’ or about as it averages in whites; ‘‘submedium,” 
which is self-explanatory; and ‘poor,’ or such as approaches a 
sumple wavy line. Among the Indians the sutures range mostly 
from submedium to more simple, and the Munsee skulls form no 
exception. As seen from the actual data not one case reaches the 
standard of medium complexity in all the sutures, while in a large 
proportion of the specimens the serration of most, if not all, is de- 
cidedly inferior. No special difference exists in this respect between 
the skulls of different sizes. 
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MALE MUNSEE SKULL, NO. 285,308, U.S.N.M. (FRONT VIEW) 
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XIII. MUNSEE CRANIA: SERRATION OF SUTURES 

7 males 11 females 

Cases Per cent Cases Per cent 

Medi aBOUINaS AveLa se tMMWMETES) 22 ty: tye ac ees - serec se elec coe em tes ee incigciellneiecec sleisie|- a deieecans 

All sutures of the vault submedium...........-.....-.-.-----+-- 2 5 

PANINI ets te oe oct 2 nce alae ee Ne eI aie a oa olan sin Ss 2 29 5 45 

Coronal and lambdoid submedium, sagittal medium ...._.....-. 2 1 

Coronal quite simple, sagittal and lambdoid nearly medium... - 1 

OCCLUSION OF SUTURES 

In none of the specimens at hand can be detected any premature 
occlusion, though in this respect it is impossible to be certain as to 
the temporo-occipital articulations. Unfortunately, there is no pos- 
sibility of giving the exact relation of age to the occlusion in any of 
the sutures; all that it is possible to determine is their relative involve- 
ment. The order among the males is S-C-TO-L;1 that in the females, 
TO-S-C-L. It is plain that occlusions in the coronal and tem- 
poro-occipital sutures are almost as early and frequent as those in 
the sagittal, while those in the lambdoid are decidedly later. As to 
locality, the coronal suture occludes first below the temporal ridges; 
in the sagittal the commencement is most frequent, as usual, about 
obelion; in the lambdoid it is irregular; while in the temporo-occipitals 
in the Munsee it advances generally from the anterior or basal 
extremity of these sutures backward and upward. 

XIV. MUNSEE CRANIA: OCCLUSION OF SUTURES (EXTERNALLY, ALL GRADES) 

9 males 12 females 

Ni tS Per cent "3 Per cent 
Cases | of skulls| ©S°S | of skulls 

(COIR OF 2A ene aoe SE OE See Se ee eae er a 6 C7 4 33 

cpotast Sos a ES ISPS 5 0s eee 7 78 4 33 
LLarteny are Fy Ol SS Pe RS eee eae eee eae SEN e ene ne oe eR ee 2 22 2 17 

RerpOro-ac cipltaleaee mac sore sia es 77 eee en oes eae 5 56 5 42 

WORMIAN BONES 

The frequency of Wormian bones in any given series of skulls, 
while a factor of no great importance, is always of some interest. 
It is certain that in this respect there is a wide difference even in 
different groups of the same people, such as the Indians. Among 
the Munsee, as already mentioned, we find a remarkable scarcity of 
these ossicles, especially in the males. Not only are the Wormian 

' S=sagittal; C=coronal; 7O=temporo-occipital; L=lambdoid. 
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bones scarce in this series, but they are also invariably small. This 
scarcity may in all probability be regarded as a sign of the absence 
of all disturbances, developmental as well as pathological. 

XV. MUNSEE CRANIA: WORMIAN BONES; BREGMA AND “INCA” BONES 

8 males 12 females 8males -| 12 females 

| Se —— 

Total number present | According to sutures 
Sea lgee Clint tae || eels eee, Hlaee Per | Cases | cent | Cases | cent Cases cent | Cases cent 

ose Ore = | | | Sea 

Tr ea ag SOR wie By 381 CarOH Al chor eae | 1| 12 | 
0.13 (eee Rae Se 3 38 1 8.) Sagittal 2c 20 5.- 6o.|6-6.5-e4l-5 22 es Oe eee 

PEON eo ee rae eee 1 12 1 Sul) dump oir. ane oe 1 50 6 50 

More than twoe ss - see ee 5 42 | Temporo-occipital..|_.......|.....- 6 50 

IMICa DONG]. ce Mee Berne leone eee es 1 8 | Temporo - p arietal 2 25 2 17 

(squamo-mastoid 

angle). 

Bregma (fontanel) 1 LON a Aes S| See eee eee eee tae Joccc tee c|ecese [eee e eee [ene eee 

bone. 

BREGMA AND INCA BONES 

Among the 20 crania in which conditions with respect to these 
facts could be ascertained, there was found one bregma or fontanel 
bone (3x3.1 em.), and one of the so-called Inca‘t bones (diameter, 

8.3x3.5 cm.). There is nothing especially noteworthy in these 
occurrences, both of which, particularly the Inca bone, are of the 
nature of developmental anomalies. 
Pterions.—Among the 19 Munsee skulls in which the pterions could 

be determined there was no case of temporo-frontal contact. In 
all instances the pterion was of the H type, predominantly narrow 
in the males and predominantly medium to broad in the females. 

XVI. MUNSEE CRANIA: PTERIONS 

7 males | 12 females 

Cases | Percent , Cases Per cent 

Temporo-frontal GOnItAet: au 5 Asoc aes Po ne ee ede ce PET As 

EVVEVDESATIOW > = ceeicec ec eee nn te sere ainta Orme aie ere anne ine =iohe 4 57 1 8 

V2 Ui rhg oshgiet Goh) bi lees See SReei ese SARE acs sop eae nese eS 3 43 6 50 

type; DLORG. Soo 520s e. a2 ee oe eee een ee eet Jo-e-2eeeee [ooeeceh set 5 42 

PARIETAL FORAMINA 

These are represented quite poorly. In almost half the skulls 
there are no parietal foramina at all, while in most of the remainder 
they range from very minute to medium size, of which latter there 

1 The term is used merely for convenience. 
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is a single instance, and in only one case are there two canals of 
medium size. The exact significance of this showing is not clearly 
understood. When present these canals transrait, as is well known, 
a small arteriole and an emissary vein which connects the venous 

systems within and without the wall of the skull. 

XVII. MUNSEE CRANTA: PARIETAL FORAMINA 

9 males 12 females 

| Cases Per cent | Cases Per cent 

INOS ee ARES On eI Op ose oa) SUS So Sep eos He SEe HO Rares Rarners 3 33 6 50 

Mam Siniibeis fae ca eee ee eR ae Pose ean ew: | 3 33 1 8 
(VGA GIT 22 * Bes ee. caters ood ees cous see essa sos pee ee oes | 2 22 4 33 

Secale pee oo eer ene) Sear ee ee ht | 1 HT ch eee eee 
HeiodinmMmyOn LiehG eoeMUNN LS ONMOLb «2 os on, he eamteet oe oes cute aiall eS rcfae s Slee cee Sse 1 8 

RETROMASTOID FORAMINA 

The retromastoid (“mastoid’’) foramina are most often two in 

number—a larger and a smaller—one of which transmits a vein 
from the transverse sinus within to the cutaneous occipital vein on 
the outside of the skull wall, and the other a smaller branch of the 
occipital artery. Like the parietal foramina, they show considerable 
individual and groupal variation in both number and size. It is not 
uncommon in some Indian crania to find one of these canals to be 
of very appreciable diameter (up to 4 mm.), While in the Munsee 
skulls they appear almost generally two on each side, they are in no 
instance above moderate size, and in several cases are quite minute. 
Thus in these specimens the retromastoid foramina stand in har- 
monious rather than compensatory relation with the small or even 
absent parietal foramina. 

XVIII. MUNSEE CRANTIA: RETROMASTOID FORAMINA 

-: cn 

8 males 12 females 

Cases Per cent | - Cases Per cent 

BaMmoderate Size CACHISIGG..sa4ec2 sao seenee es ~ shea Seiten ose 7 88 5 42 

PASTA GOTT, CACMSICG)22 eke aaa gona See = <n eee see oe 1 12 4 33 

iemroderalesize tCAChiSiGe@. cn... tease a=. once cieece se sae. 2 5se|esece ees | Ba seces 1 8 

J rSiabvOpMiniwle, CACHISIGO. sot. o2 022 kee cecece ccc cs ece ciccee 1 12 4 33 

2, medium; right side; 2small, left side... ......21.2.2.002.222.]22. REP y See ee ot: 1 8 

MASTOIDS 

The mastoid processes are mainly of importance as sexual charac- 
teristics. Their value in this respect, however, differs considerably 
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from racial group to group, and even within a single stem of people, 
such as the Indians. On the whole, however, it may be said that in the 

Indian female the mastoid is somewhat more developed than it is in 
the average white woman. Occasionally it is considerably more de- 
veloped, reaching the subaverage or even the average dimensions of 
that of the males in the same tribe. The grade of development of the 
process is of course related to the strength and activity of the sterno- 
cleido-mastoid muscle, to which it gives attachment. Among the 
Munsee the size of the mastoids on the whole is only moderate; yet 
even in this series they rise in one of the female skulls to maleciee 
proportions. 

XIX. MUNSEE CRANIA: MASTOIDS 

10 males 12 females 

Cases Per cent Cases Per cent 

Large’ (masentine)'- 8a sa aekce Pe eee ae eS 1 a0 isl peers tea =) = 

Mediums (masculine) ieee. ate os epee te samen 6 60 1 8 

Submediurn' (dentine) >= os bo 4. eke ee eee 3 30 11 92 

In one of the females (no. 285,309) the apex of the left mastoid is 

bifid. Well developed cases of this anomaly are rare; there are only 
three or four other Indian crania in the large collections of the 
United States National Museum in which it is well represented. In 
another female specimen (no. 285,304) the right mastoid shows a 
peculiar, marked indentation in the middle of its dorsal surface, with 
a groove extending therefrom upward and backward and down- 
ward and backward. 

SUPRAORBITAL RIDGES 

These ridges, as is well known, are sexual characteristics in the 
main; phylogenetically they are the remains of the pronounced 
supraorbital arches of man’s anthropoid ancestors and of early man. 
Like the mastoids they show also considerable individual variation 
in each sex among the Indians, owing to which they occasionally 
fail to afford aid in the determination of the sex of the specimen. 
As a rule they are limited in Indians to the median half to two-thirds 
of the supraorbital space. In the Munsee skulls at hand they are 
markedly developed in only one of the males; in two of the male 
skulls they are small, feminine like, while in two of the female skulls 
they are so developed as to approximate the supraorbital ridges of 
the average male. 
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MALE MUNSEE SKULL, NO. 285,308, U.S.N.M. (VIEW FROM ABOVE) 
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XX. MUNSEE CRANIA: SUPRAORBITAL KIDGES 

8 males 12 females 

Cases Percent] Cases Per cent 

BEonounced: (masculine)... 5. o-2. see esses Bae Ra an Sena 1 1PM eee ean Se ae aeeisoat 

Metin (masculing) eae see oeete eee cet aee ners stepson 5 63 2 17 

Sula il GisamMtatG) hoo) seas ase esaesee se eae SESE E Re Os Sane ee Stee 2 25 8 67 

Woy Sa iLe ee Gee Byes cote ae Buse tema nee Ee Aeon aes bet Samet ae! eee sere 2 17 

NASION DEPRESSION 

The depression at the ridge of the nose is generally well marked 
in male Indian crania, but is mostly shallow in the female specimens, 

The depression is never narrow, like a deep line, as in some of the 
negroes; and in the females it is usually quite wide from above down- 
ward. The skulls of the series under consideration show nothing 

very exceptional in this respect. 

XXI. MUNSEE CRANIA: NASION DEPRESSION 

7 males | 12 females 

Cases Per cent Cases Per cent 

ROM OMIMCe Geeraa na srs nee Se sees ae ee ee cei Sa ek eels o weiteehiot 1 1 eee ee ee 

MUG Gee oS ace ee ae SBOE Oe Bee Ger ee ene ea ae eee ee 5 71 2 17 

[STW 6 eee te Oa Sarees J OEE One aeRO e Se Se EE» Be eee 1 14 5 42 

INV ORETOUS Can Ge ly sally ets eens arate ee er erie ee ea aicin |i eee een [ee ope cya hot 5 42 

NASAL BRIDGE 

The development of the nasal bridge differs among the Indians 
more or less from tribe to tribe, hence it would be erroneous to assume 
that all Indians, or even a majority in some of the tribes, had high 
noses. On the other hand, the nasal bridge is never flat and short 
as in the negro. In the females, as among the whites, the bridge is 
generally lower than in the males. The observations on the Munsee, 
among 17 cases in which the bridge is preserved, show 10 of medium 
height and 7 submedium to low. 

XXII. MUNSEE CRANIA: NASAL BRIDGE 

7 males 10 females 

Cases Per cent Cases Per cent 

Revol (bieal lovey (lay yap ee eee Ae Se es wae Ae Ree Smears e 6 86 4 40 

Siipniedii Mae Sh Gee ees eee yee mee em «ta 1 14 2 20 

LDR inechm keine BA Aces Ae ieee ay te IN 3 kD! aul ci Sita aes | Rm Sse | ee 4 40 
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NASAL BONES 

The chief feature of the nasal bones to which the student usually 
directs attention is their breadth. There is on this continent a fre- 
quency of especially narrow nasals among the Eskimo. Among the 
Indians, narrow nasal bones occur only exceptionally; more com- 
monly they are rather broad, though the breadth is not excessive. 
In the present series we find them fairly broad in all the males and 
in two of the females; narrow (not excessively) in only two of the 

females. 
XXIII. MUNSEE CRANIA: NASAL BONES 

7 males 12 females 

Cases Per cent Cases Per cent 

WB 905210 Lugs i Radel Cot Lae hn ads a RI, ea ie aI Ge ea, ia 100 2 17 

Median: fC OTe aE SSR EE EEK Pee a re eee 8 67 

INSTIOW 2 22cec = Se ou sc ee eey ioe ae ees ak ene cs awe ae eR ee ee | ee 2 17 

NASAL APERTURE 

The features of chief interest with respect to the nasal aperture are 
the fulness or sharpness of the inferior borders, the presence or 
absence of subnasal fossz or simian gutters, and pronounced ‘asym- 
metry. Among the 19 Munsee skulls in which these features can 
be studied, there are only one instance of moderate grooves and 
three cases of moderate asymmetry. The lower borders are fairly 
sharp, more so than the average in many other Indians. 

XXIV. MUNSEE CRANIA: LOWER BORDERS OF NASAL APERTURE 

7 males 12 females 

Cases Per cent | Cases Per cent 

Normal; fairly: sharpie .csusse ces acct. See eee ee ee 4 57 11 | 92 

JD GOV N29 94S ME a ee oe Son ets con pop Pn ty Pehle Mia et S| ee > 2 bee 12. eae eee 
ASyMMOEtriC 42 24:3. Xs3-. SLO PERE Ee oo ce Ce 2 29 1 | 8 

Simianerooves. 522 5.045 ote < ag a ap ee A 1 14. | .22%- 4.5: eee 

NASAL SPINE 

On the whole the nasal spine reaches its most pronounced develop- 
ment, especially in height, in the modern whites. It is rudimentary 
or absent in the anthropoid apes, and seldom reaches marked devel- 
opment in the yellow-brown and black races. Among Indians it 
ranges from rudimentary or very low to fairly well developed. In 
the Munsee, as shown by the accompanying figures, it was mostly 
very low to submedium. 
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UNDEFORMED TYPICAL FEMALE MUNSEE SKULL, NO. 285,309, U.S.N.M. 
(VIEW FROM ABOVE) 
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MALE MUNSEE SKULL, NO. 285,306, U.S.N.M., SHOWING FINE OVOID 
OUTLINE 
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LARGE MALE SKULL, NO. 2010-4423, A.M.N.H., FROM MANHATTAN 
ISLAND, SHOWING FINE ELLIPTICAL OUTLINE 
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XXV. MUNSEE CRANIA: NASAL SPINE 

7 males 11 females 

Cases | Per cent | Cases Per cent 

| 
A OURAS AVELALS IM WRITES s<cic oc /3S 0-52 te he oe einen eee 1 14 3 27 

SHMIIO CAN Mes nce as t= Sos cigs VS ee Oe Oe Pe recs ac Dear aoa 4 57 “6 55 

WOT GRRE A 5 Se cee eee ae ae EN PSS ye eS res 2 29 2 18 

ORBITS 

In the majority of skulls under consideration, the orbits offer noth- 
ing special morphologically; in a number of instances, however, 
there is an exceptional conformation, the details of which are shown 
in the table which follows. The data accentuate the fact, already 
shown by the measurements, of the considerable range of fluctuation 
in these features, which, however, seems in this case to have little 
if any anthropological significance, although it may be due in part to 
admixture with other people. 

XXVI. MUNSEE CRANIA: ORBITS 

7 males 12 females 

Cases | Percent | Cases | Per cent 

ING SPecinlteatitess vaio eaters eae = pest) See «eee ose 3 43 8 67 

ateraliaxis of each nearly horizontal. --- 2-2-2 2--------.---- 1 i eae eee oe tae Baa 

Lateral axis of each decidedly oblique......................-.-- 1 SL? ue ete il SEAR ee 

BihiksaPlyelarees 5-258. ee Pear Ream ee. ee SD 1 coll Nae SAE Sek we 1 8 

etiinlicereats bats) 000210 | eR ne, ea a te ee ee ee 1 1422 ee OO RY OT. 

PREX COTO CTON Hl iy ahi Ear ec nee ets ee Be oe Se Sel ec ere eee lca ee 2 17 

HRC CUO NELLA OW ts 2/5 A). eee EEE SES Oe Sete Eee, Be ec 1 TAH eh egos | a nea 

Right lower and more oblique than left.........___- SR EE Re ors ee a ai ee 1 8 

SUBORBITAL FOSS/# 

These depressions in the upper maxillz, which, strictly speaking, 
have only indirect relation to the canine teeth and do not deserve 
the old name of ‘‘canine fosse,’’ are generally less well marked or 
hollowed out in the Indian than in whites, although there is consider- 
able individual variation. In the Munsee, in more than half the 
skulls, they are shallow to very shallow.. 

XXVII. MUNSEE CRANIA: SUBORBITAL (CANINE) FOSS 

7 males 12 females 

Cases | Per cent Cases Per cent 
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These fosse are of evolutionary significance. In the anthropoid 
apes they are either entirely wanting or very nearly so, the region 
being in fact often moderately convex; and the same is true, so far 
as the evidence is available, of early man to the latter part of the 
Neanderthal period. 

MALAR BONES. ZYGOMZ 

The malars among the Munsee are of moderate development 
throughout, and none of the bones shows any complete or even appre- 
ciable partial division or other anomaly. The zygomatic processes 
are rather submedium in strength as compared with those of other 
Indians, particularly in the males. 

In one of the male skulls (no. 285,313) the right zygoma is repre- 
sented only by a pointed but otherwise unaltered base, the rest of 
the bone, up to the malar suture, being absent. Jn all probability 
this condition is the result of an old fracture, after which the larger 
part of the zygoma was lost or remained separated. 

XXVIII. MUNSEE CRANIA: THE MALARS; ZYGOMA 

9 males 11 females | 7 males 11 females 

MALARS | | ZYGOME = 
eens Per Per ee er p Per 
Cases cent Cases cent Cases |. Gee Cases Gant 

Heavy Or protrud=|t-eee s4|-e eae eae eel oe aes Very broad... ... eee 1 ae | | Rig nad 

ing. Medium ...:.!2.: 33 43 10 91 

Medium develop- 9 100 10 91 |} Submedium (for 4 57 i 9 

ment. the sex and 

Submedium de-|........|.- sbcke2 1 9 race). 

velopment. 

UPPER ALVEOLAR ARCH 

The main feature for observation of the upper dental arch is its 
slant or prognathism, and conditions in this respect have already 
been shown in the main by the measurements. The inspection con- 
firms the fact that in three of the female skulls the arch must be 
described as markedly slanting. In two cases, in both of which the 
vault of the skull is artificially deformed, the arch is asymmetric; in 
one of these, however, the asymmetry is evidently due to early loss 
of some of the teeth. In no case is there any special massiveness of 

the arch. 
XXIX. MUNSEE CRANIA: UPPER ALVEOLAR ARCH 

| 8 males 11 females 

Cases Per cent | Cases Per cent 
= = pa al 

Meditim slant... 2: -.:.¢ te... “69. s 2 ee eee 8 100 8 73 

Marked 'slanticns:6ssc5 dae oes Sok Shc ectas mae ceeis ak eee Eee all oe oe weiner eee 3 i 

ASYMMEGWC =< = 225225 Soe. ee acdsee Seale veer e ne eee : 1 (12) I (9) 
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ADULT MALE SKULL FROM MANHATTAN ISLAND, NO. 99-6667, A.M.N.H., 
SHOWING AN EXCEPTIONALLY HIGH AND NARROW FACE 
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LOWER JAW 

In 17 of the 20 Munsee skulls in which the lower jaw is present, the 
latter is of ordinary (Indian) dimensions and form; in one male and 

in one female it shows strong development. In a single instance 
only is the chin square; in the others it is moderately rounded. The 
prominence of the chin in all cases may be described as approximately 

medium. 

XXX. MUNSEE CRANIA: LOWER JAW 

9 males 11 females 

Cases Per cent Cases Per cent 

Ordinary Indian form and moderate development..........-...- 7 78 10 91 

OnMAPICHriti eee tensa epee AeteGte) wets Res Rete oaascede 1 | IC ewes or Seer Sy attain. 

Tai WER SROIEE 4 nea Agee Soc Se Sena aces SRO See ree eet 1 11 ib 9 

PALATE 

The shape of the palate is determined by that of the upper dental 
arch. Of the skulls at hand, in 11 of the 22 cases the outlines of both 
the arch and the palate are elliptic, in 7 ovoid, and in 4 parabolic. 
The tendency toward the parabolic form is more marked in the 
females than in the males. The height of the palate shows nothing 
exceptional, and there is no torus worthy of notice. 

XXXI. MUNSEE CRANIA: PALATE 

10 males 12 females 

Cases Per cent Cases Per cent 

(GONG | sare aie Aaa le eet hema Pi 5 5 RN Da BER Ro Rae ee 3 30 4 33 

TLD EICee es eeaE SAR UP SIA EE Ts Peps ee INI Eyl sek eT 6 60 5 42 
IPATA ON Cae eos ee es eee Be ee an eae eee ce aoe eee 1 10 S) 25 

THON jSgad Gene Sok See oe ee neon Ee Tiga. dee s 2a See SOS eon es (ee eel ee Pena 

BASE OF THE SKULL 

Glenoid fosse.—In general the glenoid fosse of the Indian skulls 
resemble those among the whites, but there is considerable individual 
variation, particularly in spaciousness of the hollows. Among the 
22 Munsee crania, in 14 the fosse are of ordinary form and of about 
medium dimensions; in one they are narrow antero-posteriorly, in 
4 wide; in 1 case their axis is decidedly oblique, and in 2 the fossz 
differ in depth on the two sides. The wide fosse are more frequent 
in the females. 
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XXXII. MUNSEE CRANIA: GLENOID FOSS 

10 males 12 fernales 

Cases | Per cent Cases | Per cent 

Ordinary) form/‘and'dimensions2 /2 07440 Ps 2 ea Oe 8 80 6 50 

Narrow) (antero=posteriorly) wer. Ss42s-¢a5.. 22588 Sess 1 10 ||: os sed eee ee 

Wader(autero<nosteniOLly) sce esac e ee cose a eee eee 1 10 3 25 

Decidedly oblique (laterally)... ¢so2tesesnc-28 - 2 acne ee seco ol eee ee oe ee eee 1 8 

Lett shallow, right: medium. on a5 55 eee saa se co eeeeepeacee | pe ee ts Sa A ae Sia 2 17 

Floor of auditory meatus.—Among the Indians, and particularly 
in the young, there are frequently found more or less pronounced 
defects or dehiscences (Hyrtl) in the floor of the auditory meatus. 

The frequency of these defects differs from locality to locality and 
probably from tribe to tribe. They are rather scarce in the Munsee, 
two-thirds of the crania showing no defect whatever, while of the 
remainder in only one instance was the perforation large. There 
seems to be a predominance of this condition in the females. 

XXXIII. MUNSEE CRANIA:.DEFECTS IN FLOOR OF AUDITORY MEATUS 

10 males 12 females 

Cases Per cent | Cases Per cent 

67 IN ONG! fv od sada Ma: Soe etn eA eee ee Se ee en | 8 80 8 

Slight each Side. 22 eso eR cee cemre Senate Seen ane acters 1 10 2 17 

Moderate each side asnas. een tmesea: se be e e ener Eee eee 1 10 1 8 

TrargeCach SIdG: 3... icc dec tae mtoicioe seid onsen cies eine Seca cell eee apetcteeee| eeeereeete 1 8 

Styloid processes.—Among the Indians the styloid processes seldom 
reach good development, although there is some difference in this 
respect among the tribes. In‘a great majority of Indian crania the 
styloid processes are more or less diminutive, and not seldom they are 
quite rudimentary or even absent, in the latter case usually only 
small bases being discernible. In the Munsee only four of the twenty- 
two skulls show styloids which approach the medium or average in 
whites; in seven. the processes are decidedly submedium; and in 
eleven they are rudimentary. 

XXXIV. MUNSEE CRANIA: STYLOID PROCESSES 

10 males 12 females 

Cases | Percent| Cases | Per cent 

Medium (about average in whites)..........-.. see ee. eee 2 20 2 17 

Submedium.......... cides Sos Bea ad teh 5 ae en nee ee ee 2 50 2 17 

Rudimentary. os en. can sees atone oe eee Ee one eee 3 30 8 67 
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BRACHYCEPHALIC EXTRANEOUS FEMALE SKULL, NO. 285,311, U.S.N.M. 
(VIEW FROM ABOVE), FOUND WITH THE MUNSEE INDIANS 
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Middle lacerated foramina. Posterior lacerated foramina.—As 

repeatedly pointed out by the writer on former occasions, the middle 
lacerated foramina are structures of some importance. They are 
very small in the anthropoid apes, generally small in negro skulls, 
submedium to medium in the yellow-brown races and in less devel- 
oped whites, and reach their maximum spaciousness in civilized 
modern white men. These differences are connected with the increase 
in the size of the brain. A growing brain not accompanied with a 
proportionate or equally rapid increase in the bony structures of the 
base of the skull (which seems to be most frequently the case) will 
cause a spreading and bulging of the basal parts, one result of which 
will be the increased size of the middle lacerated foramina. In the 
Munsee, in only two of the nineteen skulls in which the basal 
region is sufficiently well preserved for examination, the foramina 
about equal in size the average in whites; in nearly half of the remain- 
ing skulls they are submedium, and in slightly more than half they 
are small. 

XXXV. MUNSEECRANIA: MIDDLE LACERATED FORAMINA; POSTERIOR LACERATED 
FORAMINA 

7 males 12 females |) | 7 males 12 females 

‘ Per Reena es VP EXOTe Palmer ~ Per 
Cases pent Cases Centll| Cases Cant Cases eat 

Medium (about as ay- - Of equal size......-.- 1 14 il 8 

erage in whites) - - -- 1 14 1 8 || Right larger .....-.--- 5 71 8 67 

Submedium....-....-- 5 71 3 PS NW 1G fs) (el beh eXs) eee a 1 14 3 25 

Smallest eeos sats - 1 14 8 67 

The posterior lacerated or jugular foramina are of interest chiefly 
because of their frequent and often marked inequality in size, which 
signifies inequality in the size of the lateral sinuses and especially 
of the internal jugular veins. The right foramen is frequently 
larger than the left, a phenomenon which has been associated with 
the prevailing right-handedness in man. In the nineteen Munsee 
skulls in which the foramina could be examined, they are of about 
equal size in only two instances; the right is larger in thirteen, or in 
two-thirds of the cases, while the left is the larger in only four in- 
stances. As the proportion of left-handed persons among the Indians 
averages only about three per cent, it is evident that in some 
instances the relation between a larger jugular canal and habitual 
greater use of the arm of the same side would not maintain; besides, 
we know the motor centers for the right arm and hand to be on the 
left side of the brain. Possibly greater blood pressure on the right 
side in right-handed persons, due directly and mechanically to the 
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greater muscular activity on that side, would be a more satisfactory 
explanation. 

Depressions of the petrous portions.—In examining the petrous parts 
in the usual way, with the skull turned base upward, it is observed 
that in modern men of all races, in the majority of cases, these parts 
are more or less depressed below the niveau of the surrounding parts. 
In reality, of course, the surrounding parts have been pressed out- 
ward by the developing brain, while the prismatic and resistant pet- 
rous parts remained behind. The grade of depression of the petrous 
parts stands generally in close correlation with the size of the middle 
lacerated foramina and is of parallel significance.!. Among the anthro- 
poid apes even a slight depression of the petrous portions is very rare, 
and most frequently, especially in the orang, these portions rise 
slightly abeve the surrounding structures. In the African negro, and 
occasionally in individual skulls of other inferior races, they are level 
with the surrounding parts. In better developed negro skulls, as in 
the majority of those of other primitive peoples, they are slightly to 
moderately depressed. In white men, and in superior skulls in gen- 
eral, the depression is frequently pronounced, especially, it seems, in 
the brachycephals. The Indian stands in a practically intermediate 
position between superior whites and the negroes, and the Munsee 
arenoexception. In two of the skulls the depression is well marked; 
in three males and seven females it is less than the average in whites; 
and in two males and five females it is only sight. The females, it 
will be noted, make a poorer showing in this respect than the males. 

XXXVI. MUNSEE CRANIA: DEPRESSION OF PETROUS PORTIONS 

7 males | 12 females 

Cases Per cent Cases Per cent 

Medium (about as average in whites).............-..-..-.------ 2 29).'| Sore.o sate 3 bte|  Oeree 

Srbmeditm se. see see aigaace serene ea ae ee oa 3 43 7 58 

None or almostimone see neasere sce e eae eee eee ree ae oa ae 2 29 5 42 

Pterygo-basal foramina. Posterior condylic foramina.—Interesting 
features of the base of the skull, to which Gruber and (in this country) 
Harrison Allen have called attention, are the foramina found occasion- 
ally at the base (or proximal part) of the external pterygoid plates. 
These foramina are seldom complete. They may be single, double, 
or even triple. They are formed by a process or by processes of 
bone which proceed upward and backward, and in some cases more 
or less outward, from the border of the external pterygoid plate. 
According to the insertion of these processes, the foramina to which 

1 See Hrdli¢ka, Certain Racial Characteristics of the Base of the Skull, Science, 1901, p. 309; Proc. Assoc. 

Amer. Anatomists, 15th Sess., in Amer. Jour. of Anatomy, 1, 1901-2, pp. 508-9. 
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they give rise can be divided into two classes, namely, the more 
frequent pterygo-spinous and the rarer pterygo-sphenoidal. 

Their significance is not yet so clearly understood as is desirable. 
They are of some anthropological interest and occur quite frequently 
among Indians, especially in certain localities. Among the Munsee 
they were rather scarce, particularly in the females. 

XXXVII. MUNSEE CRANIA: PTERYGO-BASAL FORAMINA; POSTERIOR CONDYLIC 

FORAMINA 

7males | 12 females | 5 males 12 females 
= ———_, | SSS ae 

sae ip etal Per ae Per Per 
Cases ean Cases asa Cases aerate Cases cent 

None or only a trace... 3 43 11 92 || Two, normal......- - 3 60 12 100 

Pterygo-spinous com- eft absent. ----.-.-- 1 OME Sere es 

plete on left, four- 

fifths on right ...... 1 14S seed See one 

Pterygo-spinous in- Right, diminutive. .. 1 DOs Seen |e nets 

complete, both sides 1 14 1 8 

Incomplete pterygo- 

sphenoidal,left side . 1 ha | Ree ete ts oe 

Complete pterygo- 

sphenoidal on left 

(absent on right) ... 1 LAS Rees pete ie Sa 

Posterior condylie foramina.—These are canals which transmit the 
posterior condylic vein and are of interest only because of their more 
or less frequent absence from one or both sides in different racial 
groups. In the Munsee they are exceptionally normal, as will be 
seen from the preceding figures. 

MISCELLANEOUS ANOMALIES 

In addition to the peculiarities shown in the preceding para- 
graphs, the Munsee skulls present a number of anomalous condi- 
tions which deserve to be mentioned. 

In male skull no. 285,306 the right occipital condyle is flat, the 
left bemg normal; there was no injury or arthritis. 

In male skull no. 285,326 there is an accessory facet posteriorly to 
the left condyle. 

In female skull no. 285,311 there are two moderate precondylar 
tubercles. 

In male skull no. 285,313 and female skull no. 285,312 there is a 

moderate medio-basilar (‘‘pharyngeal’’) fossa. 
In female skull no. 285,320 the carotid canals in the petrous parts 

are usually large, measuring 7 mm. in major diameter. 
In female skull no. 285,311 a canal, 6 by 4.5 mm., is present just 

posteriorly ‘to the right angular process, in the frontal bone and the 
spheno-frontal suture. 
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Finally, there is a series of anomalies relating to the spinous and 
oval foramina. They are as follows: 

Male skull no. 285,303: The median wall of the left foramina 
spinosum and ovale is deficient. 

Female skull no. 285,310: Median wall of right spimous foramen 
deficient. 

Female skull no. 285,347: Median wall of left spinous foramen 
deficient. 

Female skull no. 285,320: Median wall of each spinous foramen 
deficient. 

Female skull no. 285,323: Right foramina spinosum and ovale 
connected, and the median wall of both deficient. 

Female skull no. 285,311: The left foramen ovale is unusually 
large, 8.5 by 4.5 mm., while the right is enormous, 10 by 8 mm. 
(pl 2s. 

Tue TEETH 

Dentition.—Of the 22 skulls of Munsee adults at hand it is possible 
to ascertain the state of dentition in 14. In 11 of these cases there 
were 32 teeth in each, while in three there were 31. The congenital 
deficiency consisted in one case of the third left upper molar; in the 
second, the third left upper molar is completely absent, while the 
right corresponding tooth is rudimentary; and in the third there is a 
congenital absence of the left lower lateral incisor, while on the right 
side we find the very rare condition of a complete fusion of the lower 
lateral incisor and the canine (pl. 22). 

Loss and decay.—Teeth lost through caries and the presence of 
decay are common in this series, more so than in other Indian groups. 
Among the males, 13 per cent of all the teeth were lost in life, while 
12 per cent of those still present show more or less decay; among the 
females 21 per cent were lost in life and 16 per cent of those present 
show caries—this notwithstanding the fact that the average age of 
the female skulls was less than that of the males. The teeth lost or 
affected were mostly the molars, especially those in the lower jaw. 

Wear.—In every instance the remaining teeth show more or less 
pronounced effects of wear. Where the wear is advanced, it is 
generally also irregular. The detailed notes show that the wear is 
shght in eight, moderate in five, and advanced in nine of the 22 
specimens. 

Size, quality, shovel-shaped incisors.—In size the Munsee teeth in 
all cases are medium. Where not decayed or worn off they show 
invariably regular and normal development. The upper incisors 
present in every case the cingulum which gives their lingual surface a 
more or less pronounced shovel-shaped character, common to and 
characteristic of all Indians, with rare individual exceptions. 
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BASE OF FEMALE SKULL NO. 285,311, U.S.N.M. (BRACHYCE- 
PHALIG EXTRANEOUS), FOUND AMONG THE MUNSEE BURIALS, 
SHOWING EXCESSIVE SIZE OF THE FORAMINA OVALE, ESPE- 
CIALLY ON THE RIGHT SIDE 
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Anomalies.—The anomalies of the teeth are always of considerable 
interest, being mainly either reversive or degenerative (progressively) 
in character. The skulls observed indicate the following conditions: 

Male no. 285,301: A small supernumerary tooth between and on 
the labial side of the left lower second and third molars. The lateral 
upper incisors in this skull are somewhat abnormal lingually, their 
surface appearing as if rolled together from side to side, so that the 
tooth is cylindrical in form and its shovel-like hollow has become 
almost a cavity. 

In male no. 285,303: The third right upper molar is diminutive. 
In male no. 285,305: The third lower right molar is impacted, its 

vertical axis tending forward and upward. 
In male no. 285,326: The third right upper molar is diminutive. 
In female no. 285,305 is present the aforementioned fusion of the 

right lower lateral incisor and canine. The resultant tooth appears 
like a broad stout incisor (pl. 22). 

_In female no. 285,310: The crown of the right lower third molar 
is unusually large (13.5 mm. long by 12 mm. broad) and looks like 
that of a fused double tooth, but both first and second molars are 

present. The opposite tooth is also larger than ordinary, but the 
upper corresponding teeth are normal. 

Finally, in no. 285,311 the third right upper molar is rudimentary. 
Cuspids.—Many of the molars present were so worn that a deter- 

mination of their cuspid formule was impossible. The better pre- 
served teeth showed the interesting conditions detailed in the fol- 
lowing table: 

XXXVIII. MUNSEE CRANIA: MOLARS; CUSPIDARY FORMULA 

UPPER MOLARS 

MALES 

First molar Second molar Third molar 

: are 
Number of Number of Number of 

Cusps teeth Per cent Cusps teeth  .| Per cent Cusps teeth Per cent 
examined examined examined 

e|| 

4 15 100 4 4 30 3 2/2 1 11 

* 31/2 tl 54 2 2/2 3 33 

3 1 8 2 1/2 1 11 

23/2 1 8 || + Pursed 4 44 
| 

*1/2=one small cusp; 2/2=two small (or half) cusps, ete. 

{ Appearing like the mouth of a tightly drawn tobacco-pouch or purse. 

17135°—Bull. 62—16——4 
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XXXVIII. MUNSEE CRANIA: MOLARS; CUSPIDARY FORMULA—Continued 

UprER MoLars—Continued 

FEMALES 

First molar Second molar | Third molar 

Number of Number of Number of 
Cusps teeth Per cent || Cusps teeth Per cent Cusps teeth Per cent 

examined examined examined 

4 14 100 3 1/2 13 100 3 2 15 

23/2 1 8 
2 2/2 1 8 

Pursed 9 69 

LOWER MOLARS 

MALES 

5 4 100 | 5 1 33 5 2 50 
41/2 1 33 42/2 1 25 
4 1 33 4 1 25 

FEMALES 

5 1 100 | 41/2 2 67 | 4 4 67 
4 1 33 | Pursed 2 33 

It will be observed that the 29 first upper molars have all four 
regular cusps, while all the first lower molars have five. The second 
upper molars vary in the males, but show all three ordinary and one 
small cusp (the posterior lingual) in the females. The wisdom teeth 
fluctuate considerably in both sexes, both as to size and to form. 

SuMMARY OF MEASUREMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS ON THE CRANIA 

A summary of the results of the examination and measurements 
of the Munsee skulls includes the following points of interest: 
A number of the specimens show traces of intentional fronto- 

occipital deformation,, which is completely absent among other 
Indian tribes of the northeastern and Middle Atlantic States; and 
several of the skulls are of distinctly extraneous type. Both of these 
conditions point to admixture, which in all probability came from 
the southwestward and may have been due to Shawnee influence 
during the last few decades of the occupancy by the Munsee of the 
upper Delaware. 

The crania that can be safely accepted as belonging to the Munsee 
themselves, and which are not deformed, are characterized by mod- 
erate dolichocephaly to mesocephaly and a high vault. They are 
not thick-walled and show fair capacity. . 
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The face is of moderate dimensions and lacks prognathism. The 
facial index ranges from mild chamaeprosopy to mild leptoprosopy. 

The orbits are very variable, but the majority are mesoseme. 
The nose is rather short, but fairly broad; the average index is 

mesorhiniec. 
The palate is of only moderate length, but fairly broad; its index 

in both sexes is brachyuranic. 
The lower jaw is of moderate dimensions throughout. 
The teeth are medium in size. 
Descriptive features.—The forehead is chiefly of medium develop- 

ment in the males, in the females frequently somewhat low. 
The sagittal region shows more or less arching, in no case extreme; 

the temporo-parietal region and the occiput present mostly medium 
forms. 

Serration of cranial sutures is submedium to very submedium. 
Wormian and other intercalated bones are scarce. The order of 
occlusion of sutures among the males was S—C-TO-L; among the 
females TO-S-C-L (see page 35). 

The pterions are all of the H type, with tendency to narrow in 
males, medium to broad in females. 

Parietal foramina are few in number and small, retromastoid fora- 

mina moderate to small. 
The mastoid processes and the supraorbital ridges present ordi- 

nary development and variation; no excess. 
The nasion depression is well marked in the males, mostly shallow 

in the females; nasal bridge is medium to submedium, nasal bones 
of fair breadth; lower borders of the nasal aperture are mostly 
fairly sharp, and with one exception there are no simian grooves or 
subnasal fosse; nasal spine ranges from very low to submedium. 

The orbits show exceptional variation in form, as they do in meas- 
urements; suborbital (canine) fosse are shallow to medium; malar 
bones are of but moderate development, without anomalies; zygomex 
average somewhat submedium as compared with those of other 
Indians. 

The upper alveolar arch is mostly of very moderate slant and free 
from abnormalities. The lower jaw is of ordinary form, without 
anomalies. The palate in half the cases is elliptic, in two-thirds of 
the remainder ovoid, and in one-third parabolic; it is in no case 
exceptionally low or very high, and there is no torus. 
Base.—The glenoid fosse in a majority of the crania show usual 

form and medium dimensions, but tend to wideness in a number of 
the females; dehiscences in the floor of the auditory meatus are, 
for Indians, scarce. 

The styloid processes reach medium development in but few 
instances, and they are frequently rudimentary. 
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The middle lacerated foramina are mostly submedium to small; 
depression of petrous portions prevalently submedium to slight. 
The posterior lacerated or jugular foramina are, as usual, in a 
majority of the cases larger on the right side. Pterygo-basal foramina 
are scarce. 

Anomalies observed on the skulls pertain mostly to the basal 
structures, particularly the condyles and the sphenoidal foramina. 

Teeth.—Dentition was remarkably regular, but decay and loss of 
teeth in life were relatively more frequent than in other Indians; 
upper incisors, especially the middle, are shovel-shaped lingually, as 
usual in Indians. More or less wear of the teeth in the adults is 
present in every instance. Dental anomalies, while few in number, 
comprise a case of special interest: a perfect fusion of canine and 
incisor. 

THE BONES 

By reason of the care with which the bones were collected from the 
Minisink cemetery, those of the different adult skeletons were kept 
apart as found and are thus perfectly identifiable as to individuals. 
Excluding those of adolescents and children, there are present the 
bones of 32 adult skeletons, and in the majority.of cases these are 
almost complete. Of these 32 individuals, 17 were male and 15 
female, thus affording a fair series for comparison. 

The bones in general are practically normal and almost free from 
important anomalies. They indicate people of medium to somewhat 
above medium stature, and of good though not excessive muscular 
development. In their morphological features they approximate in 
many respects the bones of whites, yet differ in numerous interesting 
particulars. 

Although a number of the subjects represented by the skeletal 
remains were old people, there is an absence of light bones or of 
other evidences of senility. The proportion of such bones in modern 
whites is in fact much larger than among any of the Indians, either 
prehistoric or modern, a fact of considerable physiological importance. 

HumMeERUs 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

There are present 46 adult humeri, mostly perfect and almost all — 
paired. The principal measurements of these are given in the follow- 
ing table: 
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XXXIX. MUNSEE: HUMERI 

OF THE LENAPE 53 

MALES 

Right Left 

| 

motors at Diameters at 

batiieacs ot Beneth, ae ofshatt Number of adult Length, AAA: of shatt 
eee (bx 100) humeri ae (bX 100) 
mum | Major | Minor | a mull | Major | Minor | a 

(a) (b) (a) (0) 

Average: cm. cm. cm. Average: cm. em. cm. 

Paired (13)---| 32.5 2. 24 1. 65 73.6 Paired (13)..| 32.6 2.2 1. 64 74.6 

Total present T otal pre- 

(@4).2-. 56552 32.5 2. 25 1.65 73.4 sent (13) ..- 32.6 2.2 1. 64 74. 6 

Minimum: Minimum: 

Total present T otal pre- 

(eB esceeoae 31.1 1.9 1.5 65. 2 sent (13)-.-- 31.— 1. 85 1.4 65. 2 

Maximum: Maximum: 

Total present Total pre- 

(Ge) eae oee 34.4 2.6 1.85 81.6 sent (13)... 34. 7 2. 55 1.95 Bi.4 

FEMALES 

Average: Average: 

Paired (12)...] 30.6 2.09 1. 43 68. 4 Paired (12)..]| 30.2 2.01 1.4 69. 8 

Total present Total pre- 

(Us) SAR ae 30.7 2.08 1.41 67.7 sent (12)... 30. 2 2. O1 L4 69. 8 

Minimum: Minimum: 

Total present Total pre- 

(Gb) Bae oeep 28. 5 1.9 1,2 61.9 sent (12) --- 28.5 1.75 1. 25 63. 6 

Maximum: Maximum: 

Total present Total pre- 

(5) as. <= 32.3 2.3 17 77.3 sent (12) ... 31.9 2.2 1.7 tilae 

* Diameter major—parallel to the flat anterior surface; diameter minor=at a right angle to the pre- 

ceding. 

The averages are in no way exceptional. 

> 

Reference to the writer’s 

report on the Indian skeletal remains from Arkansas and Louisiana! 
will show that the humeri of that collection had practically the same 
dimensions. 

The relation of the average of paired female humeri to that of 
paired male humeri is as 94.2 to 100, which is somewhat higher than 
existed among the Arkansas and Louisiana Indians (91.34 for 86. 
humeri), among Indians in general (91.2 for 602 humeri), and also 
among whites (91.8 for 2,700 humeri), but is lower than in the 
American negro (94.6 for 164 humeri). As no error in the sexual 
identification entered into the present series, the disparity here shown 
is difficult to explain, except perhaps by the result of some peculiar 
local occupational differences in the two sexes or a local hereditary 
multiplication of an individual peculiarity. 

1 Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., xtv, 1909, pp. 211-212. 
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The right and left humeri are of practically the same length in the 
males, while in the females the average of the left bones is slightly 
inferior to that of the right, as is usual in most Indian tribes and also 
among the white and other races. The equal length of the arm bones 
in the males indicates probably a lack of specialized occupation. 

The dimensions of the shaft of the humerus at the middle and their 
percental relation or index are interesting in several respects, as 
shown by the following data: 

XL. COMPARISON IN DIMENSIONS OF MUNSEE WITH OTHER RACIAL HUMERI 

Males Females 

on American Other . American Other Whites negroes Munsee Tadiaasil Whites negroes Munsee Tdi 

Number of humeri (both 

BIGGS) See on sees een eee (1, 930) (112) (26) (348) (770) (52) (24) (254) 

Length, CM. <sesecesee sees 32. 53 32.7 82.56 31. 67 29.8 30.9 80. 4 28.9 

Mean diameter of shaft at 

Middle Cisse eee ce 2. 02 2.09 1.98 1.91 1.83 1. 89 1.78 1. 69 

Index of'shatt. -.. 42... 4-65 83 84.1 74.1 73.1 79.3 79.2 69.1 70.3 

In the first place it will be seen that although the Munsee arm 
bones are practically of the same average length as those of the 
miscellaneous American whites, their strength in both sexes, and 
especially in the males, is greater in the whites. It will further be 
noted that the disproportion is especially pronounced in the thickness 
of the bone, the humerus of whites, both male and female, being the 

stouter, as a result of which the shaft index is decidedly higher in the 
whites than in the Indians—the Munsee humerus, in other words, is 

more platybrachic. Much the same distinction exists between the 
Munsee humeri and those of the American negro; while on the other 
hand it will be noted that in this respect there is close harmony 
between the Munsee and other Indians. 

Referring again to the table on page 53, and contrasting the bones 
of the two sides, it will be observed that the left humerus in both 
sexes is on the average weaker, though the difference is quite small; 
also that the shaft index in both sexes is larger on the left side. 
Exactly the same conditions have been observed by the writer on 
the several series of arm bones of whites and negroes, and also on 
other Indians, as are presented in preceding tables, which fact shows 
that we are dealing with no accidental phenomena. The difference 
in the index between the two sides is due exclusively to the relatively 
greater breadth (i. e., the antero-posterior diameter) of the right 

bone, the thickness of the humerus being very nearly the same on 

the two sides of the body. 

- mie 
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SUPRACONDYLOID PROCESS IN A FEMUR, AND A SPURIOUS SUPRA- 
CONDYLOID FORAMEN IN A HUMERUS OF THE MUNSEE 
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DETAILED OBSERVATIONS 

Shape of the shaft—A number of years ago the writer! called 
tion to the fact that in transverse sections at the middle the 
yones show each a considerable variety in the shape of the shaft, 

.».. vunat these varieties can be reduced for each bone to several dis- 
tinct types of both functional and racial significance. As to the 
humeri, the most frequent shapes are the p. c., plano-convex or infan- 
tile form; type 1, or ordinary prismatic; type 2, lateral prismatic; 
and type 4, in which the anterior border is broadened out to a dis- 
tinct fourth surface. 
Among the Munsee the occurrence of shapes was as follows: 

XLI. MUNSEE HUMERI: SHAPE OF SHAFT 

Male Female 

Type Right Left Right Left 

Speci- Per Speci- Per Speci- Per Speci- Per 
mens cent mens cent mens cent mens cent 

| 

pe—plano-convex..-.-------- 3 21 2 15 2 13.3 3 23 

1—ordinary prismatic or near 6 43 6 46 9 60 5 39 

2—lateral prismatic-........-. 1 7 2 TUS (ies persed ese = So ates 

4—-quadrilateral........-..-. 2 HP yee e  eeal] 2 13.3 3 23 
| 

Various intermediate. .....-. 2 14 3 23 2 13.3 2 15 

The most frequent shape is the ordinary prismatic; the next in 
frequency is the plano-convex; the lateral prismatic is the least com- 
mon. The significance of these conditions must be left for future 
consideration, when our data, especially on the American Indians, 
are more extensive. 

Perforation of the septum.—The septum between the olecranon and 
coronoid fossee in Indians often shows a smaller or a larger perfo- 
ration. The frequency of this developmental anomaly or condition 
differs from tribe to tribe, and it differs also between the sexes, being 
as a rule more common in females. In the Munsee male humeri only 
six instances of such perforation exist, three in right and three in 
left bones, the total amounting to 22 per cent of the bones. In only 
one instance is the opening large; in three it is medium; in one 
small, and in one of pin-point size. In the 29 female humeri which 
could be examined for this feature the conditions are quite different, 
the perforation being present in no fewer than 17 cases, or nearly 59 
per cent of the bones. Eight of the 17 are right (47 per cent), nine 
left (53 per cent). As to size of the perforation, one is pin-point, 
eight small, and eight medium; none is large. 

1 Hrdliéka, Typical Forms of Shaft of Long Bones, Proceedings of the Association of American A natomists, 

4th Sess., Dec. 1900, pp. 55-60, figs. 1-2, Washington, 1901. 
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Supracondyloid process.—This process, which in a more or less rudi- 
mentary form, and especially in the form of a ridge, is not rare in 
whites, is very uncommon in the Indians, though even in this race 
in the majority of humeri some roughness, or even a slight ridge, 
can be detected in its position. Among the Munsee humeri no 
specimen shows more than a trace of the anomaly. 

The rarity of this process in the Indian is of additional interest 
from the fact that it seems to be shared by other branches of the 
yellow-brown race, and also by the blacks; moreover, the process 
appears to be absent, or nearly so, in the humeri of all known apes. 
The problem as to why a feature of this nature, which appears 
clearly to be reversive, should be more common in modern whites 
than in the more primitive races and even in the anthropoid apes 
and the lower primates, offers a fruitful field for investigation. 

RapDIus 

The total number of radii in condition to be measured is 41, 19 
male and 22 female. Taking the paired bones in the males, we find 
that their length is equal on the two sides, as was very nearly the 
case with the humeri; in the females the right radius averages 
slightly longer than the left, again as in the arm bones of this sex. 
The arms as a whole were therefore of very nearly the same length on 
the two sides in the males, but the right was generally slightly longer 
than the left in the females, a condition which in all probability was 
connected with the relatively greater use of the right hand and arm 
in the latter sex. 

The percental relation between the length of the radius and that of 
the humerus approximates 79 on both sides in the males and 78 in the 
females. Indians of other localities show much the same condition, 
the index approximating in the males 78 on both sides and in the 
females 77 on both sides. In whites the same index is only 73.6 in 
the males and 72.8 in the females; while the American negro gave to 
the writer 77.4 for the male and 76.8 for the female sex. This means 

that the forearm in the Munsee and in Indians generally is relatively 
long; it is decidedly longer in relation to the humerus than in the 
whites, and so far as the Munsee are concerned it is even slightly 
longer than in the average American negro; and in all the groups it 
is to a slight extent relatively longer in the males than in the females. 

In strength, curvature, and other features the Munsee radii show 
nothing exceptional. In fact, this bone is of secondary importance 
in the anthropology of modern races except in its relative proportions. 
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XLII. MUNSEE: RADIUS 

MALES 

Right Left 

Radio- Radio- 

Length,| Num- | humeral} Num- |Length,) Num- | humeral 
maxi- | ber of | imdex | ber of | maxi- | ber of | index 
mum | cases | RX100 | bones | mum |} cases | RX100 

H 

Number of bones 

Average: em. cm. 

LER) Lode sobrcocsee doc epee rode r= Oh) (8) 78.8 (9) | 25.7 (8) 78.8 

sotalvpresexth| (i) SS -ees aa ae e- 25. 65 (10) 78.9 (9) | 25.7 (8) 78.8 
Minimum, total present (11)............- 24.6 (10) 74.9 (9) | 24.6 (8) 76.1 

Maximum, total present (11)...........-- 26.6 (10) 82.5 (9) | 26.4 (8) 82.1 

FEMALES 

| 
Average: | 

eairedt(lO) sss 2. SEAS ae ee ae 23.7 (10) 77.5 (10) | 23. 45 (10) 78 

Rovalipresent: (a) os = yw Sa serio 23. 66 (10) 1%..5 (12) | 23.54 (1) 78 

Minimum, total present (11)..........-.-- 22 (10) 74.8 (12) 21.6 (11) 74.7 

Maximum, total present (11)...........-- 24.7 (10) 80. 1 (12) 24.6 (11) 80.1 

ULNA 

Like the radius, the Munsee ulna shows nothing specially note- 
worthy as regards its form. The curvature is moderate, as a rule, 
and so is the strength of the bone. The dimensions are presented in 
table XLII. 

As with the other two long-bones of the upper limb, the length of 
the ulna is practically the same on the two sides in the males, and 
slightly shorter on the left than on the right in the females. 

XLITI. MUNSEE: ULNA 

Males Females 

Right Left Right Left 

Length,| Num- |Length Length,) Num- |Length 
Munber of (maxi-’| ber of | maxi-’ Number of | maxi- | ber of | maxi-’ 

mum | bones | mum mum | bones | mum 

Average: cm. cm. cm. cm. 

eniTedes meets tS 222 6 27.6 6 27.5 10} 25.5 10 i 

Total present.....-... 8 27.5 9 27.7 11S e545 11 25.3 

Minimums 2 se <cc2 5. 8 26.6 9 26.1 Wy PRET 11 23. 4 

Mascim ans ee ese eee 8 28. 6 9 29.3 libel 11 26.5 
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FEMUR 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

The total number of adult femora in condition for measurement is 
60—33 males, 27 females. 

The bones, as a rule, are normally developed and with one ae 
free from anomalies. The exception is the left femur of male subject 
no. 285,301, which shows a large spinous process on the mesial border 
of the bone above the internal condyle (proc. supracondyloideus 
JFemoris), as exhibited in plate 23. The linea-aspera, while mostly well 

developed, is in no case exceptionally high. The curvature and 
torsion show nothing exceptional. 

MEASUREMENTS 

As this is the most important of the long-bones, a number of 
measurements besides the length were taken, as indicated below. 

The mean bicondylar length of the Munsee femora, taking both 
sides together, is 45.5 cm. in the males and 42 cm. in the females. 
Judging from observations on whites and on other Indians, these 
lengths correspond to the average stature of approximately 167 cm. in 
the male and 156 cm. in the female Munsee. These figures are very 
close to those obtained by the help of the well-known Manouvrier 
and Rochet tables, and may therefore be safely accepted. They show 
that the Munsee were somewhat above the medium, but not really 
tall in stature. 

XLIV. MUNSEE: FEMORA 

MALES 

Right 

" & FI 3 se 3 = Diameters & 
& rau 5 n Ss = ae |e n at upper 

| e|2| 2 eek! # Be | Sele, | & | dattoning - E 3 § |s ail S 3 Bes els = Slee 3 = 
) = ° |e a) el a rete Sea We = x9 

s|._|2|s léuls Bes] ss al gol sone 2” 
5 = ; os ole =~ => q|=|S/] 2S] = esse" le |e |ee|sc\e 
= I I ye ips) | 5 |San/.8 |g Ses A |3 
4A 4 4 42 | A Ne) ariel Ze a | 

Average: cm. | cm. cm. | em. cm.-| cm. 

Paired oss: =..-2 12) 45.2 | 45.8 8| 71.8 16} 2.92) 2.55) 87.1 15) 3.23) 2.37) 73.3 

Total present... 14] 45. 26} 45.8 Iti ere Aat 17| 2.91) 2.53) 87.1 LT Se 22| esol) vous 

Minimum 225.4222. 14] 43.4 | 43.8 11; 69.6 V7 S225xl 2Saa ricco 17} "239 4" 2 64.6 

Maximum. 5. .55.. 14} 48.1 | 48.7 11] 76.3 17} 3.3] 2.95) 100 L7| Ssi25l) A257, 90 

Left 

Average: 

PaIned |. 2 dec. <2 12) 45.4 | 45.9 8) 71.7 16} 2.9} 2.61) 89.9 15} 3.33] 2.38) 71.6 

Total present... 15] 45.82} 46.3 (+) fay (VS 2 (ee | ee Pa Ia eros Pome Red 

Minimum... 2<..52: 15} 43.7 44 9) 67.7 16} 2.5 220 5 15) 2.9 2. 1 59, 

Max oss <== 15) 49.2 | 50 9| 75.7 LG) rcs ||) 259] LO Tey 15}) Sao sear 93. 7 

* Maximum. t Linea aspera midway between the two branches of the compass. 

ss 
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FUSION OF HUMERUS AND ULNA; MALE MUNSEE SKELETON, NO. 
285,303, U.S.N.M. 
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XLIV. MUNSEE: FEMORA—Continued 

FEMALES 

Right 

- 1 ' — ~ A pa 

3 a Ee S 3 parisiers 5 
2 & aA S a lei | ae ie na at upper | 
a & Ey a = Sy le 2 |\Se | BO] o 2 | flattening jas 
2/a/)4|8 8 ("Ss |e+\_s | s He 
ou, ° 4 Pa Oo | = A~\ ao | a ° 

co} 3] 8 | so SoS! Fe 1) Sena alana EX? 
hy = wy 6 hy o'E | od | ba 5 5 g 
= aq gq Se ee 2 |jS2e| 58a 1.2 < = she) = we) we) 2 ov 2 Ce*) OF lu ,Q aS | aus 
Bie | | gs ies i gs lbSs| as” is 8 |alliaqvle 
5 | 8 3 |5 5 |Se0| 8 |g Sie es A ie 
A 4 4 4 i 4 IA Qa A Aaa a im 

Average: cm. | em. em. | cm. cm. | cm. 
Paired: .-.5:-=- 13 | 42.1 | 42.65) 10] 72.6 ASN 2o8|) sb) Ole 125) Qiks 27) ib. 

Total present - - 1 ee nea aeoaed 12 | 72.7 14 | 2.56) 2.37) 91.6) 14] 2.89) 2.14) 7 

MIMIMUM ss. ses - 14 | 39.4 | 40 12 | 70.6 14 || 2.3 |) -2 82. 1 14) 2.5] 1.85] 56.9 

Miaxaiminm: =. Se: <2 14 | 44.7) 45.1 12 | 74.4 14 2.95) 2.6} 106.2 14 3.25) 2.45) 84.5 

Left 

Average: 
| 

AITEC ss)-.=.0\3,52)- 13 | 41.9 | 42.6 LOMO VAGS) OSH ey48iee 2238) OS FL ey) 2h) 3503/7 2517) rte 

SUD) Teresa ae 4 aes eaneas| saceae| tose es Ieee sectarscl eee: al ese Sere lteter tener eae | | eer en ISes eee soe 

Maninaiim= == -\)22-.- 13 | 39.6 | 40 10 | 69.4 13 2.25) 2 83.3 12} 2.6 1.8 56. 1 

Maximum. \...--.- 13 | 44.5 | 45.4 TOR ions 13 2.65} 113 IP 4a eR) z| 87.7 

* Maximum. { Linea aspera midway between the two branches of the compass. 

The two lengths of the femur, the bicondylar and the maximum, 
differ somewhat as a rule in favor of the latter. The difference is 
due and proportional to the inclination of the axis of the shaft and 
the development of the internal condyle, and ranges in different 
individuals from 0.5 mm. to 15 mm. In whites in all the groups 
studied it is moderate, not reaching 4 mm. in the average. In the 
American negro (who often has some white blood), the dispropor- 
tion between the two lengths is slightly higher than in the whites, but 
additional observations are needed. Among Indians, however, the 
difference is perceptibly higher than among the whites, and is espe- 
cially pronounced among the Munsee, where it reaches the average of 
nearly 5 mm. in the males (taking the mean of the two sides) and 

6mm. in the females. As the Munsee bones are perfectly normal, the 
explanation of this peculiarity must be sought either in an unusual 
breadth of the pelvis or in a somewhat greater length of the neck of 
the femur, and may be connected with some functional characteristic 
of these people, such as possibly a more than usual prevalence of the 
habit of squatting. 
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XLV. MUNSEE AND OTHER FEMORA: RELATIONS BETWEEN THE BICONDYLAR 
AND MAXIMUM LENGTH OF THE BONES 

Other United 
5 . American nadiaas States Ttalians Munsee negro 

whites 

ue | F. | we | w. | oe. | | Mw] Fe 

Number of paired bones..............-.. 12 12 55 22 | 100 50 31 8 12 8 

Average excess of the maximum over | 

the bicondylar length: 

(Rene, ernie eee Baek een See 5.35 | 5.6 A) BSNS Obu a SerSeleas 2.6 | 4 3:2 

19-3 Ud 1 Se ee eee 4.2/ 6.45] 4.2] 3.2] 2.55] 3.8] 2.58] 2.1 | 3.25 3.5 

The difference between the maximum and bicondylar length 
of the femur in some racial groups averages greater in the females 
than in the males, while in others the condition is reversed. Among 
the Munsee the females show the greater difference (6 mm. to slightly 
less than 5 mm. in the males); but this peculiarity is not shared by 
other Indian groups. <A condition similar to that of the Munsee exists 
in this respect among the United States whites, where the difference 
between the two lengths averages 3.8 mm. in the females and only 
2.8 mm. in the males; while among the Italians, and to a less extent 
the negroes, the disproportion is greater in the males (Italians: 
m. 2.8, f. 2.35 mm; negroes: m. 3.6, f. 3.35 mm.). The excess of the 
difference in males in these groups was unexpected, the usual impres- 
sion being that the axis of the female femur is generally more oblique 
than that of the male; and the more oblique the axis, the greater 
should be the difference between the bicondylar and maximum 
length of the bone. 

As to the two sides of the body, in the majority of the groups 
whose femora were studied, greater average differences were found 
between the two lengths of the bone on the right than on the left; 
in a few groups, however, such as the Munsee, the United States 
whites, and the United States negro females, the condition was 
reversed. 

These interesting conditions and exceptions make it probable 
that an extended special study of the relations of the two femoral 
lengths would be well repaid by the results. 

The relation in bicondylar length of the Munsee female to the 
male femora is as 92.7 to 100, and practically the same result was 
obtained in other Indians (92.65 to 100). In United States whites 

the proportion is as 93 to 100; in American negroes, as 93.1 to 100. 
These are striking similarities in people so far apart racially. 

—_ — 
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HUMERO-FEMORAL INDEX 

The percental relation in length of the femur to the humerus in the 
: _ f/maximum length of humerus x 100 cs Munsee, the humero-femoral index ( BioaTaylar Ianeth “of Temir )i approx- 

imates in both sexes 72, which is very near the average in human 
races generally. The similarity of this important relation in different 
racial groups, as may be seen from the measurements by the writer 
in the next table, is quite remarkable. 

As a rule the humero-femoral index is in both sexes slightly higher 
on the right than on the left side, and the Munsee form no exception 
in this particular. As to sex, while in all branches of the whites, as 
well as in the United States negroes, the male index on both sides is 
slightly higher, in the Munsee, as well as in other Indians, the index in 
the male is slightly lower than that in the female. These features 
are all connected, of course, with the peculiarities of the length of the 
Indian humerus as well as the femur, outlined in other chapters. 

XLVI. HUMERO-FEMORAL INDEX IN THE MUNSEE ANDIN OTHER RACIAL GROUPS 

Male | Female 

| | | 
Subjects | Right Left Subjects | Right Left 

JURY ESS STEN eS See ner a a ee a 8 71.8 (Ee 10 72.6 Cale 

Wrherpknuiansayes tte. 2 583 8S 28 100 72.3 71.6 61 72.7 71.8 

Wniteds States whites: ou 2: <.c-i es ch22-2 200 72. 2 itor 63 71.8 70.9 

Hat See ee ee ee ee eee 22 72.6 71.9 35 CURT 70. 6 

(GS £1 a (hs a pa ae pe ee ee ee 86 72.8 72 21 72.4 71.3 

talinyiseeeeaee sot sa eo Oe eee Seas: 39 72.5 72.3 11 72.6 72 

Other wihitess 5. 4s geeks: a0. 2252 22h 53 73.9 73 15 72.9 71.3 

Wnited States megroessa.. <2... 5-22 cece: 25 (plaid (files 13 70.3 70. 2 

THE SHAFT 

The measurements taken at the middle of the shaft in the Munsee 
femora indicate generally a moderate development. The mean 
diameter is smaller in both sexes than it is in ordinary American 
whites and negroes! of ‘the same stature. The same condition, 
though in a somewhat lesser degree, was observable in the Arkansas 
and Louisiana Indian femora, and there are reasons to believe that 
it is common to other Indian tribes, if not general in the race. The 
whites and negroes used here for comparison are of course those of 
the working classes, or such as find their way into dissecting rooms. 

As to the strength of the femur on the two sides of the body, 
the difference in the Munsee, as well as in other Indians and racial 
groups, is very small. However, in the males a slightly higher aver- 
age mean diameter is seen in the left femur, while in the females the 

1 Males: Munsee, 2.74; United States whites, 2.9; United States negroes, 2.91 cm. 

Females: Munsee, 2.54; United States whites, 2.69; United States negroes, 2.6 cm. 
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condition is reversed. Curiously the same slight excess in strength 
of the left femur in the male and of the right in the female is exhibited 
also by the United States whites, while in the UnitedStates negroes, in 
both sexes, the bones of the two sides are exactly equal, as is shown 
in the following table: 

XLVII. STRENGTH OF THE FEMUR ON THE TWO SIDES OF THY BODY 

MEAN DIAMETER AT THE MIDDLE OF THE SHAFT 

United United 
Munsee States States 

whites negroes 

Male: cm. cm. cm. 

FRIST S 2 aay et a Se an. ee See sone 2.73 2.89 2.91 

172) te SE ee ees ee end Be EERE ee ee tet A Peeing Soe ene 2.75 2.91 2.91 

Female: | 

Rips! 359.93 0. Pee SW ah dt coy Bs 8a ee eee Bee oe ee 2. 46 2. 74 2.60 

Dieitet eas = Se Ae eee ee Be aa a ak Se eee. 6 See 2. 43 2. 64 2. 60 

Taking the antero-posterior and lateral diameters at the middle of 
the shaft separately, we find several more interesting points. The 
antero-posterior diameter in the Munsee (and the same is true of the 
United States whites and United States negroes, as will be seen by the 
following table) is practically equivalent in the right and left femora 
in the males; but except in the whites it 1s perceptibly smaller on the 
left side in the females of all groups. On the other hand, the lateral 
diameter, excepting in the probably too small male negro series, is 
invariably larger on the left than on the right side in both males and 
females. Thus it may be said that the left femur is almost invariably 
slightly broader on the average than the right, and this especially in 
the females of probably all racial groups. 

These interesting conditions are most clearly shown by the shaft 
s di ‘ter lateral X 100 * : : ° 
index (gmecr anieropateria,)» Which in both sexes and in all the racial 
subdivisions is higher on the left side. 

The index in the Munsee femora is noteworthy in another respect: 

It is decidedly smaller in both sexes of this group than it is in the 
American negro and especially in the United States whites. Judging 
from data on other Indians in the writer’s possession, it seems very 
probable that the characteristic shown by the Munsee in this regard is 
common to Indians in general. As may be seen by reference to the 
figures in the following table, the low shaft index in the Munsee 
is due entirely to smaller breadth; the Munsee femur is relatively 
narrower than that of both whites and negroes. 
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XLVIII. COMPARISON OF THE PROPORTIONS AND INDEX OF THE SHAFT OF THE 

FEMUR AT MIDDLE, IN MUNSEE, WHITES, AND NEGROES. PAIRED BONES 

MALES 

Right Left 

Diameter] ,,- Diameter] |); 
antero- pee Index antero- Poe Index 

. posterior : posterior 

Munsee: cm. cm. cm. cm. 

PRECIMENS acess aee cee tae ae (16) (16) (16) (16) (16) (16) 

JANG cas GG nan CUE ee ee ee 2. 92 2.55 87.1 2. 90 2. 61 89.9 

United States whites: 

SDOCIINION Sern ee mes cee ee an an (66) (66) (66) (66) (66) (66) 

PAA OLAL Osetra eaten ote ieee re esicle oe 2.95 2. 84 96.3 2.95 2. 87 97.4 

United States negroes: : 

SDOCUHeN Ses sae oe -ee = -e (6) (6) (6) (6) (6) (6) 
JN GUE? oj a8 2 ote aes See oe See eae 3. 06 2.77 90.5 3. 06 2.77 90.5 

FEMALES 

Munsee: 

SOM 5 on Shore gaeodee oa so aoe se (13) (13) (13) (13) (13) (13) 

PAW OT AS Oras ernest eee nee 2.58 2. 35 91.2 2. 48 2. 38 93.1 

United States whites: 

SO OCLINT OAS tera eee cieetenteee) eres ee ale (28) (28) (28) (28) (28) (28) 

PAV GUA Ohman aac ee / Aerie. - sect plain ne 2. 64 2. 58 97.7 2. 65 2. 63 99.5 

United States negroes: 

(SOMMERS SS aos seese ne nee ogocesaue (7) (7) (7) (7) (7) (7) 

AVIELEM ORS 2 ae oe es ek tee) eC eee 2. 68 2.53 94.4 2. 63 2. 58 98.1 

PLATYMERY 

Another anthropologically important region of the femur is the 
subtrochanteric flattening, which, as well known, has been studied in 
whites and in other races by Manouvrier and other observers.!. The 
flattening in question is situated below the minor trochanter, reaching 
its maximum at approximately 3 cm. below that point. It yields 
itself to two measurements, the maximum and the minimum diame- 
ter, and the percental relation of the latter to the former constitutes 
the platymeric index. This index is generally quite high in whites, in 
whom the flattening is but moderate. 

The next table shows the conditions found in this respect with re- 
gard to the Munsee, the United States whites, and the United States 
negroes. | 

‘See Hrdliéka, Report on Additional Skeletal Remains from Arkansas and Louisiana, Jour. Acad. 
Nat. Sci. Phila., x1v, 1909, pp. 215-216, 
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XLIX. COMPARISON OF THE PROPORTIONS AND INDEX OF THE SHAFT OF THE 

FEMUR AT THE SUBTROCHANTERIC FLATTENING, IN THE MUNSEE, WHITES, AND 
NEGROES. PAIRED BONES 

MALES 

Right Left 

Diameter| Diameter Diameter, Diameter 
maxi- mini- Index maxi- mini- Index 
mum mum mum mum 

Munsee: cm. cm, cm, cm, 

Mpocitnans:<- htc. co- Pata eee eee (15) (15) (15) (15) (15) (15) 
ero. = hens U8 apt A ee TODD 3.23 2.37 73.8 3.33 2.38 71.6 

United States whites: 

Spocinens. sot se eee (66) (66) (66) (66) (66) (66) 
IA VOTaAP Ose. Seen Soe eee Sao eee 3. 25 2. 69 82.8 3. 24 2.73 84.1 

United States negroes: 

SDOCLEICTIS oe aio tereigeeie nies ee sacle (6) (6) (6) (6) (6) (6) 

AVGLEEO. pec toeceooaes Ooo 3. 07 2. 68 87.3 Sul 2.73 86.3 
= } 

FEMALES 

Munsee: 

Specimens esac ee seer cae eee (12) (12) (12) (12) (12) (12) 

AVOLAZO. setae aaa abe ecieee ae eae 2. 88 2.17 75.5 3. 03 yn bef nA ar 

United States whites: 

Specimens. - /'. ges 6252+ <p ecsce ed (28) (28) (28) (28) (28) (28) 

INET APO Le cate tartans = see aie er je 2.94 2. 39 81.1 3.0 2. 39 79.6 

United States negroes: 

SPeCCMMOUSh-S.5 sesso o-oo (7) (7) (7) (7) (7) (7) 

AVOVALO. soe= ose aac pass eee ee 3. 02 2. 42 80.1 2.97 2. 44 82 

It will be observed, in the first place, that at the middle of the 
shaft the mean of the two diameters at the upper flattening in the 
Munsee is smaller in both sexes and on both sides than that in either 
the whites or the negroes, thus indicating that’ the bone is more 
slender. 

The most striking points brought out by the data are, however, 
those relating to the degree of the flattening in the subtrochanteric 
region in the different racial groups. The Munsee femora are decid- 
edly flatter-than those of the whites, which in turn are slightly flatter 
than those of the negro. As a result the platymeric index in the 
Munsee is considerably below that in both the other races. 

Taking the two diameters separately it will be observed that the 
diameter maximum or breadth is frequently larger in the left than in 
the right femur. This is true in both sexes among the Munsee and 
in the white females and negro males. In the white males the meas- 
urement is equal on the two sides, and in the negro females it is 
slightly larger on the right than on the left. In all probability the 
tendency of the left femur to be shghtly broader than the right at the 
subtrochanteric flattening is quite universal, 
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The lateral diameter or thickness is also slightly larger in the left 
femur in nearly all the racial and sex groups, but the excess is less — 
than with the breadth. It is thus evident that the left femur at this 
point is in general slightly stronger than the right. But, as already 
indicated, the mean excess in breadth is mostly greater than that in 
thickness, the result of which in most of the groups is a slightly lower 
piasgmcric index on the left side. 

As to sexes, the platymeric index in the Munsee is slightly higher 
on both sides in the females than in the males. This is exceptional 
for Indians, the condition being usually the reverse. In the United 
States whites and United States negroes, and in Indian tribes other 
than the Munsee examined by the writer, the male femur as a rule 
gives a somewhat higher average index on both sides than the female, 
indicating that the flattening in the male is of lesser degree. 

As to the sides, in the majority of the groups, and particularly in 
the Munsee, the right platymeric index is slightly higher than the 
left. In the Arkansas and Louisiana Indians it was very nearly 
equal on the two sides in both sexes. In the series of United States 
white males used here for comparison, and in the United States negro 
females, the right index is higher. KEvidently, while the preponderant 
tendency is for the right platymeric index to be slightly higher than 
the left, there are not infrequent exceptions, but the differences are 
not of much importance. 

To summarize, it may be stated that at the subtrochanteric flatten- 
ing the Munsee femur shows a decidedly greater compression than the 
femora of the United States whites, and especially those of United 
States negroes; it shows a slightly greater relative flatness in the 
male than in the female, which is exceptional; and in the majority of 
cases it is relatively slightly flatter on the left than on the right side 
of the body. 

These details may seem rather involved, and perhaps in some 
instances of no great consequence. But when at some time we shall 
be able to examine scores of records where we have now but few, and 
each series of records extending to hundreds instead of to only tens 
of specimens, the above points will assume a definite morphological 
importance, demonstrating on the one side the presence of astonish- 
ingly uniform and persistent laws relating even to secondary charac- 
teristics of bones, and, on the other, to clear, conspicuous, racial 
sexual and other group differences. 

SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FEMORA 

As to special descriptive characteristics of the Munsee femora, 
special attention was paid to the linea aspera, the shape of the shaft 
at middle, and the presence and development of the third trochanter. 

17135°—Bull. 62—16——5 
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Linea aspera.—The linea aspera was found to be generally well 
developed, but seldom high and in no case excessively rough, indi- 
cating well but not exceptionally developed musculature. 

Shape of the shaft.—As to the shape of the shaft at middle, in a 
fourth of the males and in nearly half the females this was found to be 
more or less prismatic, and in 9 per cent of the males and 7.5 per cent 
of the females, plano-convex; the remainder of the bones showing, 
with one exception, intermediary or not well-defined shapes. None 
of the femora present the cylindrical (juvenile) type, or type 4 
(anterior surface divided in two by a long vertical ridge), and in but 
one bone is the shape clearly elliptical. Among the whites the last 
named (elliptical) form is much more common, while the plano- 
convex type is less frequent than in the Indians. 

Third trochanter—Respecting the third trochanter, this presents 
itself as a more or less marked ridge, or an oblong tuberosity, or a 
round tuberosity; and in any of these forms it may be slight, medium, 
or pronounced. In some instances there will be found a depression, 
instead of an elevation, in the bone at or near this locality. These 
different forms have no separate morphological significance. They 
all serve for or are due to the attachment of the gluteus maximus 
muscle, and merge into each other by transitional stages. In the 
Munsee, conditions in regard to the third trochanter were as follows: 

L. MUNSEE AND WHITE FEMORA: THIRD TROCHANTER OR GLUTEAL TUBER- 

OSITY 

Ridge Oblong tuberosity | Round tuberosity 

Third Ant 
Subjects |trochanter| 

absent | Moder- Pro- Moder- Pro- Moder- Pro- 
ate | nounced ate nounced ate nounced 

Munsee: Per cent | Per cent | Percent | Percent | Percent | Per cent | Per cent 

Malo ose oes (17) 30 Z0NC Ree eons 75 ee Pee et GYD 2 soe 

Remale® 2... -5.-a2: (14) 32 SOUS Boe soe 22 3.5 3.5 3.5 

Whites: 

Male 37k 45 045- (200) 43 32 4.5 9 5 3.5 3 

Hemale, e222. (120) 45 31 5 12.5 1.7 5) | Sass See 

It is here seen that the third trochanter is strictly absent in less 
than a third of the male as well as of the female bones of the Munsee; 

a small to pronounced oblong tuberosity exists in 26 per cent of the 
males, and practically the same proportion (25.5 per cent) of the fe- 
males, while a rounded tuberosity is found in 6 per cent of the males 
and in 7 per cent of the females. Among the previously reported 
Arkansas and Louisiana Indian femora, the frequency of the third 
trochanter in most of its forms was somewhat greater. Among the 
ordinary Américan whites, it will be observed from the above figures, 
there is in both sexes a more frequent complete absence of the third 

1 Compare Arkansas and Louisiana Femora, op. cit., p. 217. 
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trochanter in any form than in the Munsee; there is less frequency 
of the moderate ridge and moderate oblong tuberosity; and a greater 
frequency of pronounced grades of both ridge and oblong tuberosity, 
while the occurrence of round tuberosity is about even in the two 
groups. Subtrochanteric fossa in place of or beside a prominence 
was observed in Munsee adults in five cases—four males and one 
female. In adolescents it was more frequent. 

TIBIA 

The results of the several measurements obtained on the Munsee 
tibize are shown below. 

The mean length of the bone, taking the two sides together, is 38.5 
cm. in the males and 35.3 cm. in the females. The length of the 
female bone stands to that of the male as 91.7 to 100, which is lower 
than was obtained on the tibiz from Louisiana, where the propor- 
tion was 93.7, or than that prevailing among whites, where it is even 
slightly higher (94.6 in miscellaneous New York whites). The Mun- 
see female tibiz are therefore relatively somewhat short, paralleling 
to some extent what was found with reference to the radius. Lesser 
differences of the same nature is found in probably all larger racial 
groups. Why the feature should be more pronounced in the Munsee 
than in other Indians is difficult of explanation; but, as will be seen 
later, this is not the only peculiarity of the female Munsee tibiz. 

LI. MUNSER: TIBIA 

MALES 

Right 

Diam- « 
eter} es Index of Tibio- 

“ Num- } antero- shaft at | Num- | femoral 
ee Length* | ber of | posterior ese middle | per of | index 

cases | at middle ® bxX100 | cases | TX100 
a F 

(a) (b) 

Average: cm, cm. cm. 

(Paired. ss vee cleeee (1) 38.3 (14) 3. 28 2.14 65.4 (19) 84.4 

Total present......... (12) 38.5 | (14) 3.28 2.14 65.4 | (10) 84.6 
IM rhabheahbhsd Soe gobs cee See (12) 36 (14) 3.05 1.95 56. 3 (10) 81.1 

Merits: 2... (12) 40.5 | (14) 3.55 2.4 69.7| (10) 86.9 

Left 

Average: 

Pairede nena: 22-2 (11) 38. 6 (14) 3. 25 2.16 66.6 (9) 84.5 

Total present........ (12) 38.8 (15) 3. 23 2.16 67.1 (11) 84.9 

Minimums oe ey (12) 36. 7 (15) 2.8 1.95 54.9 (11) 79. 4 

Mibpatan(ioce Nes ee Ae (12) 40.9 (15) 3.55 2.4 80. 4 (11) 90. 0 

* On Broca’s planche ostéometrique, with the spine in the opening of the vertical portion of the instru- 

ment and the condyles applied to the board on both sides of the opening, the rest of the bone lying im- 
mobile on the horizontal board. 

{+ Maximum. 

} With anterior border of the bone midway between the two branches of the compass that are applied 
to the sides of the bone. 

4 
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LI. MUNSEE: TIBI2—Continued 

FEMALES 

Right 

Diam- . 
eter ocd pues of Tibio- 

Num- | antero- shaft at | Num- | femoral Number . lateral i oa i 
af bored Length ber of posterior at rite middie ber of eee 

cases |at middle Xx cases | TX100 
a F 

(a) (b) | 

Average: cm, cm, cm, 

Paired. 2275-34555 (13) 35.3 (13) 2.6 1.98 76.1 (12) 83.7 

Total present...--..-- (14) 35.3 (13) 2.6 1.98 76.1 (12) 83.7 

MiMi 23 oe eee ees (13) 32.4 (13) 2. 25 1. 65 70. 2 (12) 81.4 

Max ENNIM 22 5 foe eee (13) Ryd) (13) 2. 85 2.3 86. 7 (12) Sian 

Left 

Average: 

Paine: 2.3. cheers (13) 35. 2 (13) 2.6 1,93 74.5 (12) 83.7 

Total present........ (14) 35. 2 (14) 2. 64 1.96 74.6 (12) 83.7 

Minimum =. -e2 32252 2. 2 (14) 32.4 (14) 2.25 To 58.8 (12) 81.5 

Maximum ss5. 5). (14) 36.7] (14) 2.8 2.35 S2N2 ily Gi) 86.1 

As to the two sides, the Munsee left tibia averages somewhat 
longer in the males than, the right, which on the whole in slight 
measure is also the condition among the whites, but to which indi- 
vidual and even group exceptions are not infrequent. In the Munsee 
females, on the other hand, the average length of the left tibia is 
slightly less (by 1 mm.) than that of the right. 

The percental relation, of the length of the tibia with the bicondylar 
length of the femur, or the tibio-femoral index, averages in whites 
approximately 82 in the males and slightly less in the females. In 
the Munsee it is somewhat more elevated in both sexes. As in the 
whites and other racial groups, a moderate excess of the male over 
the female index is present on both sides, indicating the slightly 
greater relative shortness of the female leg bones aforementioned. 
Judging from the available data on the tibio-femoral index among 
other Indians,'! that in the Munsee comes very near to the average 
of the race. 

The strength of the Munsee tibia (and the same is probably true 
of many other Indian tribes) is surprising, being nearer that of the 
whites than is the case with either the humerus or the femur. The 
antero-posterior diameter of the Indian tibia is, in fact, in almost all 
the Indian groups somewhat greater than in the whites. The index 
of the shaft is invariably and quite perceptibly lower in the Indians 

1 Compare S. Bello y Rodriguez, Le fémur et le tibia, chez Vhomme et les anthropoides, Thése, Paris, 1909, 

p. 109. 
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than in the whites, excepting the Munsee females, in whom, curiously 

enough, the index is relatively quite high, exceeding both that of 
the other Indians available for comparison and of the whites. No 
satisfactory explanation of this and other exceptional features of the 
Munsee tibia can be given. The condition can scarcely be regarded 
as accidental, for on examining the individual shaft indexes it is 
observed that in but one of the female bones is the index below 

60, giving thus a pronounced platycnemy; in five it is between 60 
and 70; in. ten between 70 and 80, and in no fewer than eleven it 
rises to 80 or over. Among the twenty-nine male Munsee tibiz 
there is but one that gives a shaft index of slightly above 80. 

LIT. MEAN DIMENSIONS OF THE TIBIA (THE TWO SIDES BEING TAKEN TOGETHER) 

IN THE MUNSEE AND OTHER INDIANS, AND IN WHITES 

Mean 
diameter} Mean : Index of | Tibio- 
antero- | diameter shaft at | femoral 

Length | posterior | lateralat | Module+} middle index 
at mid- | middle* bX 100 Tx 100 
dle* (b) a FP 
(a) 

| 

Males: cm. cm. cm cm. 

MGMSCO\. cee 2oo5-ecr8 Be betel wea 38. 45 3.20 2.15 2.71 66 84. 45 

IATICANSAS) a. c\ar eo - Ae FU AS a Ne 38. 4 3.35 2.18 2. 76 65.15 82. 35 

MOUISIQT A eee | eo). Be) Rue eae 37.1 3.3 2. 2 2.05 68. 47 84. 25 

Whites (miscellaneous) ............... 36.5 3.14 222 2. 68 71.1 82 

Females: 

MIMS OCs coe cn eee tee ay as 35. 25 2.6 1. 96 2. 28 Osoue 83. 7 

PAERICATISAS jet eee ae te se een Eo 33.15 2.8 1.98 2. 39 69. 25 82.35 

eG UISIAN emer ence ae eee ney 34.75 2.9 1,88 2.39 64.2 83.9 

Whites (miscellaneous) ............... 34. 56 2. 65 1.96 eos 71.9 81.6 

| 

* Right-+ left + Diameter antero-posterior+ diameter lateral, right and left. 

2 4 

The Munsee tibiz, barring a few moderate inflammatory lesions 
referred to in another section, are normal throughout and free from 
anomalies. The inclination of the head is in no case especially 
marked. 

As to the shape of the shaft at middle, conditions were found as 
follows: 

LIU. MUNSEE TIBI#: SHAPE OF SHAFT AT MIDDLE* 

Per cent | Percent | Percent | Percent | Percent} Per cent | Per cent 

Males Sarees erase fie 11 13.5 a 24 PSU Y inva edicts, § 41 

Wammlestg. bs 5. 54). ee ae eas. 44 1 Lee be Se oe | 15 SSD i Fee. | 26 

*1—ordinary prismatic; 2=lateral prismatic; 3=external surface concave; 4= posterior surface divided 

into two by vertical ridge; 5=interior border indistinct, posterior half of bone oval; 6—plano-convex; 

I= indefinite. 
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It is interesting to note that in the female Munsee tibia, type 1 is 
decidedly frequent and much more common than in the males; type 
3, which is usually associated with considerably developed leg muscles, 
is absent in the females; type 4 is relatively frequent in both sexes; 

type 6 is wholly absent. 
In the next table are shown for comparison the proportions of the 

different types found by the author in different racial groups. For 
the purpose of elucidating these data, both sexes are taken together. 
It is seen that well-differentiated type 1 is most common in the In- 
dians; that type 2 is relatively scarce in the negro; type 3, most 
common in the white (laboring class), was not met with in a pro- 
nounced form in the negro; type 4 is decidedly more common in the 
Indian than in the other two races; and type 6, absent in the Indians 
and rare in the whites, is fairly frequent in the negro. These differ- 
erences show that the shape of the shaft of the tibia, as that of the 
femur, humerus, and other bones, has a considerable racial signifi- 

cance, which, as our data are increased, will doubtless become 
accentuated. 

LIV. COMPARISON OF MUNSEE AND OTHER INDIAN WITH WHITE AND NEGRO 

TIBIZ WITH REFERENCE TO SHAPE OF SHAFT AT MIDDLE* 

on lor) = Types 1 2 3 4 

Per cent | Percent | Per cent | Percent |. Per cent | Per cent | Per cent 

Munsee (all—56)............-.-- 27 12 3. 5 20 BT ee ea amc 34 

rArizansas and duouisiana s-.52t. 24/92 oseia/2 sa ei~ a = ole Beinn eine [Seems be |e coe eee) eee el 

Miscellaneous whites (1975)... _- 18 15 9 3) 5 2 45 

United States negroes (55)... .-- 20 Qala. sae bee i 7 11 45 

* Por the significance of the denominations see the note to the preceding table. 

at 

FIBULA 

While of secondary importance, the fibula often presents interesting 
features which make it worthy of closer attention than it usually 
receives. One of these features concerns its length on the two sides 
of the body, which, in some Indians at least, is more uniform than 
that of its companion bone, the tibia. It was found so by the writer 
in the skeletal collections from Arkansas and Louisiana mounds, and 

the feature appears again in the Munsee. The slight differences 
presented by the Munsee fibule in this particular harmonize with 
those of the tibie. 

The percental relation of the female to the male fibula averages 93.5 
(the male bone = 100), while in the tibia it was only as 91.7 to 100.! 

This anomaly is due to the unexplained relative shortness of the 
female Munsee tibiz. 

1 Taking only cases where all four bones of one body are available for measurement, we obtain 92 for the 

relation of female to male tibize and 94.6 for that of the fibulze, numbers which stand to each other very 

much as do those above given. 
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As to the shape of the shaft, which in the fibula differs more than 
in any other bone, the prevalent tendency, as in the Arkansas and 
Louisiana specimens, is toward type 2, or the lateral prismatic; a 
good many of the bones, however, show also a more or less marked 
fluting of one or two of the surfaces. The details are given in the 
following table: ' 

LV. MUNSEE FIBULA: LENGTH 

Males Females 

Right Left Right Left 

Number Length, Number Length, Number Length, Number Length , 
of bones | ™2*! | of bones} ™2** | ofbones| ™2** | of bones | MAXF 

mum mum mum mum. 

Average: cm. cm. cm. em. 

Iannis eee ee (5) 36.9 (5) 37 (4) 34.9 (4) 34.8 

PAVE Sa Reset. (6) BY oul (6) Sie (9) 34.7 (7) 34.7 

Miaminia) 3-2-5 seer (6) 35.3 (6) 35.8 (9) 32 (7) 31.8 

Meaximaas oa ho (6) 39 (6) 38.8 (9) 36. 8 (7) 36.9 

LVI. MUNSEE AND OTHER INDIAN FIBULA—SHAPE OF SHAFT AT MIDDLE* 

Males Females 

Types! 9 | 

if and 3 5 6 4 1 2 3 5 6 4 
2a, 

ACh Chae Clan DE Choa Eze Chall Ulan Che) | Plow Chal letra CUad | ExciCla1| ize Cha) Poets bbs Che 

MITA S BOI ates sstee cs coniNee 4 48 4 15 11 18 5) 32 18 5 14 27 

Arkansas and Louisiana... - 27 40 9 9 3 12 17 42 4 4 17 17 

*1—Ordinary quadrilateral, approaching prismatic; anterior surface nearly absent to moderate; pos- 

terior surface facing directly backward or nearly so. 2= Lateral prismatic; posterior surface facing back- 

ward and inward; medial surface much less in area than lateral; anterior surface narrow to broad. 

2a= Relation hetween medial and lateral surface reversed, the latter being the narrower. 3= Medial sur- 

face fluted. 4—=Lateral surface differentiated into two surfaces. 5=Lateral surface fluted. 6=Both 

medial and lateral surfaces fluted. 

CLAVICLE 

The Munsee clavicle, in paired bones and in average, measures 
15.3 cm. in length on the right and 15.25 cm. on the left in the males, 
and 13.7 cm. on the right with 13.9 cm. on the left in the females. 
This gives the ratio of 90.4 (female) to 100 (male), which is lower 

than that m any of the long-bones and indicates a relative shortness 
of the clavicle in the Munsee females. 

The right clavicle is very slightly longer than the left in the male, 
but is perceptibly shorter than the left in the female skeletons. 
One pair of the male and a pair of the female bones show pronounced 
curves; otherwise there is nothing special. The strength of the 
bones is moderate to medium; none is massive. 
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LVII. MUNSEE CLAVICLE: LENGTH 

Males Females 

Right Left Right Left 

Number pens, Number TEN; Number Tete Number pee y 
of bones sabes of bones Sein of bones ivan of bones BSE, 

Average: cm. cm. cm. em. 

PPIPOGe Eon 2s acc. (8) 15. 35 (8) 15.3 (9) 13.7 (9) 13.9 

HATER 3 = Se eee cet (9) 15.4 (10) thre (11) 13:'8"|- 2 2238S. ee eee 

Minima! 52... eee (9) 14.4 (10) 14.2 (11) PAT (9) 12.9 

Maria Sse eee (9) 16.5 (10) 16.3 (11) 14.9 (9) 15.6 

STERNUM 

The total number of sterna present is 14, 8 males and 6 females. 
In 13 of these specimens the manubrium is completely detached, 
which in general is the most usual condition, while in the 14th there is 
partial attachment. Much the same condition was found by the 
writer in the Indian sterna from Arkansas and Louisiana. 

The measurements of the sternum, given in the next table, are 
found to be moderate throughout. Unfortunately there are few 
available measurements of the sternum in other races for comparison. 

LVIII. MUNSEE STERNUM: DIMENSIONS 

MALES 

Total 
length (less| Greatest S a 

Number of |xiphoidand| breadth | “Tydee | Maximum 
bones epi- of body bX100 of badeee 

sternals)* (b) = a ocx: 
(a), 

Average: cm. cm, em. 

Pairedy ean so sysop syne (6) 15.7 3.7 23.8 1:2 

Aen op et aucte. see peice: -ostegeere 2 alee 15.7 3.7 23. 8 1.2 

Moaximaes 224555. seer cin Sae ese: see eee AN: 233%. 14.6 3.4 21.1 1 

Mescima. 226. uta Saat eo ee cee Cece star PMNS eee eee 17.5 4.2 25. 8 Les: 

FEMALES 

| 
Average: 

Pairedis4.. at 6- seas oe Soo depac hue Oe (6) 13.8 3.5 25.7 0.9 

A-verage:t 2: sre. aebis. okt esas 2 rete ALL e ba 22 13.8 3.5 25.7 0.9 

Li hiat sett peody pet Pee eee ie eee este ee UA gee eee 12.8 2.8 21.5 0.8 

Li Ech birt: Oe See Rees ee ees Ore seer BU Seca a 16. 2 3.9 30.5 1 

* Where present and attached to upper sternal tubercle (three instances). 

As to the rib facets, two of the 11 sterna in which the notches can 

be counted show seven on each side; in female skeleton no. 285,307, 
with normal number of ribs, there are seven notches on the right 
and but six on the left; in female no. 285,311, with 24 regular ribs 
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and a right cervical, there are six facets on the right and seven on the 
left, and all the facets on the right side are situated perceptibly higher 
than those on the opposite side of the bone; in four instances there are 
six facets on each side; in two (male no. 285,301 and female no. 285,330, 

the former with the normal number of ribs and the latter uncertain) 

the sternum shows six facets on the right and but five on the left side; 
finally, in female no. 285,310, with 24 ribs, we find but five sternal 
facets on each side—this subject, however, was not fully adult. 
These details show that there are considerable irregularities in the 
sternal facets among the Munsee, even in the presence of the normal 
number of ribs. 

The antero-posterior curvature of the Munsee sternum ranges from 
slight to moderate. The xiphoid appendix is attached to the body of 
the sternum in only one instance—a male. In one male (no. 285,314) 
the left clavicular facet is considerably larger than the right. 

Three of the male and one female sterna show on one or both sides 
attached-episternal tubercles. In three of the cases the anomaly is 
unilateral—twice left and once right—while in one of the males it is 
bilateral, but the tubercle is more pronounced on the left. 

The breadth-length index of the sternum shows considerable 
individual variation in both sexes, but on the average it is higher in 
the females, the bone in this sex being relatively shorter. 

SCAPULA 

GENERAL FEATURES 

This is one of the most interesting bones of the body, and although 
it has been reported on by a number of observers, it presents a 
variety of features that deserve further study. It is a bone which in 
all particulars shows great individual variation, but on close scrutiny 
it is found that these variations differ more or less from group to group 
and are therefore of anthropological importance, and that they are 
subject to certain laws which evidently are universal to human kind. 

In collections derived from graves, such as those of the Munsee, 
the scapule, on account of their frailness, are often damaged, so that 
relatively few specimens are available for examination. There are 
nevertheless in the Munsee collection five male and nine female 
bones in fair condition, and their study gives some satisfactory 
results. To contrast these results properly the writer presents in the 
following table data not only of the Munsee, but also those on several 
other Indian groups as well as on the whites and the United States 
negroes. 
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LIX. MUNSEE SCAPUL: COMPARISON 

- : Infra- Infra- 

Hone | arent | spina | Brenan | SSR) spinous 

MALES cm cm. cm 

IMIINSGGe ema nce ete ee cece as soe nace clare (4) 15. 2 11.2 10.6 69.5 94.2 

Southern Utah cliff-dwellers............... (18) aa 11.6 10.15 67.4 87.7 

iPima.and) PUBDIO. se sccn - se swcides< ceese act (5) 15:5 12 11.05 71 93 

Various Mexican Indians.................- (9) 15.8 12 10. 4 65. 5 86.6 

Wnidians* Perle... <5 de- ss eacsccs sas eeeee (55) 15. 83 12 10.17 64, 2 84.8 

Indians: Pert! (hivion)2asiie2 e355 2b. (17) Gal 1153 10 63.8 85.6 

United States whites (various nationali- 

GIGS) 2 co ois ok Nets tee ae aoe nee e (70) 16. 4 12. 25 10.7 65.3 87.3 

Wiites'(Eivor) =. 22: sss ccccssmeeimecs eee: (73) 16.8 12.4 10.6 63 85.5 

United States negroes..................--- (46) 16, 25 11.6 10.9 66.8 92.1 

FEMALES 
IMUIASG6 s 2/= Saco aas Sse dace noe t oaciacuior (9) 13.9 10. 4 9.9 70. 7 95.3 

Southern Utah cliff-dwellers.............-- (10) I Hey 10. 25 9.7 70.6 94,2 

Pimavand Pueblos Se eeek ee eee (5) 13.8 10. 25 9.95 | 72 97 

Various Mexican Indians.................- (12) 13.75 10. 25 9.7 70. 7 94.9 

Mexican Indians 2 (Livon) !..............- (2) BH ibe 10. 16 10. 17 77.2 100 

Indians: Peru o- sease ee eb aees teusae eens (39) 13. 78 10. 47 9.17 66.5 87.5 

Indians, Peru (ivon) 1222 222-2 2.222 ee (6) lst 10 9 67 88.4 

United States whites (various nationali- 

PICS) ooh neh ngs onicte es ictestotanalole Se s peeve (44) 14.4 10.9 9.6 66.7 88. 4 

Wihites\(Uivon) toss 255 some entteneoeaae 3 (51) (13. 5) (10. 25) (9. 1) 67.5 88.8 

United States negroes: ....--2...s..<:--*-- (18) 14.2 10. 2 9. 25 65 90.7 

1M. Livon, De l’omoplate, etc., Thése, Paris, 1879, pp. 41-42. 

2 One subject. 

3 The averages of the measurements are exceptionally small in this series. 

The above data show that the Indian scapula is on the whole some- 
what smaller than that of either the whites or the American negroes, 
except in the females, where the bone, while shorter, is slightly 
broader than that in the other two races: The Munsee scapule 
compare fairly well with those of other Indian tribes, the apparent 
differences being doubtless due in a measure to the small number of 
specimens. 

The scapular index in the Munsee is high, indicating that the short- 
ness of the bone is both absolute and relative. The different Indian 
tribes offer considerable variation in this respect, but, as will be noted, 
except in the Peruvians, the index in all is above that of the whites 
and in the majority of cases even above that of the negroes. These 
high scapular indexes in the Indian approximate those of the anthro- 
poid apes, but it remains to be determined if the phenomenon in 
the two genera is homologous. 

In the female Munsee the scapular index is perceptibly higher than 
in the males, and this characteristic, owing to a relatively greater 
breadth of this bone in the females, is common to all the other 
given groups, excepting the negro. 
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The infraspinous index is also high in the Munsee as compared 
with other Indians, the whites, and even the negroes. This is par- 
ticularly the case in the males, in whom the infraspinous height is 
exceptionally low. 

The female index again exceeds that of the males in the Munsee 
and in all other Indian groups, as well as in the whites, owing to the 
relatively greater breadth of the female scapula. The negroes show 
here once more an exception to the rule, and it would be interesting 
to trace how far this peculiarity may be prevalent in that race. 

High indexes, such as those of the Indians, have been reported by 
Livon, Broca, Ranke, and others,1 among some of the African negroes, 
the Melanesians, the Malays, the Guanches, and the Egyptians. 

DESCRIPTIVE FEATURES 

The principal points for visual observation to which attention has 
been given in this instance were (a) the shape of the scapula as a whole, 
with the development of the teres major region; (b) the form of the 
superior border of the bone; and (c) the development of the notch in 

the superior border. 
Type of body.—The scapula as a whole may be more or less neatly 

triangular or wedge-shaped, which form will be designated as type 1. 
Again, it may be more acutely wedge-shaped, with both its axillary 
and vertebral border markedly concave, a type which the author 
classes as 3.2? It may be quadrilateral, type 4, with the axillary bor- 
der augmented by a shorter but well-marked inferior border, due to 
a development of a process or angle by the influence of the teres 
major muscle. It may be pentagonal, when the preceding type is 
augmented by a distinct angle in the axillary border at or above the 
spine, which divides it into two well-marked borders—type 5. Fi- 
nally, we may have a shape resembling that in many lower mammals 
and characterized by marked convexity of the axillary border, which 
will be referred to as type 6. 
Among the 19 Munsee scapulz, a large majority show types 4 and 5, 

the few remaining specimens approaching type 1. There is no in- 
stance of the relatively rare type 3, nor of type 6, which is quite com- 
mon in other Indians, particularly the males. The following table 
gives several series of records for comparison, including that of 

1 For literature, see R. Martin, Lehrbuch der Anthropologie, 1914; also A. C. Schiick, Das Schulterblatt 

des Menschen und der Anthropoiden, Mitteil. Anthr. Ges. Wien, x, 1910. 

Thefew published reports on Indian scapule give scapular and infraspinous indexes as follows: Matiegka 

(Santa Rosa, Cal., Indians), 64.9; 90.8; Dorsey (Northwest Coast), 65.1; 83.2 (?); Martin (Fuegians), 

65.4; 90.8; Martin (Peruvians), 66.6; 89; Matthews (Ancient Pueblos of Arizona), 71.1. 

In the anthropoid apes the scapular index averages between 69 and 76 (Livon); but the infraspinous 

index is enormous, ranging from slightly over 100 in the orang to 156 in the chimpanzee. 

2 This form and various approaches to it have been referred to as ‘“secaphoid”’ by Graves (Jour. Amer. 

Med. Asso., 1910, p. 12), and wrongly attributed te faulty development of the body. 
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United States whites. Analysis of the data shows some marked 
sexual as well as racial differences, the full value of which can not; 
however, be determined in the absence of more ample records. It 
is very plain, however, that type 1, or a close approach to it, and 
types 3 and 5 are, on the whole, more common in the females than 
in the males; while type 6 is decidedly more frequent in the males. 
Type 3 is relatively frequent in the whites, type 5 relatively scarce. 
In all probability the Indians differ considerably among themselves 
with respect to the shape of the scapule, as shown by the Munsee 
and Peruvian males, though the two series of specimens are very 
unequal in numbers. Minor differences in records of this nature can 
not be given any weight, for naturally the matter of classification of 
the different shapes is less perfect than that of accurate measure- 
ments. 

LX. THE FORM OF THE SCAPULA: MUNSEE AND COMPARATIVE 

MALES 

= a i [a Reuss Saree Ga aE ee 

i- | Type ) Speci- | Indefi- : Teople ates leatite lor | Type3 |Type4*, Type 5| near 5 | Type 6} near 6 
| | near 1 

Perct: Per cet..|Periets| “Per et: "Per ct. | Perret) | Per cea wrench 

NGNISEG EE i ce ee eee | (8) Eee 1 ibezeece= 38 50) file tae crnpe| eer Rema 

Peruvian Indians............ YA) 10.5 21 3.5 5 Dn) eee 37 17.5 

United States whites (miscel- | 

Isneous)- tts .2ste seers (168) 4.8 28 9.5 i) 17.9 (ew 14.3 8.3 

United States negroes........ (40) |eoee ee Ppas8 5 fees 32 255 15 5 

FEMALES 

Mhansep 52. eee ee eet CLD S22 oe 27 ah 27 27 po al eter sy (me =F. 

Peruvianiindians:: .. 32.8235) (335) LEE ae 2' 5 5 39 11 3 3 

United States whites (miscel- 

HANCOUS) Sete ee ae ee (118) aif 32.2 13.6 15. 2 16. 1 8.5 8.5 4.2 

United States negroes.....-.. (IG assess Hee tees | 25 19 37.5 GP Sei eee 12.5 
| 

* The fourth, or teres major, border is present also, of course, in all instances of type 5, and in most speci- 

mens of type 4. It is particularly common in the Peruvian scapule. 

Superior border.—The form of the superior border of the scapula 
can be divided for purposes of description into (1) horizontal or 
slightly rising and forming a right or nearly right angle with a ver- 
tical line passing upward from the base of the coracoid; (2) moder- 
ately rismg or oblique and straight or but slightly curved, forming 
with the coracoid vertical an angle of between 85 and 55°; (3) markedly 
oblique, forming with the coracoid vertical an angle of less than 55°; 
(4) angular or deep saddle-shaped, which is of special importance 
anthropologically; and (5) markedly concave or semilunar (see pl. 
25). In rare instances a form (6) occurs, in which -the border is 

low and moderately convex, and arother (7) in which it is markedly 
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a THE SEVENTH CERVICAL, VERTEBRA OF FEMALE MUNSEE SKELE- 
TON NO. 285,311, U.S.N.M., WITH A CERVICAL RIB 

b SCAPULA OF FEMALE MUNSEE SKELETON NO. 285,328, U.S.N.M., 
SHOWING SEMILUNAR SHAPE OF THE SUPERIOR BORDER 



4 af : A 1 u it “a ry a* a Be 

7 : Rete ag ian a oat ul ot bee 
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concavo-convex; and, finally, there occurs now and then an indeter- 

minate form (I), which can not be classified. 

LXI. FORM OF THE SUPERIOR BORDER OF THE SCAPULA IN THE MUNSEE AND 
IN OTHER RACIAL GROUPS 

Types* 

Speci- 

Bre eke 1 5 3 4 and | 5 and 6 7 
r near 4 | near 5 

Per ct. \\ Per et. | Per ct. \ Perict. | Perct. | Percé. \\ Per ct. 

MITHSE Der toons cacten ce ch ae eee o as (iG) Eee ea eee 31.2 25 ES Eto Someta | Seer cee 

Northwest Coast Indians. .......-- (82 6.7 27.5 35. 4 25. 6 Be Oe emir sace eis as 

Southern Utah cliff-dwellers ....... (53) 16.9 54.7 20.7 EGNILGE SSE Bats, = Sees spe ces 

Mexican Indians... 225: -¢..2Ss26< 2 (41) 37.8 39.1 15.8 4.8 QAM tex. ast |enaess 

Reruvianiindians = .-225..- 2c oceeee (Ob) yi lea st ce 37.9 15.8 17.9 78),.0al eaeEeeoe (tT) 

United States whites (miscellane- 

DUS) Pesos docs cies ons aso See ee = (1, 032) 15 48.5 il 8. 2 16.7 0.3 0.5 

*Type 1=horizontal or but slightly inclined; 2=moderate to medium obliquity; 3=pronounced 

obliquity; 4=deep saddle-shaped; 5=semilunar; 6=convex; 7=markedly concavo-convex. 

+ In two specimens (2 per cent) the form of the border was unclassifiable. 

The data obtained in this particular on the Munsee and other 
Indian groups, as well as on a large series of whites, are given in the 
next table. It is very evident that racial and tribal differences of 
some importance exist in the shape of the border. Among the whites 
its most common form is type 2, or moderate to medium oblique, 
pronounced obliquity being infrequent; types 4 and 5 occur but 
rarely. In the Munsee there is a curious but doubtless local preva- 
lence of the semilunar type 5, the next most frequent form being 
that of pronounced obliquity; and one-fourth of the cases show the 
saddle form or an approach to it. Among other Indians the con- 
ditions differ. The cliff-dwellers of southern Utah come, on the 
whole, near to the whites; among the Mexican Indians low borders 
prevail, while among the Northwest Coast tribes we find the oppo- 
site condition—high borders, with a relative frequency of the angu- 
lar or saddle-shaped type (4 or near 4). It is an interesting fact that 
the last named form (4) is frequent and often highly developed in 
the Eskimo. 

The question occurs as to how the form of the superior border differs 
in the two sexes and on the two sides, and the next table throws 
some light on these problems. It will be observed that among the 
Indians the differences between the males and the females are not 
striking, though there is a tendency toward greater obliquity of the 
border in the males. Among the whites, types 1 and 4 are more 
common in the females than in the males; type 2 occurs about the 
same number of times in the two sexes, while types 3 and 5 are more 
frequent in the males. 
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LXIU. FORM OF THE SUPERIOR BORDER IN MUNSEE AND OTHER INDIAN SCAPULA 
ACCORDING TO SEX AND SIDE 

Types 
= Speci- Sex and side oe 

1 2 3 4 2-4 | 34 | 5. 

Per ct.| Per ct. | Per ct. | Per ct. | Per ct. | Per ct. | Per cz: 

Males'(botitisides):=---- 222-2222 a. (84) 11.9 34.5 33.3 5.9 3.6 3.6 71 

Females (both sides)............... (110) 20 30. 5 21.8 5.5 4.5 1.3 5.5 

Right (boul sexes) sses-ces—- eee (104) 18.3 33.6 221 8.7 5.8 6.7 4.8 

Left: (both:sexes) .t.=.4..4.35.8%-- (90) 14.4 37.8 31.1 2.2 2.2 4.5 7.8 

As to the two sides, we find that a slightly lesser tendency to 
marked obliquity of the border exists in the left than in the right 
scapula; while the bone of the right side shows greater frequency of 
the angular or deep saddle-shaped (type 4 or near 4). 

Scapular notch.—The notch in the scapular border, at the base of 
the coracoid, which, as is well known, transmits the suprascapular 
nerve, may be absent, shallow, medium deep, or converted into a 

complete foramen. Among the 21 scapulze of the Munsee and 431 of 
whites, the conditions in this respect, with reference to sex and side, 

are as follows: 

LXIII. SCAPULAR NOTCH IN THE MUNSEE AND IN WHITES 

| ; 
Sex Specimens | (Roms, | OmN2, | how, | Laem) | (complete 

Munsce: Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent 

Maley. Ad. cc ere ee (9), |Seeawsee- es 2h r leekeiess -t ate 67 ll 

Homa ew ars, se = sate oe (12 8 oe Beeeccoerecs 16° [a2 eee 

Peruvian Indians: 

Melos... QEFOS. -as =. (57 5 15.8 70. 2 10! 5: | - 2. Se 

Memaley aoe: s8 © seh deer (37) 5 24.3 67.6 2s Tylise s acpos eee 

Whites: 

Malet! reac mee cee mere e (267) 0.7 15. 4 57.3 22.8 3.7 

MemaAless |. <hf% ees (164) 3.7 15. 2 64 16 1.2 

Side 

Munsee: 

1541 ed eh AG) (0 (Cees Se eae (GU Sa ee AD icueoerceies 50 20 

Gti Sid@s=) 22 pees ese (40) 10 BO! te cis ete cee 30 s4|::.:. aa 

Peruvian Indians: 

Right sider eJ. ==: Ce. (50) 4 22 68 6.) Alt. See: See 

WelSIdeG sso75. Been eS eee (44) 4.5 15.9 70.5 9.dL exch. oe See 

Whites: 

WISH SIO. eeereer Esco (215) 2.3 14 62.3 18.6 2.8 

Deft sidotrtiniicin 3a | (216) 1.4 7.6 56.5 DIAS 2.8 
| 

It is plain that while among the whites the medium form of the 
notch very largely predominates, among the Munsee this form is 
absent, though this is doubtless accidental to some extent at least, 

owing to the relatively small number of specimens. The complete 
foramen is much more frequent in the Munsee than in the whites. 
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As to the sexes, in both the Munsee and the whites there is observ- 
able a predominance of the deeper forms and the complete foramen 
among the males, and of the shallower forms and the complete ab- 
sence of the notch in the females. 

As to sides, no characteristic differences in the notch appear. 

Riss 

Owing to careful collection, a large majority of the ribs from the 
Munsee cemetery were preserved and are with their respective skele- 
tons, thus facilitating their study. Furthermore, we possess nearly 
all the bones of the spines, which show the rib facets. 

The ribs present are marked throughout by medium and normal 
development. Fractures are very rare, there being only two (in one 
subject) among the 166 ribs of the males, and but one in 196 ribs of 
the females.1_ This speaks well for the peaceful life of the community. 

The number of ribs is normal (24) in every one of the adult males; 
among the females, however, there are two interesting anomalies— 
namely: In female no. 285,311 there are 25 ribs, the additional one 
being well developed, 6.5 em. long, right cervical; this rib approaches 
in form the ordinary first rib, while both the latter are unusually long, 
being about one-third longer than any of the other female first ribs 
in the series. The spinal formula in this case, curiously enough, is 
only 7—12-4, the fifth lumbar being attached to the sacrum. The 
second anomaly is present in female skeleton no. 285,321, with the 
spinal formula of 7—11—5, and consists of the absence of the last pair 
of ribs. The congenitally absent dorsal vertebra is the twelfth. 

The first rib generally repays special examination, particularly as 
to its shape. This shows three main types—(1) the curved; (2) the 

mono-angular or pistol-shaped, with a nearly straight neck and 
straight body; and (3) the biangular, in which, besides the angle 
between the neck and the body, there is another distinct angle in the 
body itself, so that the rib appears as if it consisted of three segments. 
The relative frequency of these forms the author has reason to believe 
will be found to differ in the race and sex, but as a rule it is the same 
on both sides. In the Munsee the shapes found were as follows: 

LXIV. MUNSEE: SHAPE OF RIBS 

Subjects 1 or 2 or 3 or 

Per cent | Per cent | Per cent 
Malese hie ait . tas Gas eae ete ee ed esate ee cece reel «ree 19% (10) 70 2 10 
Mra OSmes ates erie serm cot ceeceniace sce cae ss tne vues coaene dere (12) 75 Ca ER ae ae 

1Or 8 in 1,000. Among the whites, dissecting-room material, in a total of 16,300 ribs examined, the 

author found fractures in the first rib in the proportion of 4 in 1,000; in the second rib, 20 in 1,000; and 

in the ribs below the second, 49.3 in 1,000. 
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The biangular form, which is fairly frequent in whites, is nearly 
absent in the Munsee, the one pair in the males presenting merely an 
approach to the form. 

SPINE 

The entire number of vertebra of 21 skeletons has been preserved, 
thus affording an excellent opportunity for studying the numerical 
relations of the bones, as well as other particulars. 

The bones are entirely normal, with the exception of the frequent 
slightly to moderately developed marginal exostoses (which, unless 
premature or excessive, the author regards more and more as the 
usual manifestations of age rather than of disease), and one case of 
advanced spondylitis deformans, resulting in fusion of the lower half 
of the spine and the sacrum. The bones show moderate to medium 
development and are free from gross anomalies. 

As to numbers, the cervical vertebre show but one exception to the 
Gunton eamn cle in male skeleton no. 285,326, in which only six 
vertebre are present in this region. The locus of the (congenitally) 
missing one is between the third and the sixth, its exact identity being 
difficult to determine. In one of the females (no. 285,311) the 
seventh cervical, as already mentioned, gives attachment on the right 
to a well developed cervical rib (pl. 25, a). 

The vertebre of the dorsal region are also normal in number in all 
cases but one, which has been mentioned in connection with the ribs; 
it is no. 285,321, female, and presents a congenital absence of the 
twelfth vertebra. 

The numbers of the lumbar vertebree show frequent variation. In 
two of the ten males and two of the eleven females there are but four 
lumbars, while in one female there are six. In detail we find the 
following abnormalities: 

In male skeleton no. 285,316, the fifth lumbar shows a transitional, 
sacral form, though not attached to the sacrum, and it also presents 
a detachment of the posterior part of its neural arch. 

In male no. 285,326, one of the lumbar vertebrae between the second 
and fifth is absent cunecnrinltys 

In female no. 285,310, one of the lumbar vertebre is missing con- 
genitally; the last lumbar in this case is in form like the fifth; the 

upper segment of the sacrum is somewhat lumbar-like, but the bone 
possesses only five segments and a normal curvature. 

In female no. 285,311, with four lumbar vertebra, the fifth, some- 

what modified, is Sitached to the sacrum (pl. 27). 
In female no. 285,326, where we have six lumbar vertebra, the- last, 

like the lowest ints in male no. 285,316, shows a separation of the 

posterior portion of the neural arch. 
In male no. 285,308, the twelfth dorsal and the first lumbar show 

complete and evidently early non-pathological fusion. 
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SACRUM 

- GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS 

The total number of serviceable specimens cf sacra is 17, only 13 
of which, however (six males and seven females), are five-segment 

bones and sufficiently well preserved to afford the necessary measure- 
ments. The results show that, as usual, the male sacrum, while in 
breadth nearly equal to that of the female, is perceptibly higher, 
in consequence of which the sacral index, or percental relation of 
breadth to height, is lower in the males. 
A comparison of the Munsee sacra with those of other Indians and 

United States whites shows marked agreement both in size and in the 
relative proportions of the bone in the males, but less in the females. 
As will be seen by the next table, the Munsee female sacrum is some- 
what lower than that of any of the other series." 

LXV. MUNSEE SACRUM: DIMENSIONS 

Males | Females 

Number Breadth,| Index | Number Breadth,| Index 
of speci- | Height*| maxi- | B Xx 100 | ofspeci- | Height maxi- | B x 100 
mens Mum = || Smappeem |) mens mum H 

cm. cm. cm. cm. 118.5 
Aiverapelse:. 2202.2 (6) 10.7 11.6 108. 2 (7) 9.9 11.7 ; 
Average (including 

damaged speci- 

mems).------------- INL FF ce see sceae cmiete| se aac. Gini), eee cae 11.5 [tort 

Minimum (including 

damaged speci- 

fa lah All 9.9 1.3] 102.6 (11) 8.9 i ee 
Maximum (including 

damaged speci- 
126.0 

MGS) ope secs snae All 11.5 12.0 114.1 (11) 10.7 12.8 

*Sacra of five segments only included; height measured with slidic = compass, points of instrument 
applied to middle of promontory and to middle of anterior inferior b-- <r of V sacral vertebra. 

Emmons, who a few years ago, with the writer’s assistance, con- 
ducted an examination of 217 Indian female pelves,? obtained as a 
total average of his specimens (which however include also sacra of 
more than five segments), for the height 10 cm., breadth 11.5 em., 
and index 115.8—figures which stand in close accord with the above. 
In the Negro race and in the Australians the sacrum, as is well 
known, is relatively narrower; and in much larger degree this is also 
the case in the anthropoid apes. The relatively broad and short 
sacrum of the whites and the Indians may therefore be regarded as a 
feature of an advanced evolutionary character. 

1 The sacra from the Arkansas and Louisiana mounds, of which a small series was reported previously 

by the writer (Remains from Arkansas and Louisiana, op. cit.), appeared unusually high; in the much 

larger series here presented, however, they are seen to form no exception in this respect to those of other 
Indians. 

2 A.B. Emmons, A Study of the Variations in the Female Pelvis, Based on Observations made on 271 

Specimens of the American Indian Squaw, Biometrika, 1x, 1913, pp. 34-57. 

17135°—Bull. 62—16——6 
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LXVI. SACRUM: COMPARATIVE DATA 

Males Females 

People Number | Number 
of speci- | Height | Breadth | Index | ofspeci- | Height | Breadth | Index 
mens * mens 

cm. cm. cm. cm. 
Manse < 5 ..<stas ees eciacces (6) 10.7 11.6 108. 2 (7) 9.9 ib Py ¢ 118.5 

Arkansas and Louisiana |. 

MOVHGS: - Wrasse seoseee (18) 10.95 12.2 111.6 (22) 10. 2 11.96 thle ey) 

Southern Utah  cliff- 

MWeANOIS-.s- =~ -.5-5.s50ee (22) 10.8 11.55 | 106.9 (10) 10.1 11.33 112.2 

Southwest and Mexico. -. (15) 10.7 11.36 | 106.2 (18) 10. 4 LSD 110.6 

United States whites 

(various nationalities)t - t (56) 10. 62 11.67 | 109.9 (25) 10.18 i a 115.4 

* Five-segment sacra only. 

+ There were two separate series which gave remarkably similar results: 

(a) Males: (26) H. 10.6, B.11.7, Ind. 115; females: (12) H. 10.2, B. 11.73, Ind. 115. 

(b) Males: (30) H. 10.63, B. 11.64, Ind. 115.8; females: (13) H. 10.16, B. 11.77, Ind. 115.8. 

t Forty-six additional five-segment adult sacra, both sexes together, gave the writer—height 10.4, breadth 

11.76, index 113. 

SEGMENTS 

Among the eight male Munsee sacra in which determination of the 
number of segments is feasible, six show five and two show six ver- 
tebre, while among the 12 female bones there are 10 with five and 
two with six segments. We have thus four six-segmented sacra 
in 20, or 20 per cent. Emmons, in 217 female Indian pelves, 
found six segments in 19.8 per cent of the cases. 
Among additional specimens examined by the writer, in 53 sacra 

of the southern Utah cliff-dwellers, five vertebrae were present in 
37, or 70 per cent; six in 15, or 28 per cent; and seven in one, or 
2 per cent. Of 42 sacra of Southwestern and Mexican Indians, 31, 
or 74 per cent, showed five; 10, or 24 per cent, six; and one, or 2 per 

cent, seven segments. As to whites, among 503 sacra of miscellaneous 
Americans of both sexes, five segments were present in only 66.4 
per cent of the bones; six segments in 31 per cent; seven segments in 
2 per cent, and eight in 0.4 per cent, while the whole coccyx was 
attached, non-pathologically, in one instance. The frequency of more 
than five vertebre in the sacrum is therefore slightly to decidedly 
less in probably all the tribes of Indians than in the United States 
whites. 

CURVATURE 

The curvature of the sacrum in the Munsee can be described in 18 
of the 20 specimens as medium, while in two (one male and one 
female) it is submedium. This agrees closely with the author’s 
observations on this feature in other Indians. In the United States 
whites the proportion of regular and medium forms is smaller, while 
not infrequently there exists in the sacrum of whites a pronounced 
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curvature, which is very rare in the Indian. Among 115 Indian 
sacra from Arkansas, Louisiana, the Southwest, and Mexico, the 
writer found moderate or medium curvature in 75, or 65 per cent; 
submedium to slight in 24, or 21 per cent; and pronounced (though 
never excessively) in 16, or 14 per cent. Among the 217 specimens 
examined by Emmons, moderate or medium curvature was present 
in 148, or a little more than 67 per cent; submedium in 52, or 24 per 
cent; and pronounced in 18, or 8 per cent. 

The curve of the sacrum begins in the Munsee (and the same is 
true of other Indians) in a majority of cases with the first or upper- 
most segment, but in numerous instances with the second vertebra. 
More in detail, among the 20 Munsee sacra, in 13, or 65 per cent, 
the curve began with the first; in six, or 30 per cent, with the second; 
and in one, or 5 per cent of the cases, with the third vertebra. 
Among 113 sacra of both sexes from Arkansas, Louisiana, the South- 
west, and Mexico, examined by the writer, the curve began in 52, 
or 46 per cent of the cases, with the first; in 42, or 37 per cent, with 

the second; in 14, or 12 per cent, with the third; and in five, or 4 
per cent, with the fourth vertebra. In the female series studied by 
Emmons, the curve began in 41.5 per cent of the cases with the first; 
in 27 per cent with the second; in 22.5 per cent with the third; in 
7.4 per cent with the fourth; and in 1.8 per cent with the fifth seg- 
ment. Among whites, in 224 sacra of five segments examined by 
the writer, the curve began with the first vertebra in 87 per cent; 
with the second in 5.4 per cent; and with the third in 7.6 per cent of 
the cases. It is therefore evident that the anterior curve of the 
sacrum begins more frequently higher up in the whites than in the 
Indians. This peculiarity is probably connected with a somewhat 
greater curvature, even on the average, in the sacrum of whites. 

OssA INNOMINATA AND PELVIS 

THE OSSA INNOMINATA 

The total number of adult innominate bones of the Munsee, avail- 

able for examination and measurement, is 37, and in general the 
bones are remarkable for their regular development, with complete free- 
dom from pathological conditions and from the more important anom- 
alies. They are also of medium dimensions and weight throughout. 

The measurements of the bones show that in the paired specimens, 
in both sexes, they are of nearly the same dimensions on the two 
sides. The male bones exceed those of the female in both height 
and breadth, and especially in the former, but relatively to its height 
the female innominate is broader than that of the male, as a result 
of which the innominate height-breadth index is higher in the 
females. 
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LXVII. MUNSEE: INNOMINATE BONES 

MALES 

| Right : Left 

cA S| 2 jst | | ToleN 8 
lg Be ee eel pees Slee ¢\ea | 3 le 

Se hen Senta a | Sn iS | Saal estes a |s 
= | 33 = = o [ssi | 2 2 = a S |e 
= (Bireens S sa Ss Sa S Sa a> Ss 3c 

» |BS2| 5 [S52] 5 Jax gs | Be | 5 |SE*| & jax 
2 a9 = ag 2 sh = a 2 ag 2 a2 
q Ares q og g ° g o) q os q ° 

2 ae cE ee ae rg So Sho haetane 
Ws jen) Z aa) v4 fe) v4 q Z isa) vA a 

Average: cm. cm. cm. cm. 
Pairs... (5) 21.2 (5) 15.6 (5) | 73 (5) 21.2 (5) 15.6 (5) an 

NS  - (7) 21.2 (6) 15.6 (6) 73.8 (6) 2153 (5) 15,6 |S 285 Sasa 

Minimum..| (7)| 20.8| (6)| %.1| ()| wo7ill..@)]}. 20.81 Gl 3) - ee 70.7 
Maximum.. (7) 222 (6) 16.2 (6) (el (6) 21.8 (5) 16> lo. ee 74.5 

FEMALES 

Average: | 

Pains. 2<|a(Lb) 20.1 (5) 14.95 (5) 75.6 (11) 20.1 (5) 14.9 (5) 75.1 

ATI. cos (11) 20.1 (8) 15.2 (8) 75.9 (13) 20 (10) 14.75 (10) | 74.5 

Minimum 

(ally. (41)} 185] (8)| 13.6 (8) | 72 (3)| 18.5] (10)| 13.5 | (0)} 69.5 
Maximum } 

(al) oe (11),)° 20.7} (8), 86 (8) |. 73:9 | @3):) 20:8) | C0), |, “5s, 1s Glee 

Comparative data on the innominate bones are given in the next 
table. The Arkansas and Louisiana specimens, as well as those of 
other Indians, agree closely with those of the Munsee. ‘The innomi- 
nate of the whites, on the other hand, is both higher and especially 

broader, hence it shows a higher index in both sexes. Emmons, 
from his 217 Indian female pelves, obtained as an average height 
of the innominate 19.3 cm., and as the breadth 14.5 cm., with a 
mean index of 74.8. These results agree closely with those of the 
writer and strengthen the evidence that the innominate bones in the 
Indians average somewhat smaller in both dimensions, and are also 
somewhat narrower relatively than those in the whites. 

LXVIII. COMPARISON OF THE MUNSEE OSSA INNOMINATA WITH THOSE OF OTHER 

INDIANS AND OF WHITES 

MALES 

Right % Left 

Boas | Height Height 
sTOuE Speci- maxi- | Breadth | Innomi- | maxi- | Breadth | Innomi- 

mens mum maxi- nate mum maxi- nate 
(pairs) | (ischio- mum index | (ischio- mum index 

iliac) iliac) 

cm. cm. cm. cm. 

MignS00).< oes coe ete ee (16) 21.3 15.6 73.4 21,2 15.6 73.2 

Arkansas and Louisiana......... (13) 21.2 15. 4 72.7 21.3 15. 35 72.1 

Southern Utah cliff-dwellers. . .. (20) 20.5 15.0 73.2 20.5 15 73.3 

Southwest and Mexico......... | (12) 20.7 15. 2 73.7 20. 7 15.2 73.5 

United States whites -.........- (32) 22. 03 16. 43 74.6 22.1 16. 47 74. 45 
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LXVIII. COMPARISON OF THE MUNSEE OSSA INNOMINATA WITH THOSE OF OTHER 

INDIANS AND OF OTHER WHITES—Continued 

FEMALES 

Right Left 

— | 

Height Height 
Group Speci- maxi- | Breadth} Innomi- | maxi- | Breadth | Innomi- 

mens mum maxi- nate mum maxi- nate 
(pairs) | (ischio- | mum index (ischio- ffium index 

iliac) iliac) | 

cm. cm. cm. cm. 
INT S ED Ameer i ei 8 nia oie (11) 20.1 14.95 75. 6 20.1 14.9 (Gra! 

Arkansas and Louisiana.......- (8) 19.8 15 owl 19. 95 liGHal (hoyil 

Southern Utah cliff-dwellers .... (7) 19 14.3 75.4 19.1 14,2 74.6 

Southwest and Mexico.......... (12) 19.1 14.6 76.6 19. 2 14.75 76.8 

United States whites ........... (20) 20. 2 15.73 77.9 20.1 15.7 78.1 

THE PELVIS AS A WHOLE 

The Munsee pelves available for measurement comprise those of 
six males and ten females. They are free from all deformation, and 
present the usual sexual characteristics with regard to massiveness, 
the flare of the ilia, the subpubic angle, and the width of the great 
sciatic notch. 

The articulated pelves, with a slight space left for the pubie carti- 
lage, gave measurements shown in the table below. The male pelvis, 
it is seen, is somewhat larger than the female in both of its mean 
external dimensions, and is also somewhat higher relatively, as a 
result of which it shows a higher height-breadth index. 

LXIX. MUNSEE: PELVIS AS A WHOLE 

MALE 

Superior Strait 

helent of Breadth | pelvic 
Number Ossa innom- Paipenae index * Breadth peeaeeys Brim index inata I maximum | ~2beror b x 100 

(a) posterior os 

(0) 2 

cm. cm. cm. cm. 
FAVORAPO Secs. <8. sae (6) 21.2 26.7 78.9 12.1 10.6 87.8 

Minimgms. 52... - (6) 20.8 24.4 76.6 11.6 9.6 78. 7 

Maxamom. |... 557. (6) 2155 28. 2 85.9 12.8 11.2 98.3 

FEMALE 

IAVCIAPC oes see oi. (10) 19.95 25.9 77.0 13.0 11.0 84.5 
Minimum 2252 (10) 18.5 24,1 13.3 12.3 9. 4 70.7 
Wik Sab ooqh bere eae eee (10) 20.7 27.8 80. 4 13.8 12.5 94. 4 

* Mean height of innominate bones X 100 

maximum breadth of pelvis 

{ Promontory of sacrum to nearest point on the inner lip of pubic bones. 
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The pelvic cavity at the superior strait or brim is more spacious, 
both antero-posteriorly and laterally, in the Munsee female than in 
the male, and it is also somewhat broader relatively to its depth, as a 
result of which it gives a somewhat lower depth-breadth index. 

On comparison with the pelves of the mound-building Indians of 
the Arkansas and Louisiana mounds, those of the Southwest and 
Mexico, and those of United States whites, it 1s seen that the Munsee 
pelvis, as a whole, is of moderate dimensions, especially in its breadth, 
which is slightly smaller than that in any of the other groups in the 
males and in most of the females. Because of this fact, the height- 
breadth index of the pelvis in the Munsee is relatively high—higher 
than that of any of the other Indians. It is exceeded in this respect 
only by the pelvis of the white males. 

An even more marked peculiarity of the Munsee pelvis applies to 
itsinlet or brim. As will be seen by a glance at the figures, this is rela- 

tively narrow and deep in both sexes; the lateral diameter, with a 
single minor exception, is the lowest, and the diameter antero-posterior 
the highest of all the groups. As a result of this condition, the brim 
index of the Munsee in both males and females is exceptionally high. 

LXX. COMPARISON OF THE MUNSEE PELVIS WITH THAT OF OTHER INDIANS AND 
OF WHITES 

MALES 

Speci- | , Mean breadth of __ | Diameter Diawaciee a 
S eight of pelvis Pelvie lateral ete Brim 
arCeD pens ossa in- | (between | index | maximum | PoSterior | index 

(pairs) nominata | outer lips ofibrimin |e 
of crests) * of brim 

cm. em. cm. em. 

Muniseés Sa.es> eee (6) 21. 2 26. 7 78.9 12,1 10.6 87.8 

Arkansas and Louisiana (23) 215d 28.1 76.7 13 10.4 79.8 

Southern Utah cliff- 

dwellers: -trucieasee (23) 20.6 26. 85 76.7 12.4 10 80. 6 

Southwest and Mexico. . (15) 20. 6 27 76, 2 12.3 ONL 78.7 

United States whites. - . (32) 22. 06 27.1 81.4 12.7 9. 64 75.9 

FEMALES 

IMIINSCO 7-25. Ayesha (10) 19. 95 25.9 77.0 13 ll 84.5 

Arkansas and Louisiana (12) 19.7 26.8 73.5 13.33 10. 74 81.4 

Southern Utah  cliff- 

dwellersc+.i2-2s25-0c8 (7) 19.05 25.4 74.5 lssall 10.1 77.4 

Southwest and Mexico. . (12) 19,15 PASC 74.4 12.9 10. 75 83.1 

United States whites. - - (20) 20. 16 27.05 74.5 13.35 10. 73 80.4 

*The pelvis being held in articulation. 

The brim index in general shows unexpected irregularity from 
group to group and between the two sexes. In the Munsee and the 
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southern Utah cliff-dwellers it is higher in the males; in the other 
Indians and in the whites it is higher in the females; and the range 
of its groupal as well as individual variation is considerable. As all 
the specimens were measured by the author with the same instru- 
ments, by the same method, and with equal care, the differences can 
not be attributed to error, hence the only reasonable conclusion is 
that even under normal conditions (for these series contain no 
deformed or pathological pelves) the absolute as well as the relative 
dimensions of the superior strait are capable of not a little fluctua- 
tion, attributable, it seems, in some measure at least, to an early 

unequal development of the soft parts both within and without the 
pelvic cavity. 

In order to satisfy himself further on this point, the writer extracted 
a number of the larger series of pelvic measurements from Emmons’s 
data, and from the next table it will be seen that, although they 
relate to females only, the groupal variation is also marked. Yet 
these differences among the Indians rarely if ever fall below what 
may be considered normal limits, or such a limit as would in the 
female still permit of safe childbirth under other normal conditions. 
They are therefore what may be called infunctional or transfynctional 

fluctuations. 

LXXI. FEMALE INDIAN PELVIS: SUPERIOR STRAIT* 

iroup Specimens ate Dismoter Index 
posterior : 

| | 

| cm. cm. 

INontinwesticaastim: Syne) fier) Pe Pe aod) ia) (31) 12. 99 10.7 82.39 

(COMO Se ba Zaahe see ASE SOE a eee seat SES Bee (16) 13. 2 10. 56 80 

STOUR e ee eee ae Oe occ ed ps ene SA es Ss hoe Srcias. (12) 13. 03 10. 98 84. 26 

EROTAME SSC See Seen ice Sere ace oe ee eee (6) 13. 32 10. 93 82.01 

Kentucky..........-. ee ere, Shae Des Hee an) (8) 13.09 10. 66 81. 42 
ING Wee xl COM SEE ek eer ee rt ck So eh (10) 13. 26 10. 43 78. 65 

PATIZONA tase eet ae ame eee Se Sate eee (57) 12. 87 9. 52 74. 01 

IMGxIGOsa ase ene ee a i tras Gent el eter ate es Siren Si (15) 12.7 10. 93 85. 55 

JEDI A Sess Bae es Ae ee De Sas eRe or eee ane a ee (13) 12. 71 10. 12 79. 58 

* EH mmons’s series. 

SHORT AND OTHER BONES 

PATELLA 

The patella, the largest of the sesamoid bones, offers three dimensions 
formeasurements, namely, the maximum height, the maximum breadth, 
and the maximum thickness; and the mean of these diameters, the 
patellar module, is a convenient unit for comparing the size of the bone. 

The 30 patella present in the Munsee collection give proportions 
which are tabulated below. The male bone is perceptibly larger in 
all dimensions than the female. There are but small differences as 
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to side, and they are probably due in a measure, if not entirely, to 
the small number of specimens. The mean diameter or module is 

practically the same on both sides in both the male and the female. 
The breadth-height index averages slightly over 100 and offers noth- 
ing definitely distinctive either as to sex or to side. 
from 91.7 to 107.4, in the females from 93.8 to 107.9. 

It varies in males 

LXXII. MUNSEE: PATELLA 

MALES 

Right 

5 Thick- 
Num Pelt, Num Breadihs Num-| ness, | Num Bree 
ber ahaa ber mum ber maxi- ber pe 

mum ee 

: cm. cm. cm. 
Avranage: (4) 4.5 | (4) 4.6 | (4) 211] (4) 102. 8 

ame ithe 8) Oar rity (6) 4.41] (6) 4.57 | (6) 2.06 | (6) 103. 6 
Sage ee (6) 4.2 | (6) 4.4 | (6) 1.95] (6) 97.8 

Minimum (all)..---..-------- (6) 4.6 | (6) 4.8 | (6) 2.3 | (6) 105.9 
Maximum (alll) 255: 24-2. = 

Left 

Average: 7 

alice Ne ete eo eese es (4) 4.6 (4) 4.55 | (4) 2.1 (4) 98.9 
NV heres vt 2) ie ama re mh (10) 4,36 (11) 4.38 (12) 2. 04 (10) 100.5 

Minimum (all)...........---- (10) 4 (11) 3.9 | (12) 1.85 | (10) 91.7 
Maximum (all)......-.-..---- (10) 259013 (ash) 4.7 | (12) 2.25 | (10) 107.4 

FEMALES 

* 

Right 

: : Thick- 
Num- | Height, | num- | Breadth,| num-| ness, | Num- | Breadth- 
ber BLE ber ahaa ber maxi- ber fee mum u cian 

Average: em. em. em. 

airat’ serene Cart ae (5) 3.93 | (5) 4.02 | (8) 1.73 | (5) 102.3 
ATH eo ty ae ot tS eel ek (9) 3.93} (9) 3.97 | (11) 1.75 | (9) 100. 4 

Minimum (all)........----- lh ey) a7 (9) a7 ||" Cit) 1.5 (9) 93. 8 
Maxam (allys- 2,220 eee (9) 4.1 (9) 4.3 (11) 1.9 (9) 107.9 

Left 

Average: 

Bali. ee EI CB) 3.93 | (5) 4.05| (8) 1.76] (5) 103. 1 
1 \\\ ee ee aay 3 py ts Coreg OP (5) 3.95 | (5) 4.05} (8) 1.76 | (5) 103.1 
Minimum (all). -<.2:-2.62- (5) 3.8 (5) 3. 85 (8) 1.5 (5) 96, 2 

Maximum (all) .......... (5) 4.05 (5) 4.1 (8) 1.95 (5) 107.9 

Module (mean diameter)—Males: right, 3.74; left, 3.75; females: right, 3.23; left, 3.25. 

A comparison of the Munsee patella with that of whites shows 
that the latter is slightly larger in both sexes and on both sides; its 
relative proportions, however, are very much the same, except that 
the bone in white males on both sides appears to be relatively 
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slightly higher than in the females, which, while also true of the 

Munsee on the right side, does not hold true for the left. 

LXXITI. PATELLA: MUNSEE AND WHITES 

MALES 

Right Left 
a Speci- | 
troup mens . | Breadth- . | Breadth- 

(pairs) | Height] Breadth | 7!¢k-| “height |) Height) Breadth | TICK | height 
€sS_| index ness | index 

cm. cm. cm, cm. cm. cm. 

WEENASOG,. «. i. <n vee. (8)| 4.5 AG 0) *O10|, to9R | 4.6 4.5 \ oe 98.9 
United States whites.} *(200) | 4.56 4.64| 2.15| 101.7|| 4-52 4.66| 2.17| . 103.2 

Module (mean diameter)—Males: Munsee, right, 3.74; left, 3.75; whites, right, 3.78; left, 3.78. 

FEMALES 

Miunseges se). S52 29 224 (10) 3.93 4,02 1.73 102.3 3. 93 4.05 1.76 103.1 

United States whites.| *(100) 4.02 4.03 15,9 100. 2 3. 97 4.08 1.9 102.7 

Module—Females: Munsee, right, 3.23; left, 3.25; whites, right, 3.32; left, 3.32. 

* Males: 100 right, 100 left; females: 50 right, 50 left patella. 

The Munsee patella, while in general slightly smaller than that of 
the whites, will be seen from the comparative data in the accompany- 
ing table to average somewhat larger than that of other Indians avail- 
able for comparison. The larger size in all dimensions of the white 
man’s patella than that of the Indian is doubtless due to the greater 
muscularity of the white subjects from which the bones were derived 
and who belonged almost exclusively to the Jaboring classes. 

Of the 30 Munsee patellz, 15 show a moderate to well developed 
semilunar notch in the ‘lateral border of the bone, for the vastus 

lateralis (pl.28,6). The patellz of female skeleton no. 285,311 are de- 
cidedly oblique, especially that on the left side; and the patella of 
female no. 285321 show each an exceptionally long apex. 

LXXIV. THE MODULE OR MEAN DIAMETER OF THE PATELLA IN THE MUNSEE 

AND OTHER GROUPS 

| Male Female 

Group 

Right Left Right Left 

cm. cm, em. em 

MIUINRR Gece re oer aie eee Pah Sy. SOS PCAs 5! Yow) Se 3.74 3.75 3. 23 3. 25 

SEAN SAS AT Ge HOMISIAN deme een! Coys ote e ds Lie bea ee 3. 54 3. 50 St 3.17 

SouthemyU tahielitt-dwellersss: ©25:202. . 22. 2c ce ee 3. 61 3.58 3 3 

DSOUtHWeESL ANGEMeCXICOgss4- sae sae hs ce a 3. 49 Bo4G; |b ree peers es. es 

Te CUS tatesiwihiLesiaasaee eee tates pss See Le ce cs 3.78 | 3. 78 3.32 3.32 
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BONES OF THE HAND 

While the total number of bones of the hands in the Munsee ma- 
terial aggregate nearly 700, there are very few complete sets. It 
is nevertheless possible to ascertain that in general the hand of the 
Munsee was of moderate to medium development, and remarkedly 
normal in conformation. Among the females, some of the bones are 
quite small. The only anomaly worthy of mention is the presence 
of rudimentary hamuli on both unciforms in one of the male subjects 
(no. 285,308). 

e proportional length of the hand can be judged from the 
measurements of the first metacarpal, and from the relation of this 
length to that of the humerus on the same side. The following table 
gives these dimensions. It is seen that the length of the first meta- 
carpal in the male exceeds somewhat that of the female, and also 
that the length of the right bone exceeds slightly that of the left. 
The metacarpo-humeral index is somewhat higher on the right in 
the males, indicating a somewhat greater length of the hand on the 
right side in that sex. In the females the small number of speci- 
mens makes the result in this respect uncertain. 

LXXV. MUNSEE: FIRST METACARPAL 

MALES 

Right Left 

ee ' 

Number of| Length, ne dee Number of| Length, Mee 
specimens |maximum]| me 100 || Specimens | maximum intend 

H 

Average: cm, | cm. 

Pains 2b eS seb) 8 aoe | (5) 4.6 14.5 (5) 4.5 14.1 

Total’ present s2.- -2 cence ce (8) 4.7 14.5 (5) 4.5 14.1 

Minimum (total present)... -.-- (8) 4.2 12.9 (5) 4. 25 12.9 

Maximum (total present)... - - (8) Fal 16. 2 (5) 4.8 15 

FEMALES 

| 7 | 

Average: | | 

[277 aN Seige tay Smee a | (5) 4.3 14 | (5) 4.3 14.3 

Total present:.../--=------| (8) 4.4 14.3 | (7) 4.2 13.9 

Minimum (total present)...-.. | (8) 3.9 13.2 | 3.75 12.8 
Maximum (total present)... - - | (8) 4.8 15.3 (7) 4.8 15.8 

| 

* Maximum length of first metacarpal x 100 

Maximum length of humerus, 

A comparison of the first metacarpal in the Munsee and in the 
United States whites shows that this bone in the Munsee on both 
sides (and in both sexes) is somewhat shorter, indicating a smaller 
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a PATELLA OF FEMALE MUNSEE SKELETON NO. 285,311, U.S.N.M., 
SHOWING MARKED OBLIQUITY 

b PATELLA. OF FEMALE MUNSEE SKELETON NO. 285,309, U.S.N.M., 
SHOWING PRONOUNCED VASTUS NOTCH 

e INTERNAL CUNEIFORM OF MALE MUNSEE SKELETON NO. 285,301, 
U.S.N.M., SHOWING EACH A DOUBLE METATARSAL FACET 

d PAIR OF FEMALE MUNSEE SCAPHOIDS SHOWING UNUSUAL BROAD 
TALUS FACET AND PECULIAR TUBEROSITY 
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hand. This is also apparent in the metacarpo-humeral index, which 
on both sides in the whites is higher than in the Munsee. The abso- 
lute and relative smallness of the Indian hand, particularly in the 
males and on the right side, is doubtless due to its lesser use. 

LXXVI. FIRST METACARPAL IN MUNSEE AND IN WHITES 

| Metacarpo- Metacarpo- 
A Length A Length, Both sexes Specimens!!! = -..O- humeral | Specimens - humeral lia maximum | “jndex maximum | “jndex 

cm. | em. 
TIGRE Ones oe eee (16) 4,55 14.4 (12) 4.35 14.0 
United States whites. ......--- (94) 4. 69 14.9 (65) 4.43 14.3 

BONES OF THE FEET 

Owing to their larger size and greater differentiation, a number of 
the bones of the feet, particularly of the tarsus, yield material for 
measurement and special observation, and have received rather 
extended attention by anatomists and anthropologists,! but as yet 
there is no perfect uniformity in the methods of measurement or of 
description. The writer’s object in selecting his measurements and 
points for description was to employ only those that appear to be 
the most sensible and significant, the most readily standardized, and 
involving no details, save in cases that may be of special importance. 

First Metatarsal 

As the first metacarpal serves in a°measure as an index of the 
size of the hand, so the first metatarsal gives an indication of that 
of the foot. The proportional length of the foot can further be 
judged from the percental relation of the first metatarsal to the 
femur. The relation between the size of the feet and that of the 
hands is expressed by the pollex-hallux index, or percental relation 
between the first metacarpal and the first metatarsal. 

There are in all 36 first metatarsals among the Munsee bones, the 
measurements and relations of which are given in the above table. 
It will be seen that the length of the bone is, on the average, greater 
in the males than in the females, but it does not differ perceptibly on 
the two sides of the body in either sex. 

The hallux-femur index is practically equal on the two sides 
(differing only in centesimals), and is larger in the males than in 
the females, showing that the foot of the Munsee male was not 
only somewhat larger than that of the female, but was also larger 

18. P. Lazarus, Zur Morphologie des Fufsskelettes, Morphol. Jahrb., xx1v, H. 1, repr., 8°, Leipzig, 1896; 

W. Pfitzner, Beitriige zur Kenntniss des menschlichen Extremititenskelets, Morphol. Arbeiten, 1, H. 1, 

Jena, 1891; Th. Volkov, Variations squelettiques du pied chez les primates et dans les races humaines; Thése 

doctorale de la Faculté des Sciences, Paris, 1905; Chas. Fraipont, L’Astragale de l’homme Moustérien, etc., 

8°, Bruxelles, 1912; M. Reicher, Beitrag zur Anthropolcgie des Calcaneus, Archiv fiir Anthropologie, N. F., 

xu, H. 2, 1913; S. Poniatowski, Badania Antropologiczne nad Késcia Skokowa (Anthropological Studies 

of the Talus), Prace Towarzystwa Naukowego Warszawskiego, 1913. 
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in that sex in relation to the length of the femur and the stature. 
This relative excess of the foot is more marked than was that of 
the hand, and in all probability is a result of greater functional 
activity, the male Indians being excessive walkers and runners. 
A comparison of the first metatarsal in the Munsee and in the United 

States whites shows that in the latter, in both sexes, the bone is 
longer, indicating, on the average, a longer foot. The difference is 
especially marked on the left side and is probably both racial and 
functional. - 

As a result of the greater length of the bone in the United States 
whites, whose average stature is very nearly that of the Munsee, 
we find that their hallux-femur index is decidedly higher than that 
of the Munsee, especially on the left side. The white man’s foot is 
therefore not only longer absolutely, but also relatively as compared 
with the femur and, indirectly, the stature. 

The foot of the whites is also somewhat longer relatively to the 
hand, than that of the Munsee, and especially on the left side, which 
gives us a lower pollex-hallux index for the whites. 

LXXVII. MUNSEE: FIRST METATARSAL 

MALES 

Right | Left 

es ' & | | 

Z & Z & # 
4 g = = S 8 EI = 
His E a | 8 | 3 -_ S 
hh Eek Seana a eh ee Oe ee Bhd holed {hea beetall seal ohh bo slit dete 
>) S a) a r oS ra) 8 S = 3 4c 
= ~ fe - ww nn. ta "ee =] fas} iI n 

So) a1 2 ey 2 a g a g - g a 2 we) ce) 4 Q 5 Q wn) “= cal 2 ~ 

ele le| 2 leis fe] 2 le] 4/3] 2 3 iS) ae Ge ek ae ae Niner a Wim a =eptie PS 

Average: em, cm, 

Pairs......... (6)| 6.5] (4)| 70.4] (5)| 147]| ()}] 65 | (4)| 69.2] () 14.7 
Totalpresent.| (11) | 6.5] (8)| 724] (9)] 14.5 ]] (8)| 648] (4)| 692] (7) 14.2 

Minimum (total 

present)........] (11) | 6.1] (8)] 65.1] (@)| 13.8]! (8)| 63 | (4)} 65.4] (7) 12.9 
| 

Maximum (total 

present)........ (Dy | 6585] (8) 76:6 | 09) 5ST) (8) ee Buse 1 eed Neca) 15.2 

FEMALES 

Average: 

Pairs:pse cee (7)|60 | (4)] 73.2] (6)| 142]| (7)| 60] (| 73.9] (6) 14.2 
Totalpresent.| (8) | 5.97] (7)| 72.2] (7)| 14.1 |) ()| 5.91] (6)| 724] (7) 14.1 

Minimum (total P 

(9) 5.45 | (6) 67 (7) 13.5 present)...----.| (8) | 5.5 (7) 70.9 (7) 13.5 

Maximum (total 

present....-.---| (8) | 6.45] (7) 75.4] (7) 15.1 (9) 6.4 (6) 7.4 | (7) 15.2 

*Maximum length of first metacarpal x 100 + Maximum length of first metatarsalX 100 
Maximum length of first metatarsal. Bicondylar length of femur, 
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LXXVIIU. THE FIRST METATARSAL IN THE MUNSEE AND In UNITED STATES 
WHITES 

Right Left 

Both sexes e . | Length, | Hallux- | Pollex- - | Length, | Hallux- | Pollex- 
Speci- maxi- | femur hallux ae i maxi- | femur hallux 
HESS |) vaayenal index | index S| mum index | index 

cm. cm. 
Munsee s3 s4-- tesa ee (19) 6.3 14.3 12.3 (17) 6.2 14.15 ALL 

United States whites *. __. (51) 6.6 15.3 “flea (33) 6.7 15.5 66.1 

* The indexes in whites are close approximations. 

Os Calcis 

Being the largest bone of the tarsus, and the most important 
functionally, the os calcis, or calcaneus, seems to deserve closer 
attention by anthropologists than it usually receives. 

The bone presents three different and fairly easily ascertainable 
dimensions: (1) the greatest length of the whole bone; (2) the 

minimum breadth or thickness of the body; and (3) the height of 

the body at its greatest constriction. It further offers several inter- 
esting points for visual observation. 

The total number of calcanei in the Munsee material is 51, which 
gives a fair male and female series. The following table shows the 
measurements on 40 of those that are paired and hence most suit- 
able for comparison. 

LXXIX. MUNSEE BONES: OS CALCIS 

MALES 

Specimens] Length, Breadth, | pei ght of Breadth- | Breadth- 
(pairs) maximum ao body + length height of body : index index 

cm. cm. cm. 

ice ee eee f 10 ocHil 2.74 4.07 33.9 67.4 
| 10 8.05 2.72 4.07 33. 87 66.9 

Neely f 10 ark 2.5 3.7 30.1 61.6 
PET DA eee | 10 7.5 2. 45 ae 28.1 62.2 

ae ay If 10 8.5 3 4.5 37.7 72.5 
Sai pe ene Pe il 10 8.5 3 4.5 37.3 73.7 

., FEMALES 

| 
Rereeee  . it 10 7.35 2.4 3.6 32.9 66.9 

il 1 7a 2.38 3.6 33.1 66. 4 
cate ea If 10 6.7 2 3.2 28.2 60.6 

eee ae ee | 12 6.7 1.95 B08 28.7 59 
Baten I indir eeinN | 10 a 2.65 258 34.7 71.6 

12 78 2. 65 3.9 34.3 70. 4 

* Branches of compas glissiére applied to the sides of the bone in the region of minimum thickness of 

the body. é 

{Maximum height at greatest constriction of body, obtained by moving the bone from side to side 

between the points of the branches of the compas glissiére. _ 
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It will be observed that, as is usual with other parts of the skeleton, 
the male bone is somewhat larger than the female; also that the 
right os calcis averages very slightly larger than the left in length 
and breadth, but is equal in both sexes to that of the left side in 
height. Reducing the three average measurements to a mean diam- 
eter, or module, we obtain for the males on the right, 4.97 em.; on 
the left, 4.95 cm.; for the females, right, 4.45 cm.; left, 4.43 cm. 
showing that the difference in the mass of the bones on the two sides 
is very small. 

The three measurements of the os calcis give rise to two indexes: 
one expressing the percental relation between its breadth and length, 
the other showing a similar relation between its breadth and height. 
The breadth-length index is somewhat higher in the males than in 
the females, but in the paired bones does not differ very appreciably on 
the two sides. Taking all the bones, as in the next table, we see that 
the index in the males predominates slightly over that in the females, 
which, judging from the constancy of the condition in the several 
series of specimens used for comparison, is probably also the true 
condition in the Munsee. It indicates a tendency in the males 
toward not only absolutely but also relatively slightly thicker calea- 
neus. 

The breadth-height index, like the breadth-length proportion, is 
also slightly higher on both sides in the males than in the females, 
and in both sexes on the right than on the left side. As the height 
is the same on the two sides, this shows exactly the shghtly greater 
relative thickness of the bone in the males than in the females, and 
on the right than on the left side. The phenomenon is doubtless con- 
nected with difference of stress to which the bone is subjected in the 
two sexes and on the two sides of the body. 

The comparative data given in the following table show that, as 
with many other bones of the body, the os calcis in the Munsee and in 
other Indians in both sexes, and especially in the males, is smaller in 
all dimensions than it is in the whites. The relative proportions of 
the bone are quite alike in the different racial groups of males, but 
differ in an interesting way in the females, in which, among the whites, 
the bones show lower indexes than in the other groups. The white 
female os calcis is longer and higher, but equal in slenderness to that 
of the Indian. 
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LXXX. OS CALCIS: COMPARISON 

MALES 

Number | Length, Brenan, Hele, Breadth-| Breadth- 
Group of speci- | maxi- mignon mien ot Module | length height 

mens mum body body index index 

cm. cm. cm. cm. 

IMniInSeete ate shee ee eee nee (29) 8. 07 207 4.04 4.76 34.1 67.9 

Arkansas and Louisiana.......- (34) 8 2.75 3.97 4,91 34.5 69.3 

Southern Utah cliff-dwellers. __- (50) Take, 2. 81 4.05 4, 86 36. 4 69. 4 

Southwest and Mexico... -....- (16) 7.85 2.67 4.01 4, 84 34 66.5 

United States whites........... (55) 8.33 2. 85 4, 20 5.13 34.1 67.7 

FEMALES 

IMainsee sft ct ae See (22) (oR) 2.4 3.6 4, 43 32.6 66. 2 

Arkansas and Louisiana....-._. (12) A) 2.45 BHO) 4,42 33.7 70.3 

Southern Utah cliff-dwellers. ... (30) 6. 92 2.43 3. 56 4,30 35.1 68.3 

Southwest and Mexico.......... (13) teal 2.4 3. 43 4,31 33.8 70.1 

United States whites........... ‘ (30) 7. 87 2.43 3. 81 4.71 30.9 63. 7 

Articular Facets for Astragalus 

As to visual observations on the os calcis, the greatest interest 
attaches probably to the number and conformation of the articular 
facets for the astragalus. These facets may be two in number, ante- 
rior and posterior. But the anterior facet may be divided into two 
by a ridge; or it may be replaced by two facets, anterior and median, 
completely separated by a narrow to moderately broad groove or 
space; or, finally, in place of the single oblong anterior facet there 
may be a small to rudimentary anterior and a medium sized 
median facet, separated by a broad and deep notch. 

The percental distribution of these facets among the Munsee, the 
Arkansas and Louisiana mound Indians, and the United States 
whites, is given below. There is a remarkable similarity in the 
frequency of occurrence of the two main forms (two and_ three 

facets) in all three groups among the males, but the females show 
slight irregularity. 

LXXXI. OSCALCIS: MUNSEE AND COMPARATIVE: ARTICULAR FACETS FOR ASTRAG 

ALUS 

Male Female 

Group fr 5 l 
Speci- Two Three Speci- Two Three 
mens facets facets mens facets facets 

Per cent | Per cent Per cent | Per cent 

IMITISBB pases ee Poe a anise Ae ee (31) 26 74 19 48 52 

Arkansas and Louisiana..................- (39) 26 74 33 37 63 

Wmited:States whités:: 22:2 > se2: 2.03.35. (55) 25.5 74.5 30 40 60 
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The agreement above set forth might lead us to suppose that prac- 
tically no racial differences are connected with the facets, at least be- 
tween the whites and some of the Indians; but this assumption is not 
borne out by a detailed study of these characters. The next table 
shows the more detailed observations on the number and character 
of these facets in the Munsee and in whites, and also with reference to 

sex and side. Here we notice, in the first place, that the frequency 
of two facets only is much higher in both groups in the females than 
in the males, while three facets are correspondingly more frequent in 
the males. But we observe further that the condition of three 
facets in which the anterior and median are separated by a wide 
notch is very much more frequent among the whites than among the 
Indians. 

As to sides, differences between the right and left are irregular; if 
we combine the two series of Munsee and whites they almost dis- 
appear. 

LXXXI. OSCALCISIN THE MUNSEE AND IN UNITED STATES WHITES: ARTICULAR 
FACETS FOR ASTRAGALUS 

Three Three 5 
facets, but | py, facets, dis- 
the two f ne ee) 

Specimens | Two facets| anterior eae eral ts page Sanaratad pletely dis-| notch be- 
only by a | Connected | tween the 
rd 4 anterior 

§ two 

b= (avila | 
Males: Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent 

Miumseorees Soars eee ae eras es (31) 25. 8 19.4 35.5 19.4 

United States whites............-..-.- (55) 25N5 7.3 29.1 38. 2 

Females: 

Munsee... -. 5 per a see Sat arene in (29) 48.3 10.3 41.4.) 7 eee 

United States whites:- ££.--.!..2022..4 (30) 40 16.7 20 23.3 

Right: 

Mumseesss 2 5353-4 - tetera. - ES (31) 42 6.5 42 9.7 

United States whites. ..- 322... :2<.s:22: (51) 29. 4 UGH ff 21.6 33.3 

Left: 

DVIS OCs Se Sec es top ey Se er ene (29) 31 24 34.5 10.3 

United States whites. .._- SO. POR (34) 32.4 2.9 32.4 32.4 

An additional point of some interest in connection with the cal- 
caneus is the development of the peroneal spine. Among the Mun- — 
see this was found frequently to be very moderate and never pro- 
nounced; among the whites, cases with a much more marked devel- 
opment of the spine are met with occasionally, especially among the 
males. 

Astragalus 

Next to the calcaneus, the most interesting bone of the tarsus is 
the astragalus. The bone exhibits wide and characteristic variations 
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«@ THE RIGHT AND LEFT FIRST METATARSAL OF MUNSEE SKELE- 
TON NO. 285,326, U.S.N.M., SHOWING DISPROPORTION IN SIZE; 
ALSO A CANAL IN THE SMALLER BONE, POSSIBLY THE VESTIGE 
OF AN EARLY FRACTURE 

b THE CALCANEI OF MALE MUNSEE SKELETON NO. 285,313, 
U.S.N.M., SHOWING WIDE SEPARATION OF THE TWO FACETS 
FOR THE ASTRAGALUS 
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among the higher mammals and may well be expected to show some 
groupal differences in man. It yields itself to three measurements, 
the maximum length, breadth, and height, from which in turn we 
obtain the module or mean diameter, useful in comparing the size 
of the bone, and the breadth-length and breadth-height indexes, 
which show its shape. 

There are 60 astragali in the Munsee material, and the measure- 
ments of 52 paired bones are given below. They show the bone in 
the male to be absolutely larger in every dimension than in the female. 
As to the side, there is practically no difference among the males, but 
among the females the average measurements of the left astragalus 
are all slightly higher than those of the right bone. The module is 
practically identical on the two sides in the males, and slightly higher 

LXXXIII. MUNSEE: ASTRAGALUS 
MALES 

Right 

Speci- | Length, | Breadth,| Height, Breadth-| Height- 
mens maxi- maxi- maxi- | Module | length length 
(pairs) | mum* mum f{ mumt{ index index 

cm. cm. cm. cm. 

JLAQIGIIEY | Ree Ae ae ae (12) Ns 7h 4, 27 oe 2 4.41 74.9 57.4 

iiitanina(i bere aeek pe Ge ok eee ee eee eee be ee ce | 3) 4.1 3.05 4.41 70. 7 54.7 

IN eS abad\bhok 2 Saee CROP eee Sas ames eee mere ae | 6.2 4.6 3.5 | 4.41 83.3 62.5 
} \ | 

Left 

Length, Breadth, Height, an Se Hieiehie 
maximum | maximum | maximum ameter) | index index 

cm. em. cm. cm 

PAR OTRO eee eine eee, eye pe etd 5.7 4, 28 3.25 4,41 75. 1 iWisit 

MGTIO Se ee ayn eet a ok 5.3 4.05 Dn OD | aeyee arseeetece (C233 53. 8 

IW Erba ued) OUCH EEA = re een AE a 6.3 4.7 Oe | ect e 79. 2 60.7 

FEMALES 

Right 

Speci- | Length, | Breadth,) Height, Breadth-| Height 
mens maxi- maxi- maxi- Module | length length 
(pairs) | mum* | mumj+} mumt{ index index 

cm. cm. | em. cm. 
PNSNOTAP OSS oo ctsei-fae eis oe sieieia oi (14) 5.19 | 3.9 3 4. 02 75 57.8 

IM hvu baa) bh ool geese 1s ee Sar ean [ee 4.7 3.5 PY 4.02 70. 5 54. 4 

Maacimnnie cs eee er Peete eede Lae a 5.7 4.1 3.3 4.02 83.7 62.3 

* Stem of calipers applied to lowest (most prominent) parts on medial surface of the bone. 

} Distal branch of calipers applied to lowest (most prominent) parts on medial surface of the bone. 

£ On osteometric plane (Broca), all three lowest points of inferior surface of the bone touching the vertical 

board while the square is applied to the most prominent part of the bone from the opposite direction.. 

17135°—Bull., 62—16——7 
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LXXXIII. MUNSEE: ASTRAGALUS—Continuea 

FEMALES 

Left 

Length, Breadth, Height, Module | Breadth-| Height- 
Le : F (mean di-| length | length maximum | maximum | maximum |" ameter) | index sriaae 

cm em cm cm. 

Arverave. 28 soe. st ta soe eee | 5. 22 3.93 3.03 4.06 75.2 58 

Mimi 2535 ree eee 4.8 3.6 0 BY GIS See oes ee 69.9 52.8 

McERITNCIIV. See ee ei nee eee aes . 7 4.15 aby I PR Ae ees 83. 7 61.5 

on the left in the females. As to the relative proportions, there is 
great similarity between the two sexes, as well as on the two sides of 
the body. 

The results presented in this table would not be wholly satisfactory 
without the possibility of comparing them with similar observations, 
obtained by the same methods, on the bones of the whites. Such 
comparative data, furnished in the next table, show a number of 
points of considerable interest. In the first place, as with the calca- 
neus and other parts of the skeleton, the Munsee bones are seen 
throughout to be of more moderate dimensions than the bones of the 
whites. The module in the latter is very perceptibly higher. 

There are, however, also notable differences in the relative propor- 
tions of the bones in the two races. Among the whites in both sexes 
the astragalus is relatively longer and also higher than it is among the 
Indians, as a result of which both of the indices of the bone in the 
whites are lower. The differences in this respect are too large and 
regular to be accidental. . 

LXXXIV. ASTRAGALUS IN THE MUNSEE AND IN UNITED STATES WHITES 
MALES 

A Breadth- | Height- 
: = . Length, Breadth Height 
Group Specimens SRS a z See Module length length Maximum | maximum | maximum EES indie 

em. cm. cm. cm, 

MuINSe0. 2 22-24 (24) 5.7 4. 28 3. 26 4,42 75.0 57.2 

United States whites (50) 6. 29 4.48 3.32 4.7 71, 2 52.8 

FEMALES 

Mrmsee-s=: Lesser | (28) 5. 2 3. 91 3 4,04 75.1 57.9 

United States whites (33) 5.75 4, 02 3.11 4, 29 69.8 54 

In the examination of the os calcis, special attention was directed 
to its facets, especially the middle and anterior, for the astragalus, 
Inspection of the corresponding facets on the astragalus shows that 
these do not harmonize fully with those of the os calcis. They are 
less differentiated and more frequently connected or fused. Thus we 
have among 60 Munsee astragali, 28, or approximately 47 per cent 
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which show only one facet corresponding to the anterior and middle 
facets of the calcaneus, without any dividing line; 29, or 48 per cent, 
with one facet divided more or less completely by a ridge; and only 
three specimens, or 5 per cent, in which there are two distinct facets, 
though in but one of these are they separated by a moderate space. 
In the astragalus of the whites the proportions of these different 
forms are by no means the same as in the Munsee. Thus among 82 
bones there are but 24, or 29 per cent, with one facet not divided by any 
ridge; 35, or 43 per cent, with one facet divided by aridge; and no fewer 
than 23, or 28 per cent, of those in which there are two distinct facets, 
in 19 of which they are completely separated by a narrow to moderate 
space. The frequency of two facets well separated is therefore much 
greater among the whites than among the Munsee, which is another 
interesting distinction in the astragalus of these two groups and 
possibly of the two races which they represent. This is the more 
remarkable as no corresponding difference has been found in the 
facets on the os calcis. 

Scaphoid 

There are three additional bones of the tarsus which deserve 
somewhat detailed scrutiny, namely, the scaphoid or navicular, the 
cuboid, and the internal cuneiform. Although irregular in shape, 
each one of these bones yields to three measurements, which differ 
in the two sexes as well as racially, and each presents a number of 
points for observation. 

The measurements taken by the writer on the scaphoid as well as 
on the other tarsal bones are, it may be repeated, the most practicable 
ones, and relate as closely as possible to the three principal dimen- 
sions of the specimens. In the case of the scaphoid they are the 
greatest breadth, height, and stoutness. 

The results of the measurements of the scaphoid in the Munsee 
appear in the next table. The bone in the male is very perceptibly 
larger than that in the female, and that of the right foot is in both 
sexes and in all dimensions somewhat larger than that of the left. 
These conditions are‘shown nicely by the module or mean, diameter 
of the bone. 

The three measurements give rise to two indexes, which indicate 
the relative proportions of the scaphoid. The height-breadth index 
is somewhat larger on both sides in the females than in the males, 
which, as will readily be seen by reference to the actual dimensions, 
is due to the relatively greater breadth of the Munsee scaphoid in the 
males. No special difference is observable on the two sides of the 
body in the males, but in the females the right bone is relatively higher 
than the left. 

The stoutness-breadth index offers no special differences either on 
the two sides or in the two sexes. 
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LXXXV. MUNSEE: SCAPHOID 

MALES 

Right 

Number Breadth,*| Height,t Stout- | Module Height- Stout- 
of speci- |" naxi- aaae ness, (mean | preadth | ess: 
mens, Paeien Sage maxi- | diame- index | breadth 
pairs mum ter) 5 index 

cm. cm. cm. cm. 

PUMORAPB Ae sea en ae (6) 4, 20 2.11 2. 61 2. 98 50. 2 62.3 

Minami 415392 8 or yee eee. ee eee 3.9 1.9 2.5 2. 66 48. 4 62, 2 

MSR os oe ee 4.55 2.2 2. 85 352 55. 4 64,1 

Left 

Module * Stout- Number Height- 
ofspeci- | Breadth | Height pect Cer breadth breanal 
mens & | index read t 

ter) index 

em. em. cm. cm. 

JAsversge: 2 og... 0. (6) 4.05 2.04 2.55 2. 88 50.4 63 
Miiiiirnitinie:< wee 8 ee eee reas 3.65 Sie, 2.45 2.6 46.6 60.5 

Maximumiys ¢osss echoes 52 ee. A & 4.5 2. 25 2.75 3.16 53.7 67.1 

FEMALES 

Right 

Number F Stout- | Module : Stout- 
of speci- |Breadth,*) Height,t| jess+ | (mean | Height-| ‘hess. 
iG maxi- maxi- Ted ii breadth Bresaee 

ae) mum mum P| See NP iselare es 
pairs mum ter) index 

cm. cm. em. ‘em. 

Averacor 920 ss xd (6) 3.05 1. 96 2.35 2. 69 52.2 62.7 

MIMI MIP Be sees. pea eee eee 3.5 1.75 2. 25 2.5% 48.1 €0 

Masini 273 Ab de eA Cece OEE 4.05 2.15 2.5 2. 85 56.1 66.7 

Left 

Module . Stout- 
Number A Stout- | (mean | Height- | “ness. 
pr Spent Breadth | Height miege diaries eee reac Gel 

vere ter) index 

cm, cm, cm. cm, cm, 

Averages pesca (6) A 1.89 2.31 2. 64 50. 8 62.2 
Mininoms=+?22°2 2.2: Siler 9 FES Seieemene 3.4 i erg 2:15 2. 43 45.7 50.8 

Maximum, 22). -.26 Fees: Pie yas 7. 4.05 2.45 2.97 55.4 68 2. 05 | 

* From the extremity of the tuberosity ad maximum. 

7 Use calipers with broad branches; hold instrument vertical; lay bone on movable branch on talus’ 

facet and raise the branch until the bone touches the under surface of the immovable branch. 

{ Same instrument as for last; lay bone on movable branch on its dorsal or superior surface; let it assume 

a natural position and raise the branch until the most prominent part of the plantar surface of the bone 

touches the under surface of the moyable branch. 
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A comparison of the measurements of the Munsee scaphoid with 
those obtained on the United States whites shows a number of inter- 
esting conditions. The bone in the whites is again in both sexes and 
in all dimensions somewhat larger than in the Indian. The height- 
breadth index is identical in the females of the two races, but is more 
elevated, owing to a relatively greater height of the bone, in the white 
than in the Munsee males. The stoutness-breadth index is decidedly 
higher in both sexes in the whites, though more particularly so in the 
males. It may therefore be stated that the scaphoid in the United 
States whites is, in both sexes, not only absolutely but also relatively 
stouter, and in the males also relatively somewhat higher, than that 
in the Munsee Indians. 

LXXXVI. SCAPHOID IN MUNSEE AND IN UNITED STATES WHITES 

MALES 

ee Height- | Stoutness- 
ee oe Breadth | Height pac Module | breadth | breadth 
SP : index index 

cm. cm. em. cm, 

INMUINSEO2 Baas: ch oeeeee aco (19) 4.13 2.08 2.59 2.93 50. 4 62.8 

United States whites....__. (52) 4.33 2. 23 2. 96 oe LZ S15 68. 5 

FEMALES 

NERMSE Ose = ee eet ens (19) 3. 75 1.94 2. 39 2.68 Vos 62.7 

United States whites.....-- - (36) 3. 94 2.03 2. 54 2. 84 51.6 64.3 

An inspection of the Munsee scaphoid shows a number of interest- 
ing particulars. A facet for the cuboid is present in only 23.5 per 
cent of the cases (15 per cent males and 30 per cent females); among 
the United States whites its frequency is nearly twice as great, or 39 
per cent (40 per cent males and 37 per cent females), and Manners 
Smith reported an even higher proportion in England. 

The facet for the talus differs quite markedly as to shape in the 
Munsee and the whites. In the whites, and particularly in the 
females, it is predominantly more or less pyriform, and only seldom 
quadrilateral or nearly so; while in the Munsee conditions are re- 
versed and a more or less quadrilateral facet is present in a large 
majority of the cases, especially in the males, while the pyriform 
type is scarce. 
_ The tuberosity of the scaphoid differs also somewhat in the two 
races. In general, it may be more or less pointed, or decidedly blunt, 
or squarish; the first two forms are common among the whites, while 

1 Quoted by Cunningham, Anatomy, 3d ed., p. 245. 
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the squarish or angular, rare in the whites, is not infrequent in the 
Indians. (See pl. 28, d.) 

The processus plantaris is found generally to be quite pronounced 
in the Munsee, more frequently so than in the United States whites; 
and occasionally there exists in the Indian scaphoid an additional 
tuberosity, separated from the regular one by a groove continuous 
with that situated between the processus plantaris and the tuberosity. 

Cuboid 

The cuboid bone, though so irregular, can be fairly conveniently 
measured as to its maximum length, breadth, and thickness. The 
method of taking the dimensions is explained in the next table. 

There are 19 pairs of cuboids in the Munsee material—9 male and 
10 female. Their measurements show the usual predominance of 
the male bone over the female on both sides and in all dimensions; 
as to sides, however, the differences are very small, the mean diameter 

being, in fact, equal on the right and left in both sexes. 

LXXXVII. MUNSEE: CUBOID 

MALES 

Right 

Number Module ; Thick- 
ofspec- | Length, | Breadth, | Thickness,| (mean Paes ness- 
imens |maximum* mMaximumt})maximum#?| diam- a pee length 
(pairs) eter) index 

cm cm. em. cm. 

Asverages.< = ots. oe. BF. (9) 3.77 2. 85 25 3. 04 75.7 66.5 

Minimums soc cencese alee oe eee ae 3.55 2.4 253 2. 88 70 62 

Maximus ssesececate ss |-—ems ses = 4 3 bel 5 2. 65 3.18 79.7 69.4 

Left 

Number Module Thick- 
of spec- | Length, Breadth, | Thickness,) (mean cere ness- 
imens | Maximum |} maximum | maximum | diam- anidax length 
(pairs) eter) e index 

cm. em. cm. cm. 

ANOTAPO Zs Se be eee seas (9) 3. 74 2. 85 2. 53 3.04 76.2 67.7 

MICE hoe, oe ee |e see 3. 55 2.75 2.3 2. 86 71.8 62.8 

[Ula ata eh es 6 peice Bede alt Eb, het 3.95 3 2. 65 3.13 80 74.3 

* Between the most prominent points on the superior and inferior borders of the distal or metatarsal facet 

of the bones and the point of the bone at the inferior medial angle (“caleanean process”’). 

+ Maximum breadth, with the cuboid resting on its medial surface in such position as it naturally 

assumes. This and the measurement given in the next note are obtained readily by the compas glissiére 

with broad branches. 

t Maximum thickness, with the cuboid resting on its anterior surface in such position as it naturally 

assumes. 
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LXXXVII.—MUNSEE: CUBOID—Continued 

FEMALES 

Right 

Number Module | preadth- | Lhick- 
of spec- | Length, Breadth, | Thickness,} (mean 1 sn th ness- 
imens | maximum} maximum} maximum] diam- i ie length 
(pairs) eter) oi index 

cm. cm. em. em. 

RSTO Dp SRB ae ape en Oe ARe (10) 3. 54 2. 66 2. 26 2. 82 75.1 64 

Wivatheshtbit yee seee ese a eter| ee Scere 3. 25 2.3 2.1 2. 58 67.6 59. 5 

Mia RUMMY ees ciay n= oe Stel se a nael = he 3. 85 2.95 2.4 3. 03 81.5 67.7 

Left 

Module Tuick- 
Bunabes Length, Breadth, | Thickness,| (mean EIN ness- 
mn si maximum | maximum | maximum | diam- al dx length 

; eter) : index 

em cm. em. em. 

IN VOTAL Cargo oe see sete (10) 3. 55 2. 65 2. 26 2. 82 74.4 63. 6 

iMMieittrpitleoss aah atone keSSeogesd 3. 25 2.35 2.1 2. 65 67.1 59.7 

Wiehe NN S28 33 oe eo lane a aoeee 4.8 2.95 2.5 3. 03 81.5 71.4 

As in the case of the scaphoid, the three measurements of the 
cuboid give rise to two indexes which express the relative proportion 
of the bone. Both of these indexes, as seen by the table, are higher 
in the males than in the females, especially on the left side, showing 
that the male bone is relatively broader as well as thicker. 

The indexes also show slight differences on the two sides, but these 
are not parallel in the two sexes; in the males both are slightly 
higher on the right side, while in the females the condition is reversed 
owing to the fact that while in the males the length of the bone is 
slightly less on the left, im the females it is shghtly greater on that 
side than on the right. 

The Munsee cuboid contrasted with that of the United States 
whites is, as in all the other bones of the tarsus, slightly smaller in 
every dimension, and it differs also from the latter to a moderate 
degree in its relative proportions; but these differences, as seen in the 
following table, are somewhat irregular and can not be regarded as 
established before a larger series of specimens is examined. 

. 
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LXXXVIII. THE CUBOID IN MUNSEE AND IN UNITED STATES WHITES 

MALES 

Number Thick- | Breadth- | Thickness- 
f Length | Breadth mate | Module | length length 

specimens | index index 

x ASS ee 8 2 oe |_ a ExtA = 

cm. cm, CMsaes | eeCuts 
ManSee: == oben sce (22) 3.75 2.85 2. 52 3. 04 75.8 67.1 

United States whites......- (48) 3. 96 3. 02 2.59 3.19 76.3 65. 5 

FEMALES 

IMITISBO ean oe eee ee (24) | 3.51 2. 63 2. 26 2. 80 75 64.3 

United States whites....... | (36) | 3. 62 2. 67 2537, 2.89 ean 65.5 

As to points for observation, some interest attaches to the cunei- 
form and talus facets. In the United States whites the facet for the 
external cuneiform is single in 70 per cent of the cases, divided by a 
well-marked ridge in 23 per cent, and double, though mostly con- 
nected, in 7 per cent of the specimens. In the Munsee, in 45 bones, 
a single facet is present in 42, or 93 per cent; and one with a ridge 
in three, or approximately 7 per cent, while two facets occur in no 
instance. 

In the United States whites a facet for the talus was found by the 
writer in four specimens out of the 82 examined, or approximately 5 
per cent. Among 44 cuboids of the Munsee it occurred in only one 
instance (2.3 per cent), and in this case it was small. 

The anterior or metatarsal facet of the cuboid is on the average 
flatter in the whites than in the Munsee, especially from side to side 
and in the bones of the males. 

Internal Cunerform 

The internal cuneiform is the largest of the cuneiforms and yields 
two measurements—the greatest height and smallest breadth— 
which with their indexes are suitable for comparison. There are 
45 of these bones in the Munsee material. 

The results of the measurements, given in the next table, show the 
bone in the males to be as usual somewhat larger than in the 
females. With respect to the sides, the left bone is as high as and 
very slightly broader than the right in the males (in paired bones); 
but in the females the left internal cuneiform is very slightly lower 
and more perceptibly narrower than the right. 

The breadth-height index on both sides is higher in the females, 
which shows that in this sex the bone is not only absolutely but also 
relatively lower than in the males. 
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LXXXIX. MUNSEE: INTERNAL CUNEIFORM 

105 

MALES 

Height, Breadth- Nimperon Height, Breadth- 
Number of specimens maxi- | Breadth}| height 2 mehinae maxi- | Breadth] height 

mum * index || SP mum index 

Average: em. cm. cm. cm. 
TERN Ta eo acts eed (8)... 3.2 PAPA 70.8 (8) 3.2 2. 29 71.6 

BAU TORE a eS. TESS (9)... 3.87 2. 24 70. 7 (12) enlit DES 72.7 

Minimum (all) ..---.---- (9)- 2.9 2.05 66. 7 (12) 3 PENG 65, 2 

Maximum (alll) 2... 2s=-- (9).- Rees) 2.4 77.4 (12) 3.35 Dio 79. 7 

FEMALES 

¥ . (11) 2. 86 2.11 73.8 (11) 2. 84 2. 06 72.6 
RAC Bee meinem eee < “e i 

aia 2. 86 2.11 73.8 (13) 2. 86 2.08 73 
Minimums = sees eo Gite 2.6 1.95 68.9 (13) 2.6 1.9 70 
(Merxtririnrse es ae eee (ili) 3.05 2.4 80 (13) 3 2.3 78.6 

_* Lower (proximal) branch of the calipers applied to the most prominent parts of the inferior surface of 

the bone. 

+ Breadth minimum, in middle of bone, upper branch of calipers resting on both lips of the seaphoid facet: 

the only practicable breadth in all specimens. 

A comparison of the internal cuneiform in the Munsee and in the 
United States whites shows the bone in both sexes of the latter to be 
greater in height as well as in breadth. But, as indicated by the 
indexes, this bone in the whites is in general also relatively higher than 

’ in the Indians, as the result of which we have a lower index in the 

whites in both sexes. This reveals another interesting difference in the 
osteology of the two groups, which may prove to be of definite racial 
significance. 

The relatively greater narrowness of the internal cuneiform in the 
female than in the male is equally well pronounced in the whites and 
in the Munsee, and is probably a universal characteristic. 

XC. THE INTERNAL CUNEIFORM IN THE MUNSEE AND IN UNITED STATES WHITES 

Males Females 

- Breadth- F | Breadth- 
Speci | Height| Breadth | height | $PCl | teight| Breadth | height 

index c index 

cm. cm. cm. cm. 

IMaINSeO xe aetna eee ke (21) Bt l7/ 2. 28 71.8 (24) 2. 86 2.10 73.4 

United States whites......... (50) | 3.48 2. 43 69.9| (37)| 3.16 2,24 71 

In descriptive features the internal cuneiform of the Munsee offers 
only minor differences from that of the whites. There seems to be 

present in the Indians, however, a somewhat greater tendency toward 
the occurrence of a double anterior or metatarsal facet. Two distinct 
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facets are present in five of the 45 Munsee bones (11 per cent), as against 

only one in the 87 bones of the whites (1.1 per cent). On the other hand, 
an approach to two facets (hour-glass shape, or a division of the one 

facet by a ridge) occurs in the Munsee in a little more than 13 per cent 
of the specimens, and in the whites in a little more than 10 per cent. 

External and Middle Cuneiform 

The external and middle cuneiform bones in the Munsee resemble 
closely those of the whites, but average slightly smaller in size. 
Among 35 external cuneiforms, 10, or approximately 30 per cent, 

show absence of the facet for the fourth metatarsal, and one an ab- 

sence of both facets for the second metatarsal. 
As to the middle cuneiform, the central ligamentous depression on 

its medial surface, and especially the canal running downward from 
this, are characteristic features of the Indian bone and are more pro- 

nounced in both sexes than is the average in whites. 

SuMMARY OF MEASUREMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS ON Parts OF THE 

MUNSEE SKELETON OTHER THAN THE SKULL 

The bones of the Munsee skeleton agree closely, in a general way, 
with those of other Eastern Indians. Contrasted with those of whites 

- they present many close resemblances, but also certain marked differ- 
ences, one of which being that they are less stout. 

Humerus.—The mean length of the humerus is in no way excep- 
tional. In the female this bone is relatively long. The right and 
left humeri are of the same length in males, but the left is shghtly 
shorter than the right in females. The shaft is flatter than in whites, 
in consequence of which the shaft index is lower. The breadth or 
antero-posterior diameter of the shaft of the right bone is greater 
than that of the left, while the thickness is practically the same. The 
shape of the shaft is frequently plano-convex (juvenile). Perforation 
of the septum exists in 22 per cent of the males and in 59 per cent 
of the females. Of the supracondyloid process there are only slight 
traces. 

Radius.—The radius is decidedly long in the Munsee in relation to 
the humerus in both sexes, the result of which is a high radio-humeral 
index. The right and left radii are of equal length in males, but, as 
with the humerus, the left radius averages slightly shorter in the 
females. 

Ulna.—The ulna presents nothing exceptional; it is shorter on the 
right in females, as in the case of the radius. 

Femur.—The form of the femur is generally ordinary. The length 
corresponds to the average stature of 167 cm. in males and 156 em. 
in females. 
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The excess of maximum over bicondylar length is greater than in 
whites, indicating greater obliquity of axis. The relation in length 
of the female femur to that of the male is very nearly the same as in 
whites; and the same applies to the relation of the femoral to humeral 
length. 

At the middle of its shaft the femur is slightly broader on the right 
side than on the left, in consequence of which the shaft index is higher 

on the left. This index is decidedly smaller in both sexes of the 
Munsee than in whites, owing to the lesser breadth of the shaft in 
the Indian. 

The subtrochanteric flattening is quite pronounced, giving a pla- 
tymeric index considerably below that of the whites, but agreeing 
with that in other Indians. The index is lower on the left side 
than on the right, and slightly higher in females than in males. 

The shape of the shaft is most frequently the ordinary prismatic. 
The elliptic type is rare. Cylindrical and four-surface types are 
absent. 

The third trochanter in some form and degree exists in more than 
two-thirds of the bones, but is rarely pronounced. 

Tibia.—The female Munsee tibia is not only absolutely but also 
relatively shorter than that of males; nevertheless, in both sexes the 

bone is relatively longer than in whites, in consequence of which the 
tibio-femoral index is high. 

Platyenemy is infrequent; in the females the shaft is stout in many 
instances. In the shape of the shaft there is a frequency of the four- 
surface type. 

Fibula.—The shape of the fibula is most frequently lateral pris- 
matic or fluted. 

Olavicles.—The clavicle in the female is relatively short. The right 
clavicle is slightly longer than the left in the males, shorter in the 
females. 

Sternum.—The manubrium is generally detached; the bone is of 
moderate dimensions; frequent minor asymmetries; rib facets irregu- 
lar in number. Curvature and measurements moderate; sternum of 

female relatively shorter. 
Scapula.—The scapula is smaller than that of ordinary whites, 

especially in height. Scapular index high, showing the bone to be 
relatively broad, particularly in the females. Infraspinous index also 
high, even by comparison with that in other Indians. 

The shape of the body is mostly quadrilateral or pentagonal. The 
superior border is frequently semilunar. The scapular notch in the 
males is often deep or converted into a foramen. 

Ribs.—The ribs show remarkable freedom from fractures. Cervi- 
cal rib present in one instance, 22 ribs only in another. In three- 
fourths of the cases the first ribs are semilunar in form. 
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Spine.—The spine is of moderate regular development. There are 
several numerical and structural anomalies. 
Sacrum.—The dimensions of the sacrum are close to those of white 

males, but the female Munsee sacrum is shorter. The sacral index is 
not far from that in whites. 

The sacrum shows the presence of six segments in one-fifth of the 
cases. The curvature is moderate to medium, and begins rather 
frequently below the first segment. 

Pelwis.—Innominate bones absolutely smaller but relatively broader 
in females than in males. Breadth-height index lower than in whites. 
The pelvis as a rule is free from deformation. Male pelvis larger and 
relatively higher than the female, giving higher height-breadth index. 
Pelvic cavity in no case abnormal, but differs considerably in meas- 
urements; in general it is relatively deep at the brim, as a result of 
which it gives a high brim index. 

Short and other bones: Patelle.—The patella averages somewhat 
smaller in size than in whites. Male bone larger than female, but 
no difference in either sex on the two:sides. The male Munsee patella 
is relatively somewhat shorter than that of the whites. Frequency of 
vastus notch. 

Bones of hand.—Very free from anomalies. Moderate dimensions 
throughout. Metacarpo-humeral index lower than in whites, indi- 
cating relatively small hand. 

Bones of feet.—First metatarsal shorter, both absolutely and rela- 
tively to’ the femoral length, than in whites, indicatmg relatively 
smaller feet. 

Os calcis—Bones of the two sides almost equal in size; very slight 
excess on right. Male bone relatively stouter than female, giving 
higher breadth-length and breadth-height indexes. The bone is 
smaller in all dimensions than that in ordinary whites of similar 
stature. The female os calcis is shorter and lower, but as slender 
as that of the whites. 

The numerical variation of the facets for the astragalus is much 
the same as in whites, but in the latter the anterior and middle facets 
are much more frequently wide apart. 

Astragalus.—Smaller in all dimensions than in whites. Equal on 
the two sides in males, but slightly higher on the left than on the 
right in the females. This bone is not only absolutely but si 
shorter and lower than that among the whites. 

The facets for the os calcis do not harmonize fully with those on 
the os calcis itself, being less differentiated and more frequently con- 
nected or fused. 

Scaphoid.—The scaphoid is smaller than in whites, also relatively 
less stout and frequently relatively less high than in the whites. 
The right scaphoid is larger than the left. 
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Cuboid facets are less common than among whites, and the facet 
for the astragalus differs markedly in shape from-that of the white 
scaphoid. There are likewise differences in tuberosity and in pro- 
cessus plantaris. 

Cuboid.—The cuboid is smaller than in whites; differences in the 

relative proportions are irregular. The right and the left bone are 
about equal. 

Racial differences exist in cuneiforms and talus facets. 
Internal cunevform.—Smaller than in whites, also relatively lower. 

The female bone is relatively narrower than the male; there are some 
differences as to side. 

Relative frequency of double metatarsal facet. 
Middle cuneiform.—The depression in the medial surface and also 

the canal running from this are more pronounced in both sexes than 
in whites. 



Il. EASTERN INDIAN CRANIA IN GENERAL 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

In connection with the study of the Munsee and in order to clarify, 
if possible, the physical affiliations of this important group of the 
Lenape, the writer undertook an examination of all crania of the 
Eastern Indians that now exist in the collections of the United States 
National Museum, the Peabody Museum of American Archeology 
and Ethnology at Cambridge, Philips Academy at Andover, the 
American Museum of Natural History in New York, The Academy 
of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, and the Valentine Museum at 
Richmond, in addition to a number of specimens sent to him from 
other institutions. The total number of crania studied in the course 
of this investigation aggregated 253, of which 121 were of males 
and 132 of females. 

Former records on American crania from Eastern Indians are 
scarce, and in most instances so imperfect or antiquated as to be of 
little value. The earliest data are those of Morton and Meigs,? based 
on the collections now in The Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila- 
delphia. In 1862 Sir Daniel Wilson, of Toronto, published his Pre- 
historic Man, in two volumes, in the second volume of which he gives 

measurements of 39 male and 18 female Huron (Iroquois) skulls. 

Unfortunately these measurements are few in number, are recorded 
in inches, and were determined with instruments of whose character 
there is no record, although presumably they were such as had been 
used by Morton and Meigs. Later brief references to eastern Cana- 
dian crania by Dr. David Boyle will be found in the Annual Archxo- 
logical Reports of Ontario. In 1867 measurements of five Algonquian 
and Iroquois skulls were included by Dr. J. Barnard Davis in his 
Thesaurus Craniorum (pp. 224-5), and in 1879 a few measurements 
of four Huron skulls were given by Quatrefages and Hamy in their 
Crama Ethnica (parts 10-11, p. 472). 

In 1880 there appeared, in the Memoirs of the Boston Society of 
Natural History, a paper of 10 pages, with 2 plates, by Lucien Carr, 
at that time assistant curator of the Peabody Museum at Cambridge, 
on the crania of New England Indians, in which measurements of 67 
skulls are given; but, as the present writer found subsequently by 

1 See the Appendix, page 127. 

2 Crania Americana, Catalogue, and other contributions. See the bibliographies in the writer’s 

Physical Anthropology in America, Amer. Anthropologist, 1914, XV1, pp. 508-554, 
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examination and remeasurement of some of the same specimens, the 
sexual identification, as well as the measurements, were too faulty 
to warrant their use in this report. During the same year there 
appeared A List of the Specimens in the Anatomical Collections of the 
United States Army Medical Museum, by Dr. George A. Otis, which 
gave measurements of hundreds of American crania, including a num- 
ber from the Eastern states; but these measurements also in many 1n- 
stances were made imperfectly, so that the records can not be prof- 
itably utilized. Flower’s Catalogue gives the measurements of one 
Mohawk skull. Virchow, in his Crania Ethnica Americana, includes 

no specimen from the central or northern states bordering on the 
Atlantic. In 1899 Dr. Frank Russell‘! published some observations 
and measurements on Indian crania, among which were included a 
number from the New England states, more particularly from Massa- 
chusetts; and finally, in 1902, the writer published his Crania of 

Trenton,? which gave measurements of all the Lenape skulls, as well 
as those of some other Eastern Indians, then known.? 

All the specimens described by the American authors above men- 
tioned and that could still be located (which was possible in a large 

majority of the cases), were reexamined, consequently the following 
records are based solely on the measurements and observations by 
the present writer. Important additional Huron material, which it 
was found impracticable to include in these studies, exists in the 
museum of Laval University at Quebec and in the Provincial Museum 
at Toronto. 

The 283 crania here included are not distributed evenly over the 
Atlantic states. There are fairly representative series from eastern 
Canada, Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, and Virginia, but 
only a few specimens from Connecticut, and very few from Delaware, 
Maryland, and Pennsylvania. The climatic conditions and the soil 
of the more southerly of these states are not favorable to the preser- 
vation of skeletal remains, which, moreover, were probably never 
very abundant. Furthermore, many of the specimens available for 
examination were found more or less damaged, so that not all the 
important measurements could be obtained. Owing to these con- 
ditions the present study must necessarily leave many points for 
future corroboration or correction; however, the results obtained 

1 American Naturalist, 1899, p. 33. 

2 Bulletin Amer. Museum of Natural History, Xvi, pp. 23-62. 

3 Just as this memoir is about to go to the printer, there appears a study, by Marian Vera Knight, on 

The Craniometry of Southern New England Indians (Yale Univ. Press, 1915, tv, pp. 1-36, 9 pl.), constituting 

areport on approximately 90 skulls, many of them imperfect, trom Massachusetts and Rhode Island. A 

majority of the specimens are those that have already been studied by Carrand Russell, and more especially 

by the present writer. The results agree closely with those shown in this report, although Miss Knight 

includes some specimens that may safely be regarded as extraneous, and has not been entirely fortunate 

in the matter of some of her measuremeats and comparisons, 
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shed much light on the physical characteristics and relations of the 
Eastern Indians. 

As above noted, the collections included cover the territory from 
southeastern Canada to Virginia, and, roughly speaking, from the 
easternmost lakes and the Appalachian mountains to the Atlantic. 
From northward and northwestward of this region skeletal material 
is scarce, and the same is true of the Southern states until we reach 
Florida; while to the westward the conditions are more complex and 
will best form part of a separate discussion. 

The entire region covered by the collections, with a single exception, 
is characterized by a complete absence of both intentional and cradle- 
board deformation of the skull; the exception applies to the Munsee, 
among whom prevailed to a moderate extent the practice of frontal 
(fronto-occipital) compression. As this practice was very general to 
the southward and southwestward of the section here involved and 
was completely absent elsewhere beyond its boundaries, its occurrence 
among the Munsee, even to a limited extent, indicates that this tribe 

had some close connection in those directions, in which respect it 
differs from the rest of the Lenape. The well-known accession to the 
tribe, in the latter part of the seventeenth century, of some Shawnee, 
whose home was to the southwestward as far as Kentucky and 
Tennessee, may, as already suggested, explain this occurrence. 

A consequential result ot the study of the Eastern crania here 
included is that they all belong to one and the same fundamental type, 
which we now know in the northeast as that of the Algonquian and 
Iroquois, in the west as the Shoshonean, farther south as the Piman- 
Aztec, and in South America as the Andean, ‘‘Lagoa Santa,” or 
Pampas type. However, in the territory under consideration, as 
elsewhere, this type is far from being homogeneous, differmg some- 
times in an important way almost from tribe to tribe. The differences 
are evidently due partly to intermixture with the other or brachy- 
cephalic American type and partly to locally developed or per- 
petuated variations. — 

In the several series of skulls here dealt with there is plain evidence 
of admixture in the majority of the groups, which, though mostly 
slight, increased from the north to the south. This admixture con- 
sists uniformly of brachycephalic elements, in some localities males, 
in others females, which doubtless were derived from farther west, 
southwest, and south. There are only four groups from which such 
admixture is absent, namely, those from Maine, Massachusetts, 

Connecticut, and Long Island. The conditions in this respect are pre- 
sented in the following table: 
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XCI. PRESENCE OF BRACHYCEPHALIC INDIVIDUALS AMONG EASTERN TRIBES 

Males Females 

Tribe or district é Brachyceph- : Brachyceph- 
Skulls als in the Skulls als in the examined group examined group 

Hurons of southeastern Canada...............----. 15 2 DEIR Ste oe Bee 

[MBIT OS enEe pe ie Maar ee eee iid eos Tee at ie eee oe Cross Gil Sere eee 

ING WEL AIM IS nO see ete Rm enten eas Sate ea cits oeels ease ccs asec |oece cesses see dL heaps = pe ar 

IMG SSGG CRS HIRS 0d 2am Bonner anette Cree ee me BREUER LAT Seer Qe Sa ee £2 Sate 

TOGO REGIE Cine ea as ei plane tec as cia 7 1 | 6 | 1 

(CACC AS SRS ERER See see e eee Coenen Sone Cneee CY eee eee Ages CO ee eee 

CWO Kemer pee Sere Se eee een ae: te. i Oh | eee ale ae 18 3 

Manhattanilslands sere). : ts [oh eet See eee A 3 US eee Sear || aR ee eee Ree 

Monesisland: os ace ae sain Pe eee Eceeee Tee adaressbad Dilbecadasysceeae 

SHID UCIT SS EV LAG ea oe Sa eee ee hee 6 2 Deleon ace eee 

WA GUAS Vs See As Soe ek is OSs ba ak eee LOM Roem rseree tens 13 4 

Opheriienapessassea- 6 eras fee tL eeeee o28t cL BSA. 11 3 23 3 

IND TREN ng eetee Saco CROCCO D SoC Re EEe Jae eee 6 2 CO Se epee aoece 

| LTE a Sy Sa), ES ie nana 30 4 32 4 

ANOU Re me OSeC aS age AOR Oe BOC ae Se ee Se Roe e 138 EM 145 talo: 

* 10.9 per cent. + 10.3 per cent. 

In all these cases the brachycephaly, and frequently other features 
of the skulls, were such that they could not possibly be attributable 
to a mere fluctuation of the prevalent type. 

The individuals whom such specimens represent were probably 
recent accretions by the tribes through marriage or adoption. Other 
increments of similar nature doubtless occurred in the past, and, 
blending more or less thoroughly with the tribes, modified the physi- 
cal types of these to a greater or less extent. It is evidently due to 
this influence that, as will be shown later, the more southerly tribes 
of the region under consideration—those which were nearest the 
more westerly, southwesterly, and southerly brachycephals—show a 
higher cranial index than the more northerly and purer tribes. 

The principal numerical results of the measurements derived 
from the Eastern Indian crania are given at the end of this sec- 
tion. These may be summarized briefly: The type is charac- 
terized by marked to moderate dolichocephaly in the males, and 
by moderate dolichocephaly to mesocephaly in the females; by 
medium to high vault, with occasionally a low forehead; by good 
size of the skull as a whole, and lack of unusual thickness of 

its bones; by moderately high to high face, the latter especially fre- 
quent in the males; by moderate, seldom great, breadth of face; 
by considerably varying orbital dimensions and index, with a pre- 
dominance of mesoseme forms, but reaching, even in the averages, 
from microseme to megaseme; by the frequency of moderate size in 
the nasal aperture; by variable nasal index, with a large predomi- 

17135°—Bull. 62—16——8 
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nance, however, of the mesorhinic form; by a rather short palate in 
many instances; and by a moderate degree of facial as well as of 
alveolar prognathism. 

CraniaL INDEX 

The distribution of the most important characteristic of the skulls, 
the cranial index, will be more clearly apparent from the next 
table. Owing to the paucity of crania in some of the series, there are 
irregularities between the males and females of the same group, and 
the position of the different groups in the line is probably not in every 
case correct. Nevertheless, certain conditions are clearly brought 
out. It is seen on the whole that the dolichocephaly decreases in a 
slight ratio from the north to the south; but its lower extreme is 
found on Long Island, Staten Island, and Manhattan Island, New 
York. The crania from these three localities show striking resem- 
blances, and though there are also certain differences, the conclusion 
seems to be justified that they belong to one group. It has been 
suggested ' that the Indians of Staten Island were a branch of the 
Lenape, but the evidence offered by the skeletal remains gives no 
corroboration of this. There may have been Lenape women, or even 
some Lenape admixture, in the Staten Island tribe, but the crania of 
the men show almost uniformly distinct features which identify them 
clearly with the Indians of Manhattan Island and Long Island. 

XCII. EASTERN INDIAN CRANIA: CRANIAL INDEX 

Males Females 

elves ite Index ones f Index 

Mongrislanid’ 234 Sas es panes eens cs saeeoc ee eters (7) 70. 7 (5) 74.3 

Manhattanslcland) 5 7-ssee- 2 sees Seer. Joe he same Joh (2) 71.7 (1) 71.8 

Staten stand 4957 2. 55. ee oe enone eee eRe oe (4) HAE Yi (3) 75. 4 

Connechicils so. vs. eee owe certo on Seals pee ae eee ate oat aoek (4) 72.4 (4) 74.6 

Maine. -/.1 332 Mr Pee ras ee ee eerie ieee ee one tee (6) 72.7 (6) 74.7 

Massachusetts. ® suse tes os sees Se oe ee eco sae (14) 72.8 (25) 74.7 

poutnesstern Canada. 2 x2 so. 6 a ceter eee eee eee (14) 73.4 (5) 76.9 

ING W.AY OFA State ce seaGe oe coer totes ooeke Dee re ee ae (19) 73.0 (15) 74.8 

Maryland]. 2220-042 et rahe Ackea psteree esse: cess se (4) 73.6 (4) 74.0 

Rhode Islande sz . -o15-2e < oes = oy ee ase sete eS (6) 73.7 (5) 75.6 

New Jersey (Heye collection)...-...........--.---.--------- (4) 73.9 (5) 75.8 

New: Jersey (earlier) Us. .2252 cosh hae soars ooee aoe oeeee (6) 74.6 (19) 1D. 4 

Mirginias 2242. 25255 el RD NAS Rent SEL oe, SS, Se ee SOI AS (27) 75.5 (28) 76.3 

There is remarkable similarity in the average index of the crania of 
all the more northerly states as far as New Jersey. The Indians of 
both sexes from Maine and Massachusetts are particularly close in 

1 See A. Skinner in The Indians of Greater New York and the Lower Hudson, edited by Clark Wissler, 

Anthropological Papers of the American Museum of Natural History, 11, 1909. 
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this respect, and, as will be seen later, these two groups, while not 
entirely homogeneous, show many other close similarities. 

The most important result is that shown by the crania from south- 
eastern Canada, which are almost entirely Huron or Iroquois; and by 
the specimens from New York State, which also are largely of Iroquois 
derivation. The Iroquois, as is well known, are regarded as a linguis- 
tic stock distinct from the Algonquian, though there are some lexical 
resemblances in the two languages. But the measurements of the 
skulls of representatives of the two stocks show no such distinction. In 
fact, the Iroquois occupy, with reference to nearly all important cra- 
nial features, more or less of a median position among the Algonquian 
groups, and there is no basis on which they can legitimately be 
segregated as belonging to any different physical group of Indians. 
It is quite possible that some of the Iroquois tribes may have been 
derived, in smaller or larger part, from other peoples of the westward 
or the southwestward, or that in course of time they became mixed 
with such; but the greater proportion of the Iroquois can henceforth 
be no more separated in physical anthropology from the Algonquians 
than can any of the subgroups of the latter. 

Another important result of these studies relates to the Lenape. 
The Munsee and other Delaware Indian skulls, while nearing (and in 
the case of females slightly surpassing) the upper limits of dolicho- 
cephaly, are nevertheless sufficiently closely related to the crania 
from the neighboring states to show that the Munsee, and the Lenape 
as a whole, were in all probability only subdivisions of the eastern 
Algonquians. Resemblances in other important features of the skull, 
as well as of the skeleton, make this conclusion quite definite, thus 
eliminating the theory of the migration of the Lenape from beyond 
the Mississippi, for if such were the case, they could scarcely fit so 
precisely into the anthropological position they occupy between the 
neighboring tribes. Yet, as previously mentioned, there is some evi- 
dence, especially that afforded by the Munsee, that the Lenape had 
some connection, probably earlier as well as recent, with tribes living 
southwestward from the Appalachian mountains. 

From the limited Pennsylvania material it appears that the eastern 
lowlands were occupied by Indians of the Algonquian or Lenape type, 
while in the more westerly parts brachycephaly was frequent if not 
common. 

As to the Virginia Algonquians, they show the highest cranial in- 
dexes of all the groups here considered, and had doubtless considera- 
ble foreign blood, derived from the west or the south. It would be 
interesting to compare the Virginia Indians with the Siouan tribes, to 
which they seem to bear close affinity. 
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HEIGHT OF SKULL 

Next. to the cranial index, the most important feature of the 
vault of the skull is its height, and the Eastern crania, as already 
stated, are characterized by good to pronounced development in this 
direction. The averages of the measurements, and those of the ordi- 
nary height-length and height-breadth indexes, will be found in the 
final tables, but none of these are very satisfactory for showing the 
true value of this dimension, which on the one hand is proportionate 
to the size of the skull, and on the other stands in a more or less com- 

pensatory relation with both the length and breadth of the vault. 
It has long been felt by the writer that some expression of the real 
relative value of the height measurement was required, and this need 
led him ultimately to compare it not with the very variable length or 
breadth of the skull, but with the mean of these two measurements. 
The resultant index, which may be called simply the height index 
of the vault, gives us a new means of comparison and classification 
of the skull and promises to prove much more satisfactory than the 
two older indexes. In the Eastern crania here described, it ranges 
from 83 to almost 90, and the arrangement of the various tribes on 
its basis is harmonious and of considerable interest. The main points 
brought out by the index are as follow: 

In the northernmost tribes the height of the skull is on the whole 
relatively lower than in those farther south. The Munsee and other 
Lenape crania agree with those of the more northerly groups, but 

~ differ somewhat from each other, the skulls in the Heye collection 
being in both sexes perceptibly lower than those of the other Lenape. 
The Staten Island, Manhattan Island, and Long Island skulls are 
again grouped, so far as the more important male skulls are con- 
cerned, and are all high. Of the Virginia collections, the first series, 
from various eastern localities, shows a medium height or slightly 
above; but the Valentine collection, from a more westerly part of 
the state,’ gives in both sexes the highest index of all the groups, 
showing the greatest relative height and indicating that this group 
had been subjected to influences which did not affect equally the 
Indian population of other parts of the state. 

1 For details concerning this collection, see Report of the Exploration of the Hayes Creek Mound, 

Rockbridge County, Virginia, Publ. Valentine Museum, Richmond (ca. 1892). 
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XCIII. EASTERN INDIAN CRANIA: HEIGHT INDEX* 

MALES FEMALES 

Ment Cue e oe Ate ae 2 ake ee. eo Sy ew (6) 83 (6) 83.5 

New Jersey (Heye collection)........... Se eee ae (4) 83.9 (5) 83. 2 

YON ratte ee a ae ne Se) ee a toes ase (19) 84.4 (15) 83. 6 

BBlpibasternucanad aces. stpies aaa a tak ees als lo os oareee (14) 84.4 (5) 85. 7 

Mingea eT NTSC: Soap Cae. Jo Ma b Oc eae en ee ES (14) 84.6 (25) 86.1 

ERHOU ERIS ANG Meee sa sre eee eee Ae ee ERE ey cae (6) 85.3 (5) 86. 4 

New Jersey (earlier)........... ae Pe eee Stes Sse ise 2 (6) 86.1 (21) 85.1 

Ran siTiA (OLISECHANCOUS))\Sa-a50.. 24 ene 2 ee see css esac ace (12) 86.5 (7) 85. 25 

EGF CUICU LS Saat eyo. oe ech ee Ae ee ea te athe (4) 86. 5 (4) 85. 4 

iaceneiSiandee eke 54 we ee oa ee ahs Rie, eee ne (4) 87.5 (3) 84. 2 

Manhattan Island............- SRO EY ARLE) UY oe alt (2) 87.5 (1) (88. 4) 

Lyin IRE TRG La 5 Srna el ele 2) Se ee eee (7) 88. 1 (5) 84 

Nareiniai (Valentine collection) <- 22 22% 5.22.2. 3.3522 ccas 2s: (15) 89.8 (21) 86. 7 

+H 100-+(L+B) 
(2) 

SIZE OF SKULL 

The size of the skull of the Eastern Indian, as expressed by the 
cranial module, shows again a grouping of much interest, though 
here more than in other series, owing to the small number of speci- 
mens, the position of some of the tribes can not be regarded as 
definitely fixed. The Munsee, as well as other Lenape skulls, stand 
with those of Rhode Island at the lower end of the scale, showing 
the smallest heads, although the Indians of these localities were not 
tribes of smaller stature than most of the other Eastern Indians. 
The more northerly Algonquians (with the exception of those of 
Rhode Island) and the Iroquois, occupy a median position. In the 
Virginia tribes the size of the skull ranges from medium to slightly 
above in the more easterly, but slightly below medium in the more 
westerly tribes. The crania from Manhattan, Long Island, and 

Staten Island are again grouped and occupy the highest position in 
the series, showing the largest heads; but they were also among the 
tallest, if not the tallest, of the Eastern Indians. 
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XCIV. EASTERN INDIAN CRANTA: CRANIAL MODULE 

Males Females 

Number of} Cranial | Number of} Cranial 
specimens | module | specimens | module 

cm. cm. 
Rhodewsland 32 -- oo.5 sce see: nt shee oe ee eee (6) 15, 22 (4) 14. 84 

Newlaregrtentiter)s[:2s, G2 sc] oto ee ee ee (4)| 15.33 (14) 14. 64 
New Jersey (Heye collection) -. 22+. 22--2..--5-be25s2s2ce5 (7) 15. 44 (9) 14. 75 

Virpinia (Valentine,coliection) © .<.-----+< 225 2:.4.-4- 4-255 (11) 15. 46 (13) 15.0 

poltheastern/Canada.2 .5 4.25. 22 ct be sce see as eee aasees (14) 15. 48 (5) 14.77 

Maine... Sve! one pec eee ie ee eee (6) 15. 55 (5) 14. 92 
Connechicut:. 6.34. .-b = Be oe ae ee (2) 15. 55 (3) 14. 84 
Massachsetts. 22 =~... 2 ae oes = sae ceepeeene sree se mcieeeee (12) 15. 56 (22) 14. 72 

Viroinis (miscellaneous) Ss2s4.----=2er ee = =e tee cceeneeeee (6) 15. 58 (2) 14.74 

New, Mork State: 2.25 322.550 eS bot fe cee inte then once ees (17) 15, 62 (14) 14.71 

Manhattandsland 2% 20: 5. Sees. 8.2 ee sane oa eee eee (2) 15. 67 () 14. 93 

ibonguisland: #222") >. Sk eee SPARS. Ue. saan oe eet (5) 150 (5) 14,91 

Staten Istand?® 2.5. - cece asc se ewan ocean aslo caer eeacesen' (4) 16, 04 (3) 14. 73 

XCV. EASTERN INDIAN CRANIA: VAULT* 

MALES 

l 

Cpe | ___| Sf | cra- | Height] Height) CF By 
Group speci- Length Breadth’ Height) jjoa- : pa patie ers capac- left 

mens ule BS" EOYs ee aby, us 

Southeastern Can- cm. cm. cm. cm. c.¢ mm 
BORE. Sechaos sek = (14) 18. 84 13.82! ]3.7 15. 48 73.4 73.1 990.97 | 2 0ca23 eh 

Manes o8—--e een eee (6) 19.1 13.9 13.7 15. 55 12.7 71.9 98.80). J<x00-4 |e oeeeees 

Massachusetts. . - - - - (14) 18. 93 13.78 | 13.94] 15.56 72.8 73:5: | 108 \2¢. oie 

Rhode Island... --- (6) 18. 43 13.58 |- 13.65 | 15.22 (BEE 74,1 | 1002522 225 S232 | eee 

Connecticut. ...-.-- (4) 18. 65 13.5 13.9 15. 55 72. 4 (36.03) (LO0.4.|22 200 = abe ees 

New York State... (19) 19 13.97 | 13.92] 15.62 73.5 73.6 99.5 sass 52] oeeeeres 

Manhattan Island. - (2) 19. 05 13.65 | 14.3 15. 67 71.7 fo. 2 | “104587 |Ssc2- = 3. ero 

Long Island....-.-- (7) | 19.1 1355) \|) 14,360) 15. 70i| 4. 207 |S WRAY Ol) OSS 7e| Seka ee | eee 
Staten Island... .-- (4) | 19.5 | ° 14 14566)| 916.047) FAT 075. 2)||, 104.0): ee se ol 
New Jersey (earlier) (6) | 18.5 13.8 13.9 15. 33 74.6 75.8), TO. 2) | coe ee 

New Jersey (Heye 

collection) .....-- (7) 19.05 14.1 13.9 15. 44 73.9 food 98.9 1544 5 

Delaware....:-.---- (1) | (19) (ES RY eo eee helene tee (18. 1) ced te-See |atieaom 2 oe 

Maryland....-..--- (4) | 19.2 14. 15°} (13.6) | @5-57)| — 73.6: CZ1.6)|) (96.5) |-2eeeee eee 

Virginia (miscella- 

NGOUS) jccccss se (12) 18.6 14 14.1 15. 58 75.5 76. 2 UR Hel eer sites > Lc. 

Virginia (Valentine 

collection) .....-- (15) 18.2 13.75 | 14.35] 15.46 75. 5 79 103. 2.) .- 6. iS cee 

*Measurements in parentheses are derived from a single specimen. 
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XCV. EASTERN INDIAN CRANIA: VAULT—Continued 

FEMALES 

une , pi Cra- | Height-| Height- ce tee 
Group speci- Length) Breadth) Height GE qual eet preeden capac- left 

mens ule ee ee eee | ee ity Sais 

Southeastern Can- em. em. em. | em. c.c. | mm. 
CVO Soe SE ERS (5) 17255 13.5 13.3 14.77 76.9 One Le NG jal eee bea ene 

Maint se oos2t 5-5: (6) 18.1 13.5 13.2 14, 92 74.7 73.4 Oe Bi hee oh Se ee Sk 

New Hampshire. - - (1) | (7.8) RCL? (6) ial ee oe as eee CACHED eee reece Us se weep Sts) |e ens | ee 

Massachusetts... - -- - (25) tesa 13. 2 134.8? 14, 72 74.7 OSD oa LOOR Oe seria Eire 

Rhode Island... ---. (5) 17.8 13.45} 13.5 14. 84 75.6 COLOR eLOON2 ae as. see Peas 

Connecticut. .-...--- (4) 17. 85 13.3 13:3 14. 84 74.6 74.9 trol keenest 95 Od 

New York State....) (15) | 17.8 13.3 13 14,71 74.8 25 OG Cyl acetals aes 

Manhattan Island..} (1) | (18.1) | (43) | (43.7) | (14.93)] (71.8)] (75. 7)| (105. 4)]........].....--- 
Long Island... .--.- (5) | 181 13.45 | 13.25] 14.91 74.3 (BY? OB JoN Ee cess alaaene see 

Staten Island......- (3) LTT 13. 4 13.1 14, 73 75. 4 73.9 OSE) Heese: OL seeteeee 

New Jersey (earlier ) C21 ya eeraG 1352 13.1 14, 64 75.1 74.9 97 IBY eer se 

New Jersey (Heye 

collection)... .---- (9) 17.6 13.4 12.9 14. 75 75. 8 TBpil 96. 4 1285 4.3 

Maryland.........- (4) | 181 BL S| ee aCe FE GO| (Gn ose ancse|eseemene 
Virginia (miscella- 

MOUS) ja =\- Saimin ,<ie (7) IW ETE 13.5 1838) 14, 74 76 75 WOON Ee = ealemeecnse 

Virginia (Valentine 

collection)... .---- (PAD Se Arh) 13.6 13.6 15 76.4 76.9 GOVe Eee senses es 

FactaL MEASUREMENTS 

HEIGHT OF THE FACE 

The height of the face stands largely, though not absolutely, in 
correlation with the length of the head, a feature which becomes 
apparent also in our series. ‘The collections from more westerly Vir- 
ginia and the Lenape groups, all of which show rather short crania, 
give also the shortest faces. Maine and Massachusetts follow, with 

Rhode Island and New York. The Indians of Staten Island, Long 
Island, and Manhattan Island, so far as the males are concerned, all 

find a place in the upper half of the series, with long faces, and the 
same is true of the few more easterly Virginia specimens in which the 
face could be measured, and of the males of southeastern Canada. 
The latter, with those of Manhattan Island, occupy the upper limit 
of the scale. The females throughout show more uniformity than 
the males in their measurements. 

BREADTH OF THE FACE 

The breadth of the face, as measured by the diameter bizygomatic 
maximum, stands in a measure in correlation with the breadth of the 

head, but as it depends very largely on the degree of development of 
the temporal muscles and as a pronounced development of these 
muscles, while broadening the zygomatic arches, tends at the same 
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time to restrict the development of the skull in breadth, there are 
many irregularities in this correlation. In our series, Rhode Island, 
Maine, Massachusetts, and Connecticut occupy the lowest positions 
in the scale, showing faces that for Indians are decidedly narrow. 
Among the Lenape the faces are about medium, and the same is true 
of the more westerly Virginians. On Manhattan Island and Staten 
Island the face was well above the medium in breadth, but not so on 

Long Island, although the somewhat exceptional position of the Long 
Island Indians in this respect may be accidental. The Indians of 
southeastern Canada and New York State, as well as some of the 
Virginia Indians, had faces decidedly broader than the averages of 
those of the northeastern states bordering on the Atlantic. 

Comparing the average facial breadth with facial height, it is seen 
that in most of the tribes noted the two measurements occupy a 
similar position in the scale, the narrow faces being also short, and 
vice versa; but there are several exceptions. 

XCVI.. EASTERN INDIAN CRANIA: FACE 

Prosthion-nasion height Diameter bizygomatic maximum 

Males Females | Males Females 

Group Num- Num- Group Num-| p. Num- D 

per PMc eee ee. | bal ee a 
ean mens mens |"@X-| mens |™2*- 

cm. em cm. cm 
New Jersey (Heye col- Rhode Island. ..-..-.-. (6) |13.35 (3) | 18 

leechior) sse.ess soe (7) | 7.15 (Geb e||pMamnosece see seeee se (2) 113. 45 (4) | 12.95 

New Jersey (earlier). ./.....-..|------ (11) | 6.8 Massachusetts... --.-- (7) 13.7 (8) | 12.7 

Virginia (Valentine Connecticut. --.--.-....- (2) {13.8 (2): 4, 1253. 

collection).......... (4) | 7.3 (5) | 6.9 || Long Island.......--.. (4) |13. 85 (4) | 12.95 

Mange. eac cence: (3) | 7.4 (4) | 6.8 Virginian (Valentine 

Massachusetts... ...-- (8) | 7.4 (15) | 7 collection)/=*--=.--- (4) |18. 85 (6) | 13.1 

Rhode Island. ..-.-... (3) | 7.4 (4) | 7.1 New Jersey (earlier). .|.--.----|------ (9) | 12.7 

Connecticutn. 2<<.-2-6| tees acasletee ce (2) | 6.85 || New Jersey(Heye col- 

New York State...... (10) | 7.4 (11) | 6.9 lection) 55... s-2=5 (7) |13.9 (6) | 12.8 

Staten Island.-.....--. (3) | 7.45 (2) | 6.5 New York State......) (13) |14.05 (9) | 18.1 

Virginia (miscellane- Eastern Canada. ...-- (9) 14.1 (5) | 12.6 

OU) Sema t aeeeme (Calabi. |Sseoe. |e oss Manhattan Island. .. - (1) 14.3 Be oe 

Bong island. -s--eo- = (4) | 7 (4) | 7 Staten Island....-..-- (3) 14.7 (2) | 12. 65 

Southeastern Canada. (7) | 7.8 (5) | 6.75 || Virginia (miscellane- 

Manhattan Island. - - . (2) ig 95 ck eee eo ese: ous): $5. peste cess (2) 114. 7 \anes eee 

ORBITS 

While describing, in 1902, the skulls of the more easterly Lenape, 
the writer was impressed by the occasional appearance of very low 
orbits, and considered at the time the possibility of this feature 
being characteristic of the tribe. The present examination shows, 
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however, that remarkably low orbits were frequent among some 
of the tribes of the eastern Algonquians, and that the Munsee and 
Lenape skulls occupy, with respect to the average orbital index, 
only a median position. The lowest orbits in the mean were found 
among the males of Long Island and of the North Atlantic states. 
Maine and Massachusetts again stand exceedingly close together, 
with fairly low indexes, while Manhattan Island and Staten Island 
are about medium. The females of Staten Island show in this, 
as in other respects, a lack of harmony with the males, with lower 
index. The highest orbits are found in the skulls from south- 
eastern Canada and Rhode Island, and in both of the series from 
Virginia. On the whole, the extensive variation of the absolute and 
relative dimensions of the orbits among the eastern Algonquians 
(and Iroquois) is very remarkable. Its chief cause in the males is 

the unequal development of the supraorbital ridges; in the females, 
excepting in two or three groups, the proportions and indexes are 
more nearly alike. 

XCVII. EASTERN INDIAN CRANIA: FACE 

5 Orbital index | Nasal index 

Males Females Males Females 

Group | | Group 

Rees Ale bs Num- 

eee of. ieee Galt hee Nod ee Not. 
mens mens mens mens 

Long Island..-..-.-... (5) | 82.6 (5) | 87.4 || Manhattan Island... (CANCE Se Eee ces) Emaar 

Connecticut ......--.- (2) | 84.6 (S)) 92515 || Miainesss seaeteec =e (4) | 45.6 (4) | 50 

MIDI Sasa CBD eo nSeaee (4) | 86.2 (4) | 86.2 || Long Island..-....--- (5) | 46.7 (5) | 49 

Massachusetts. ---.---- (10) | 86.3 (2) | 88.8 |] Connecticut.....--... (2) | 49 (2) | 54.7 

New York State...... (16) | 86.8 (13) | 88.6 || Southeastern Canada. (8) | 49.1 (5) | 53:4 

Manhattan Island. --. (2) | 87.4 (1) | 87.8 || Massachusetts... ..--- (10) | 49.7 (20) | 49.5 

New Jersey (earlier) ..|--.--..-|--.-.- (13) | 87.2 || Virginia (miscellane- 

New Jersey (Heye col- OUS) Re sacanee seemed (3) | 50.6 (Gb) 4) Bye 

ABCHON) ye 22- <2 a2 (7) | 87.5 (7) | 91.7 || New Jersey (earlier) ..|-----..-]------ (3) ] 515 

Staten Island........- (3) | 87.6 (3) | 838 New Jersey (Heye 2 

Southeastern Canada.| (10) | 87.8 (5) | 89.5 collection) ..-..---. (@) | Sie (9) | 52.9 

Virginia (Valentine New York State....- (15) | 51.8 (QS) a ade 

collection)....--.--- (10) | 87.9 (6) | 89 Rhode Island......-- (6) | 52.5 (5) 5251. 

Virginia (miscellane- Staten Island.......- (S)alfodet (3) | 54.4 

(OUIS) Pree stesso (5) | 88.9 (2) | 85.6 || Virginia (Valentine 

Rhode Island....-.-..-- (6) +} 90 (5) | 89 collection) ....----- (8) | 53.5 (6) | 54.3 

Nasau INDEX 

Among the Eastern Indians, the nose, as already mentioned, is 
in general relatively small, and the aperture presents often fairly 
sharp borders, an exceptional feature among Indians of most other 
parts of the continent. The nasal aperture, or more properly the 
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relation of the breadth to the height of the nose, expressed by the 
nasal index, differs considerably in the different tribes. The index 
is lowin the northeastern states, on Manhattan Island and Long Island, 
and in southeastern Canada; medium among the Munsee and other 
Lenape, among the more easterly Virginia tribes and in New York 
State; and elevated on Staten Island and in the more westerly Vir- 
ginians. It was also elevated in both sexes in Rhode Island, which 
is of interest in that the specimens from that state show a somewhat 
exceptional position in other respects. On Staten Island, the crania 
of which stand in regard to nasal index apart from those of Man- 
hattan Island and Long Island, with which they are otherwise so 
closely related, the character may have been influenced by admix- 
ture through the accession of females. 

PALATE 

. The relative proportions of the dental arch, as expressed by the 
“‘palatine”’ index, show shortest palates in the northeastern states and 
longest among the Lenape; but the differences are not very marked. 

XCIII. EASTERN INDIAN CRANIA: FACE 

| Palatine index Angle of facial prognathism 

Males Females Males Females 

Group Group 

Num- Num- Num-} An- |Num-}| An- 
ber of| py, | berof| py. ber of | gle, | ber of | gle, 
speci- speci- speci-| de- | speci-| de- 
mens mens | mens | grees | mens | grees 

Massachusetts. ..-..-.-.-- CS) ALS 2 (8) ML: 459 | Connecticnts>. 2: sses-sl5. sececlee ence (2) 68 

Manhattan Island ...-- C2) USS 2a ease ee Rhode Island...-.-....- (3) 69 (2) 4) 33 

Maine 9898 fe clo ee (3) | 118.8] (4) | 113.8 || New York State. ..... (7) 71 | (10) | 72.5 

Virginia (Valentine Southeastern Canada. . (5) 72 (3D) leew 

collection) -2-2--<5.-- (3) | 114.1 (5), | 116.4 ||| Maine: =o 22-25 Sc-- == 2. = BecSstofbses: (3) | 

New York State......- | (Payal alc | egeoee 3 iP see See Massachusetts... ...---- (4) 73 (Sea 

Rhodeiisland-~o: -2528| 5-22) eeseee (3) | 116.1 || New Jersey (Heye col- 

Staten Island.........- (2) eG Sb | Serre) ee ee lection): 2224 ac2--c (6) 73 (5)..| are 

Southeastern Canada. - (4) | 117.3 (3) 4), 115.'8))|| Wong Island’ 222 22222. (4) 74 (3) | 71 

New Jersey (Heye col- Virginia (Valentine 

lection) 3-22. -c-)-ce=- | (8) | 120.7 (5) | 120.5 Collection)" scecqas/s- a\aee eae aoe (8) |. 74 

New Jersey (earlier). --|....-..|.------ (2), |, 121.2) || Staten Island -- -.-2 2. (3) 76 GO yay ar 

| 

PROGNATHISM 

Facial -prognathism did not differ very greatly in the different 
groups, yet there is a perceptible tendency toward a greater orthog- 
nathy among Indians of the northeastern states and Canada, and 
to somewhat greater protrusion among those of Long Island and 
Staten Island, the Munsee, and the Virginians of the Valentine 
collection. Alveolar prognathism (see table for details) was most 
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pronounced on Manhattan Island, Long Island, and Staten Island; 
east among the New York Indians and among those of south- 
eastern Canada, Maine, and Massachusetts. 

It is evident from the data presented above, that the eastern 
Algonquian (and Iroquois) Indians, while essentially of one type, 
approached purity of type much more in the northeastern Atlantic 
states and in southeastern Canada than farther south. It is further 
plain that the stock presented numerous and occasionally marked 
localized or tribal as well as individual variations, and thatin several 

of the states, and possibly even in Rhode Island, it was modified 
more or less by admixture with individuals of both sexes from across 
the Appalachians or the south. A locally differentiated group 
which in many respects already stood more or less apart from the 
neighboring tribes and was also characterized especially by more 
than average development, is the cluster of tribes of Manhattan 
Island, Long Island, and Staten Island. The Munsee and other 
Lenape stand in close relation in many important respects, though 
they exhibit also some differences; and both of them, as already 
shown, agree with the rest of the eastern Algonquians, more especially 
with their immediate neighbors to the north and south. 

The tables of detail measurements of the Eastern Indian crania 
follow. 

XCIX. EASTERN INDIAN CRANIA: FACE (DETAILS) 
MALES 

ee Orbits 

ee otspecr | Upper | Facial | index, | of spect 
yas upper | mens | Height| Breadth | Index 

cm. cm. cm. em. 

Southeastern Canada....-...-. (7) 7.8 14.1 Doae (10) 3. 47 3.96 87.8 

PMG heeie 68 ne Sac @yalueee 13.45 | 53.2 (4) | 3.36 3.9 86. 2 
IMASSACMUSOULS. .c-5.5- s-i-ce- =e (8) 7.4 13. 7 54.3 (10) 3. 42 3. 96 86.3 

Rhodevisland!...<-.2=-<- 2: (3) 7.4 13. 35 55. 5 (6) 3.0 3.9 90 

Wonnechicutee-2 02 eeee ee: (yr eee BEST eect tt (2) | 3.25 3.8 84.6 
New, York State: =. ...---+--\- (10) 7.4 14.05 51.7 (16) 3.4 3.9 86.8 

Manhattan Island............ (2) 7.95} (14.3) | (54.5) (2) | 3.47 3.97 | 87.4 

Monewislandic 5 \easee 2 eh. (4) Ueto) 13. 85 54 (5) 358) 4 82.6 

Dussemelsiandes ff. o5cc 82242 (3) 7.45 14.7 50.5 (3) 3.48 4 87.6 

New Jersey (Heye collection) . (7) Wels 13.9 DI (7) 3.4 3.9 87.5 

Vici BIL ees aire te arate) = ssaieifs ela J siorall eaters sce een ainteia| wiser (1) | (3.48) (3.98)| (87. 4) 

Virginia (miscellaneous)... - -- (2) Rlesas 14.7 51 (7) 3.55 4 88.9 

Virginia (Valentine collec- 

GLOW) eect ence ee se (4) Tos) 13. 85 56 (10) 3.08 3.8 87.9 
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XCIX. EASTERN INDIAN CRANIA: FACE (DETAILS)—Continued 

FEMALES 

’ Orbits 

cubiep ofepect [pper| Facil | index, | otspecr 
vets upper || mens | Height| Breadth | Index 

cm. cm. em. cm. 

Southeastern Canada.-.....-- (5) 6.75 | 12.6 52.9 (5) 3.38 3.78 89.5 

Maine $2) os Sbhoen ets eee (4).| 6.8 12.95} 527 (2) ees oos 3:81 | 18642 
MaASSROHTISCUDSs.. cs.<.5-0- oe = (15) 7 12.7 56. 2 (21) 3.36 3.79 88.8 

RiodevIsland= s+ .c222----2156 (4) (al 13 55.2 (5) 3.45 3. 87 89 

Cannecticuts). 22280-85223: (2)| 6.85 12.3 55.7 (3) | 3.32 3.6 92.1 
New York State...........-- (11) 6.9 13.1 52.9 (13) 3.35 3.8 88. 6 

Manhattan island noe ae meal ge tao Ree seer nea ee | bene mee (1) | (8.25) (3.7) | (87.8) 

one islandse cs sca. eae (4) 7 12.95 53.1 (5) 3. 26 3.73 87.4 

Statens Island ss iae eee eee (2)| 6.5 12.65 | (51.6) Gel) 3219 3.84 | 83 
New Jersey (earlier).......... Ges 16:8 eh Fi 53 (3) ees: 3e87i| Cia87ae 
New Jersey (Heye collec- 

(ii Cora Viper satelite ds Shane oie (5) | 6.9 13 54.1 (Gayl see S272) alae 
Wiroiniaiamniscellaneos) s422-| 5222s. 6s 5|ces oes pace eee lbesee eee (2) Sh2 3.8 85.6 

Virginia (Valentine collec- 

PLOY) coc p een (5)| 6.9 13.1 52.4 (6)| 3.31 30724 aso 

C. EASTERN INDIAN CRANIA: FACE (DETAILS) 

: MALES 

Number pee Number Felaie 
Group of speci- |-———__,______| Index || of speci- : 

mens | Height | Breadth | mens | Height | Breadth | Index 

cm. cm. cm. em. 
Southeastern Canada........ (8) 5. 46 Bie 49.1 (4) 5.8 6.8 117.3 

Maines: «2 oo: Sect ee (4)} 5.1 2.3 45.6 (Syn ierbss 6.6 | 113.8 
Massachusettss 2: - 2s 20S-2. (10) 5.2 2.6 49.7 (5) 5.75 6.5 113.2 

Rhodewisland's2ss: 22st (6) | 5 2.65] 52.5 (1) } (6) (7.3) | (121.7) 
Connecticnt:s22.- 2. - eee (2) 5 2.45 AD. Niedenncavsclisde cba 83 Meee eae 

New York State...........-. (15) | 5.3 O75 ses (2) | 5.95 6.9 | 16 
Manhattan Island........... (2) 5.9 2. 65 44.9 (2) 6.05 6.85} 113.2 

Longislandt2e... - 5 38S. see (5) 5.3 2. 47 CU dal Pee eee ee bos — 

Staten Island#2--- -eeeeee = (3) | ead. ah ou; 53.1 (2)| 5.75 6.7 | 116.5 
New Jersey (Heye collection) . (7) 5.1 2.6 Eira (8) 5.6 6.8 120.7 

Maryland: 08-525 eee oe 2) | 1G.) CQQSTY 50) Pc elo ee el eee 

Virginia (miscellaneous)... ... (3) 5.4 2.7 BONG iis treeese| Ss caacie| oe meee Cee 

Virginia (Valentine collec- 

[5 (01) Oe eae ee AB Nee Bek See te (9) 5, 23 2.74 53.5 | (3) 5.9 6.7 114. 1 
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C. EASTERN INDIAN CRANTA: FACE (DETAILS)—Continued 

FEMALES 

Nose Palate 

Groups Number Number 
of Height} Breadth | Index of Height} Breadth | Index 

specimens specimens 

cm. cm. cm. cm. 
Southeastern Canada........- (5) 5 2. 67 53. 4 (8) 5.3 6.1 113.8 

WIGItGe- sSaa ane See oenee see (4) 4.9 2.45 50 (4) 5.6 6.4 113.8 

Massachusetts............-... (21) 4.97 2. 46 49.5 (8) 515 6.4 115.4 

FunpGelsland =. 265.22 eect ek. (5) 5. 14 2. 68 yaa (3) 5.6 6.5 116.1 

Wonnechcite~25--2 51 2 ete (2) 4.75 2.6 DAS dr Peceeece vnis|t ceka cts =| ese oosen eee c 

New York State.............. ae) | DUG TA\ we DBe2 (1) | (5.5) (7) (127. 3) 

monowrslandies. oc. =n. sey aae (5) 4.9 2.3 AO NS aaseeee ee (225 2 eye a Ree ea any 

MUahGMAS LAN Gi; seem ore te (3) 4.75 2. 58 ital | ee Ne, Re er 5 ees eal |e Ree CES 

New Jersey (earlier).........- (13) 4. 87 225) S15 (2) 5. 2 6.3 121.2 

New Jersey (Heye collection) . (9) 4.98 2. 63 52.9 (5) 5. 25 6.35 | 120.5 

Virginia (miscellaneous) - - - - - (1) (5) (2.6) (57 iil he Petr ed PS Ele halite tae at ape a de 

Virginia (Valentine collection) | (6) 5 2.72 54.3 (5) 5.5 6.4 116. 4 

CI. EASTERN INDIAN CRANIA: FACE (DETAILS) 

MALES 

== 

Group Dace Senna pees Basion- Be Basion Speies ee 

; tspeck | “nin | oLspeck | pros, /subnasal | nasion | prog: | prog imum nathism | nathism 

: cm. cm. cm. cm. 2 x 
Southeastern Canada... (14) 9.7 (5) 10.6 9.3 10.7 72 53 

INS eC pes Mie hoe ek ed (6) 9.35 (1) (10.4)} (9.1) | 10.8] (75) (55) 
Massachusetts.......... (12) 9.5 (5) 10. 4 9.2 10.7 73 58 

Rhode Island.......__ (6) 9.6 (3) 10.5 9.1 10.3 69} 58.5 
Connecticut............ (4) 9.1 (Oe (coed kee Mase {Osa (bee eee Seer 
New York State........ (16) 9.5 (8) 10.5 9. 4 10.6 71 54 

Manhattan Island... ._- (2) 9.5 (1) (11) (Gl), Dy || TEED || GB) (64) 
Mone Tsland..5. 2... =. - (1) (9.3) (4) 10.3 9.5 10.8 74 64 

Staten Island.......__. | (2) 9.2 (3) 10.7 9.8 11.2 76 62 
New Jersey (Heye col- 

echo) oe aso ee (8) 9.4 (6) 9.9 9 10.3 73 59 
Wanvianidies ss 2. aoe. (2) il Se shots |e safe ge Le ee er (ORS) Feces ee Pe ae ae 

Virginia (miscellane- 

GNIS) Pseesee see sa ica (12) 9.5 (1)| ~~ (10.2) 9.6 10.6 | (74) (60) 
Virginia (Valentine col- 

e@hion) eatjs2e5-2 nee (14) 9.7 (1) |} (40.2) 9.2 10.6 (71) (54) 
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CI. EASTERN INDIAN CRANIA: FACE (DETAILS)—Continued 

‘FEMALES 

Group 

Mone island =. s-ees eee 

Staten Island). 4. seese2ee 

New Jersey (earlier)........; 

New Jersey (Heye collec- | 

Maryland 3.2. 5....202.22 <- 

Virginia (miscellaneous)... 

Virginia (Valentine collec- 

Number | Diameter 
of | frontal 

speci- Iin- 
mens imum 

cm. 
(4) 9.2 

(6) 9.3 

(23) 9 

(4) 9.4 

(3) 8.9 

(13) 8.95 

(5) 9 

(3) 9.2 

(7) 9. 2 

(9) 9 

(3) 9.1 

(6) 9.1 

(1s) 9.2 

Basion | BAS 5 ion | ABBE! | Aneat 
ea nasal | nasion | progna- | progna- 

point thism thism 

cm. cm. cm. c P 

9.6 8.9 9.9 “72 56 

9.9 9.1 10. 2 72 57 

10.1 9 10 71 56.5 

10.1 8.7 10. 2 73 50 

OY | GRR ee 68 (51) 
9.9 9° 10.1 72.5 57.5 

10 (9) 10 71 (59) 

(9.2) | (8.8) 9.9 (75) Soeeeees 

9.8 8.7 9x9. 70 54 

9.6 8.6 10 74 57 

wes eceasleaes nee (40:2) |. 2 Ses eee 

Sanaswe (9.4) 3|\(10:3) "|| ee eee 

9.9 8.9 10. 25 74 56 



APPENDIX 

One of the most important conclusions reached in connection with 
the studies dealt with in these pages is that of the physical identity 
of the Iroquois with the eastern Algonquian tribes. To test this con- 
clusion the writer subsequently examined the valuable collection of 
Iroquois skeletal material in possession of the Buffalo Society of 
Natural Sciences,! consisting of 34 male and 22 female adult skulls, 
well identified and in good condition. The results of this additional 
study are given in the following tables and need little comment 
except that the conclusions presented in the body of this report as to 
the physical identity of the Iroquois and eastern Algonquian peoples 
are fully verified. In every respect the measurements and indexes of 
the new series fit closely among those of the other Eastern tribes, and 
in not a single feature do they drop out of line or even equal the 
extremes of variation in the skeletal remains of the tribes previously 
studied. In view of these facts the essential identity of the physical 
characters of the Iroquois and Algonquians, as determined by their 
skeletal remains, may, it seems, be regarded as definitely established. 

IROQUOIS AND MOST NEARLY RELATED EASTERN INDIAN CRANIA 

CRANIAL INDEX 

Male | Female 

Connecticut Geese 72.4 | Connecticut Geeta 74. 6 

Maine (Eyes 8 72.7 | Maine (Gites ae 74.7 
Massachusetts (GS aaa Se ee 72.8 | Massachusetts (25) ees aa 74.7 

Troquois (Se airs = ao 73.1 | Iroquois (ZaN eR Rs 74. 0 

Southeastern Canada (14)...-.-.-- (a | poutbesstern- @anadac |S occs+ esses oe: 

New York State (0) ere ee 73. 5 | New York State (GI) eee eesaie 74.8 

Maryland (ANB ade oe 73. 6 | Maryland (dD Bee see 74.0 

Rhode Island (Bee Spies 73.7 | Long Island (ere eee 74.3 

Delaware GD es eager ae Mics Ah Le leis Sey ee Rice NS Sonn toe a eee nk 

New Jersey (Munsee) (4)....-...-- 73. 9 | Lenape (CUE) espe tas ow: 

HEIGHT-LENGTH INDEX 

Male Female 

Southeastern Canada (14).......-. 73. 1 | Southeastern Canada (5)........-.. 75. 7 

Massachusetts (2) rae es 73.5 | Massachusetts (2A ey ee 75. 9 

Connecticut vd Deeg er 73. 5 | Connecticut (Glico anes 74.9 

New York State (17) neebiew -.. 73.6 | New York State eS eRe en ero 72.5 

Iroquois (32) as See 74.0 | Iroquois (21) ees? 74. 4 

Rhode Island GG) eure ys} Heo ode lisltmd ieee =. 0. aaReee Sec. Seo 

New Jersey (Teione Renee 74.2 | New Jersey (ZO) seca : 74.4 

Long Island (5) S8e os 74.9 | Long Island G)pseas sees (Bie) 

Staten Island (4). pe sabes sd 75.2 | Staten Island (3) eee: 3 tao 

! Grateful acknowledgment for courtesies in this connection are extended to Mr. Henry R. Howland, 

superintendent of the museum of this Society. 
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HEIGHT-BREADTH INDEX 

Male ; Female | 

Southeastern Canada (DA) S52 5s 99.7 | Southeastern Canada (6) .2 98. 3 

Connecticut (2) aede 100. 4 | Connecticut (S) saa tee 98.8 
Rhode Island (6) 2 e522 100.5 | Rhode Island (A) oe es 100. 2 

Iroquois ELS 101.0 | Iroquois (27) i ee 100. 5 
Massachusetts ae eee 101. 0 | Massachusetts (22 eee 100. 9 

New Jersey (earlier) CB) Base 101. 2 | New Jersey (earlier) (18). 22s 97.0 
Virginia (all) (Clg Bence 101. 8 | Virginia (all) (15) 2 Seu 99. 2 

HEIGHT INDEX 
(Hrdliéka) 

(H+B)+2 
L 

Male Female 

Maine (G)-ccek 2.3 | Maine (B)an e8 74.1 
Long Island (Gs eee 72.8 | Long Island (5) oar 74.1 

Connecticut Ry te 73.0 | Connecticut (Giese 74.7 

Massachusetts (M2ysaae 73. 2 | Massachusetts (22). oe 75.1 

Southeastern Canada Gt) eee 73.3 | Southeastern Canada (6) .s32 76.3 

Manhattan Island (2) eet 73.4 | Manhattan Island (Leta aot 

Staten Island (A) ess 73.5 | Staten Island (Glee. 74.6 

New York State alg eaae= 73.6 | New York State (14)sseee Ton 
Troquois ($2) ere 2 73.6 | Iroquois HAS 74.2 
Delaware Chysteee 73.7 | Delaware © | Que eeeee 

Rhode Island (G)eas. - 73.9 | Rhode Island (A) 2c se 76. 1 

New Jersey (all) Ui) see 74.3 | New Jersey (all) @O)iaeen 74. 8 

CRANIAL MODULE 

Male Female 

Rhode Island (G)esee- 15. 22 | Rhode Island (4) scone 14. 84 
New Jersey (miscel.) (4) a ae 15. 33 | New Jersey (14) sapere 14. 64 

Iroquois (C2) eel elroguots (21) aoa 14. 80 

New Jersey (Munsee) Cc nes 15. 44 | New Jersey (O)Z meee 4.75 

Virginia (Valentine coll.) (i1)..--- 15. 46 | Virginia (Valentine coll.) (13)..... 15. 00 

Southeastern Canada (GES arma 15.48 | Southeastern Canada (6) See 14. 77 

Maine (ese 2 15.55 | Maine (S)sesee 14. 92 

Connecticut (2))z- 15.55 | Connecticut (3) ee 14. 84 

Massachusetts (EAN Ae 15.56 | Massachusetts (22) See 14.7 

FACE: NASION-PROSTHION HEIGHT 

Male Female 

Massachusetts (8).2 7.4 | Massachusetts (oye 7.0 

Rhode Island (s)a: 3 7.4 | Rhode Island (4). at 

New York State (WOyporsex 7.4 | New York State (12y)e 6.9 

Staten Island (3) 2832 7.45 | Staten Island (2)5-e 6.5 

Iroquois (22 )aeeer 7.45 | Iroquois Gye 7.0 
Virginia (miscel.) (Dyess 7S | Virginia (miscel.)’ — VES SReeeee 

Long Island (4) 2227 7.5 | Long Island (CBee 7.0 

Southeastern Canada tp a 7.8 | Southeastern Canada (D)eze 6.75 
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DIAMETER BIZYGOMATIC MAXIMUM 

Male 

Rhode Island (i) aoa ae 

Maine (2yes28! 
Massachusetts (ee eae 

Troquois OS) aie 
Connecticut (C) ee 
Long Island (eee ne 
Virginia (Valentine coll.) (4)..-..-.- 

Male 

Maine Gj. soe 
Massachusetts CLOVES: 202 

New York State GG)Ee tes 

Troquois (Bi Neent2k 

Manhattan Island (0) eae 

Staten Island () eee 

Southeastern Canada (10) Ree 

Virginia( Valentine coll.) (10) 

Male 

Massachusetts @O)se52=- 

Virginia (miscel. ) (2) eee 

New Jersey (Munsee) CANE Boss 

Troquois ee es 

New York State (GIG) See ete 

Rhode Island (G)imsa5 - 

Staten Island (Sees: 

Female 

Rhode Island (3) 

Maine (4) 

Massachusetts (8) 

Troquois 
Connecticut 

Long Island (4) 

Virginia (Valentine coll.) (6) 

INDEX 

Female 

Maine (4) 
Massachusetts (21) 

New York State (13) 

Iroquois (17) 

Manhattan Island (1) 

Staten Island (3) 
Southeastern Canada (5).- 

Virginia (Valentine coll.) (6) 

NASAL INDEX 

Female 

Massachusetts (20) 

Virginia (miscel. ) (1) 
New Jersey (Munsee) (9) 

Iroquois (17) 

New York State (13) 

Rhode Island (5) 

Staten Island (3) 

DENTAL ARCH (‘‘PALATAL’’) INDEX 

Male 

Virginia (Valentine coll.) (3)....-. 114. 

New York State (canes 116. 

Troquois (eles Sues 116 
Staten Island Giese: 116. 

Southeastern Canada (ch Reva aes 17 WwW ote © 

Female 

Virginia (Valentine coll.) (5) 

New York State 

ANGLE OF FACIAL PROGNATHISM 

Male 

Rhode Island (3) 

New York State (7) 

Iroquois (17) 
Massachusetts (4) 

Long Island (4) 

17135°—B ull. 62—16—_9 

Troquois (15) 

Staten Island 

Southeastern Canada (3) 

Femate 

Rhode Island (2) 

New York State (10) 

Troquois (15) 

Massachusetts : 
Long Island (3) 

(CHASE anne 

spe 
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The preceding statements must not, of course, be regarded as 
implying any lessening of our interest in the Iroquois group. This 
large and important body of Indians was a complex of tribes, some 
of which, as yet, are represented but poorly in our collections, so far 
as their skeletal remains are concerned. It is possible that more 
abundant material will exhibit some differences between these tribes, 
owing to their varied earlier associations and perhaps to other agen- 
cies. In any event, the Iroquois are well worthy of further study, 
even though there may not be strong probability that the chief con- 
clusion reached in this work, namely, their close physical relation with 
the Algonquians, can be seriously modified. 
Much also remains to be done with respect to the Algonquians. The 

Canadian tribes have scarcely been touched as yet; there are numer- 
ous gaps in the skeletal collections from our Eastern states; and data 
on skeletal parts other than the skull in the principal tribes are very 
deficient. 
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